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Notice to readers 
This annual index is intended as a guide for tracing information published in 1979 in the Bulletin of the European 
Communities. 
The index is based on key expressions which appear in the documents and give an indication of the various subjects 
covered. 
Each key expression can be traced through any of its main words. 
The key expression is followed by a reference composed of four elements : 
- the document type (B for the Bulletin); 
- the year of publication ; 
- the number of the issue in the year in question (07 for the Bulletin 7/8); 
- the number of the section to which the key expression relates. 
When a key expression mentions an action taken by a Community institution or body, a code preceding the reference 
in question indicates the body responsible for taking that action : 
- European Parliament .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . ... .. ... . . . ... ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... .. P 
- Commission of the European Communities . . . .. ...... ... .. .. . .. . . .. C 
- Economic and Social Committee ......... ................... ........ ........ ... ..... .. S 
- European Council . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . ..... .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . ... . .. ... ... L 
- ECSC Consultative Committee ..... . ........ ............ ..... . ..... A 
Ill 
List of abbreviations 
ACP Afncan, Caribbean and Pacific countnes I AEA International Atomic Energy Agency (UN) 
Asean Association of South-East Asian Nations IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and 
CCT Common Customs Tariff (EEC) Development (UN) 
lOA International Development Association 
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic Ass1stance 
lEA International Energy Agency (OECD) (Comecon) 
COST European cooperation in the field of scientific ILO International Labour Organization (UN) 
and technical research IMF International Monetary Fund 
CREST Comite de la recherche scientlfique et JET Joint European Torus 
technique (Scientific and Technical Research JRC Joint Research Centre 
Committee) 
LAES Latin-American Economic System 
CSCE Conference on Security and Cooperation in MCA Monetary compensatory amount(s) Europe 
DOM Departement(s) d'outre-mer (French NAFO North Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
overseas department(s) NEAFC North-East Atlantic Fisheries Convention 
EAGGF European Agricultural Guidance and NGO Non-governmental organization 
Guarantee Fund OCT Overseas countries and territories 
ECA European Cooperation Association OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
ECE Economic Commission for Europe Development 
Ecosoc Economic and Social Council (of the Umted PVD Pays en voie de developpement 
Nations) (developing country/countries) 
Sedoc Systeme europeen de diffus1on des offres et 
ECU European currency unit des demandes d'emploi enregistrees en 
EDF European Development Fund compensation internationale (European 
EFTA European Free Trade Association 
international vacancy clearing system) 
Stabex Stability m export revenue (Lome 
EP European Parliament Convention) 
ERDF European Regional Development Fund Unclad United Nations Conference on Trade and 
EUA European unit of account Development 
Eurostat Statistical Office of the European 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme 
Communities Unido United Nations Industrial Development 
FAO Food and Agnculture Organization (UN) Organization 
VAT Value-added tax 
FADN Farm accountancy data network (EEC) WHO World Health Orgamzation (UN) 
GATT General Agreement on Tanffs and Trade WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization 
GNP Gross national product. (UN) 
IV 
Abuse of Dominant Position 
- Abuse of dominant position on the audiovisual 
technology market (C 22/79) 10/2.3.78 
- Abuse of dominant position by a Swedish 
manufacturer of cash registers (C 22/78) 
5/2.3.56 
- Abuse of dominant position in the 
pharmaceutical industry in Switzerland 
resolution P 2/2.3.17 (C 85/76) 2/2.3.47 
Accession of Greece 
- Exploratory talks with Malta and the EFT A 
countries following Greece's accession 6/2.2.3 
-Greece's accession to the European 
Communities 5/1 .1 .1 
- Greece's accession to the EEC and ECSC 
decisions L 5/2.2.3 
- Ratification of the Treaty of Accession of 
Greece 6/2.2.2 
- Signature of the Treaty of Accession of Greece 
to the European Communities opinion C 5/2.2.2 
Accession to the Lome Convention 
- Accession of Kiribati to the Lome Convention 
7/2.2.51 10/2.2.67 
- Accession of St. Vincent to the Lome 
Convention 3/2.2.61 6/2.2.47 
Accident Insurance 
-Legal expenses insurance 7/2.1.38 
- Legislation on insurance contracts 7/2.1.39 
ACP 
- Accession of Kiribati to the Lome Convention 
10/2.2.67 
- ACP-EEC meeting on the evaluation of health 
projects financed by the EDF 1/2.2.58 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation under the Lome Convention 
report C 7/2.2.52 
- Agreements on the guaranteed price of sugar 
originating in ACP States 1 0/2.2. 76 
- Annual session of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 10/2.2.68 
- Application of the generalized tariff preferences 
in 1980 resolution P 11/2.3.17 
- Commission participation in a working party on 
development cooperation in the Caribbean 
region 6/2.2.49 
-Conference on trade with the ACP 11/2.2.43 
- Coordination of trade promotion acitivities of 
developing countries 1 /2.2.28 
- Derogation from the concept of originating 
product for Malawi and Kenya regulation L 
2/2.1.22 
- Derogation from the rules governing origin for 
certain products originating in Mauritius 
regulation L 5/2.1.36 
- EIB loan in Mauritiana for the exploitation of 
iron ore deposits 12/2.3.91 
A 
- EIB loan in the Ivory Coast for the expansion of 
a fertilizer plant 12/2.3.86 
- EIB loan to Barbados for small- and medium-
scale ventures 6/2.3.60 
- EIB loan to Burundi to finance industrial 
ventures 10/2.3.107 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for developing clinker 
and cement production 12/2.3.85 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for modernization of an 
aluminium plant 10/2.3.108 
- EIB loan to Djibouti for a power station 
10/2.3.109 
- EIB loan to Gambia for the modernization of 
groundnut processing facilities 9/2.3. 72 
- EIB loan to Madagascar for a study on 
developing bituminous sandstone deposits 
12/2.3.88 
- EIB loan to Mali for the development of tourism 
12/2.3.87 
- EIB loan to Niger to finance construction of a 
hote111/2.3.70 
- EIB loan to Senegal for the development of 
solar energy 12/2.3.89 
- EIB loan to Senegal for the exploitation of iron 
ore deposits 12/2.3.90 
- EIB loan to the Congo under the Lome 
Convention 1/2.3.67 
- Emergency aid for hurricane victims in Dominica 
decision C 9/2.2.50 
- Emergency aid under the EDF to Dominica and 
Chad decisiOn C 1 0/2.2. 77 
- Financial and technical assistance to small 
enterprises in developing countries 1 0/2.2. 72 
- Financing decisions under the 4th EDF 
decisions C 1/2.2.57 2/2.2.55 3/2.2.66 4/2.2.50 
10/2.2.78 11/2.2.48 
- Financing decisions under the 3rd and 4th EDF 
decisions C 5/2.2.74 
- Financing decisions under the EDF 6/2.2.53 
7/2.2.55 
- Fixing of guaranteed prices for sugar originating 
in ACP States 6/2.2.52 
- Generalized scheme of preferences for 1980 
opinion S 9/2.3.51 
- Industrial and technological cooperation between 
the Community and ACP States 10/2.2.71 
- Negotiations for the renewal of the Lome 
Convention 3/2.2.59 5/2.2.64 6/2.2.45 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Senegal 6/2.2.46 
- Participation by ACP States in trade events in 
the Community 10/2.2.70 
- Participation by ACP States in the Trieste 
International Fair 6/2.2.48 
- Participation by ACP States in international 
trade events 4/2.2.49 9/2.2.49 
- Regional seminars for ACP States 11 /2.2.45 
- Renewal of the Lome Convention 9/1.1 .1 
- See also : Lome Convention 
- Seminar on the planning of human resources 




- Seminar on the planning of human resources 
and training in a development policy 6/2.2.50 
- Seminar on the transfer of commercial 
technology 10/2.2.69 
- Signature of the new ACP-EEC Convention 
10/1.3.1 
- Signing of the Internal agreements under the 
new Lome Convention 11/2.2.41 
- Stabex transfer advances to Guinea-Bissau 
7/2.2.54 
- Stabex transfer advances to Dominica 1 0/2.2. 75 
-Use of the 1979 instalment of Stabex 7/2.2.53 
ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
- Annual Session of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 10/2.2.68 
- Final statement at the end of the J01nt 
Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 1/2.2.54 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the ACP-
EEC Consultative Assembly 1/2.2.53 
- Political situation in southern Africa 1/2.2.55 
- Actions for a policy for the textile and clothing 
industry 5/2.1.25 
- 2nd research and development programme in 
the field of textiles and clothing 4/2.1.20 
opinion S 7/2.3.69 
- Adm1mstering commercial policy in textiles 
11/2.1.19 
- Anti-crisis measures in the textile industry 
9/2.1.20 
- Commission financial participation in launching a 
textiles information scheme 5/2.1.25 
- Community action 1n favour of restructuring 
investments in the textile mdustry 1/2.1.27 
-Community action in the man-made fibres sector 
regulation L 12/2.1.17 
- Consultations with representatives of trade 
associations in the European textile and clothing 
industnes 6/2.1.21 
- Meeting with the representatives of the 
European textile and clothmg industries 
10/2.1.19 
- Symposium on innovation in the clothing 
industry 3/2.1 .16 
- Symposium on production, working and 
marketing conditions in the knitwear industry 
11/2.1.20 
Administration of Food Aid 
- Budgetary and political1mportance of food aid 
opimon P 3/2.3.13 
Administrative Cooperation 
- Determination of the origin of slide fasteners (C 
34/78) 1/2.3.45 (C 114/78) 1/2.3.49 
- Determination of the origin of certain textile 
products regulations L 7/2.1.24 
Admission to the Occupation of 
Transport Operator 
- Admiss1on to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Federal Germany 
opm1on C 7/2.1.88 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Luxembourg 11/2.1.94 
- Condition for access to the occupation of road 
transport operator (C 145/78) 3/2.3.65 (C 
146/78) 3/2.3.66 
Advisory Committee on Fusion 
- Opinion of the ACF on the advisory structures 
for the Fusion programme 11/2.1.110 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
5/2.1.144 
Advisory Committee on Transport 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
3/2.1.1610/2.1.12212/2.1.139 
Aeronautics Industry 
-Action plan for European aerospace research 
1/2.1.29 
Aerospace Research 
-Action Plan for European aerospace research 
1/2.1.29 
Africa 
- Commission part1c1pation in the Pan-African 
Conference on Refugees 5/2.2.33 
-Political situation in southern Africa 1/2.2.55 
- Situation of the refugees, particularly the refugee 
children, in the Horn of Africa resolution P 
12/2.2.69 
- Visit to the Commission by the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for 
Africa 9/2.2.30 
Agreement between Enterprises 
- Authorization of a specialization agreement 
between steel producers decision C 3/2.1 .27 
- Authorization of long-term contracts for the 
supply to the United Kingdom of raw cane 
sugar produced in the overseas countries and 
territories decision C 12/2.1 .36 
- Decision against anticompetitive agreements and 
concerted practices operated between 
enterprises decision C 9/2.1 .26 
- Decision against fertilizer export sales agency in 
France decisiOn C 11/2.1.31 
- Fines on two companies for production of 
incomplete documentation in Italy decision C 
12/2.1.46 
- J01nt research and development agreement in 
the pharmaceutical field decision C 1 /2.1.32 
- Removal of obstacles to sales and marketing 
decision C 12/2.1.35 
- Renewal of a decision authorizing cooperation 
between manne paint manufacturers decision C 
12/2.1.37 
- Renewal of authorization of a joint selling 
agreement by the Groupement europeen du 
manganese (European manganese group) 
decision C 12/2.1.38 
- Specialization agreements between steel 
producers dec1sions L 1/2.1.33 
Agreements between Companies 




Agreements between Companies 
(Continued) 
- Illegal agreement between companies in 
Belgium (JC 32 and 36 to 82/78) 7/2.3.46 
- Sole distribution agreement for perfumery 
products (C 99/79) 6/2.3.22 
Agricultural or Forestry Tractor 
-Approval of agricultural tractors opinion S 
5/2.3.79 
- Approval of wheeled agricultural or forestry 
tractors opinion P 1/2.1.17 
- Implementation of the regulation concerning 
agricultural tractors and motor vehicles in 
Belgium (C 1 02/79) 6/2.3.25 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors directives L 
5/2.1.12 directive L 6/2.1.13 directive C 11/2.1.7 
Agricultural Price 
-Agricultural prices for the 1979-1980 marketing 
year 1/1.1.1 1/2.1.3 1/2.1.63 4/2.1.61 6/2.1.71 
decisions L 6/2.1.74 
- Agricultural prices and related measures for the 
1979-1980 marketing year opinion S 4/2.3.66 
- Agri-monetary measures for the 1979-1980 
marketing year 1/1.1.4 
- Debate in the EP concerning agricultural prices 
3/2.3.6 
- Extension of marketing years for certain sectors 
3/2.1.72 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission concerning agricultural prices 
6/2.1.72 
- Statement by the Commission spokesman 
concerning agricultural prices 6/2.1. 73 
Agricultural Product 
- Application of the system of import and export 
certificates to agricultural products (C 808/79) 
12/2.3.18 (C 809 and 809/R/79) 12/2.3.19 
- Conditions for the payment of export refunds on 
agricultural products regulation C 11/2.1.75 
- Fixing of prices to be used in calculating the 
value of agricultural products in intervention 
storage regulation C 12/2.1.102 
- Implementation of the agricultural agreements 
concluded under the MTN 11/2.1.74 
- Import and export licences and advance fix1ng 
certificates for agricultural products (C 122/78) 
2/2.3.55 
Agricultural Research 
- Research and development programme in the 
agricultural sector 1/2.1.91 
- Withdrawal of common agricultural research 
programmes decision C 5/2.1 .1 03 
Agricultural Structure 
- Adjustment and new actions in the f1eld of 
agricultural structures policy 3/1.3.1 
- Adjustment of the common agricultural policy to 
limit structural surpluses and expenditure 
communication C 11/1.2.1 12/2.1.96 
-Agricultural structure policy opmion P 10/2.3.95 
Alte 
- Aids concerning the modernization of farms (C 
152/79) 10/2.3.52 
- Community forestry policy resolution P 5/2.3.12 
opinion S 5/2.3.74 6/2.1.23 
- Disaster-stricken agricultural areas in Italy 
assimilated to mountain- and hill-farming areas 
decision L 3/2.1.86 
- EAGGF Guidance Section assistance in 
connection with structural policy measures 
decisions C 12/2.1.114 
- Implementation of structural reform in agriculture 
report C 7/2.1.73 
- Measures in favour of Mediterranean agricultural 
structures regulations L directives L 2/2.1.61 
- Modernization of farms 12/2.1.111 
- Peripheral coastal regions of the Community 
resolution P 5/2.1.101 
- Programme for the conversion of certain areas 
under vines in France directive L 3/2.1.86 
- Programme to promote drainage in Ireland and 
Northern Ireland directive L 2/2.1.61 
- Promotion and training for farming and rural life 
resolution P 5/2.1.101 
Aid from the ERDF 
-4th Annual Report on the ERDF 7/2.1.54 
- Aid under the non-quota section of the ERDF 
10/2.1.63 opinion S 12/2.3.59 
-Allocations of ERDF aid 6/2.1.54 9/2.1.40 
12/2.1.76 
Air Transport 
- Community contribution to the development of 
air transport services resolution P 1 0/2.3.18 
- Consultation procedure in the air transport 
sector opinion P 11/2.1.99 resolution P 
11/2.3.17 11/2.3.58 decision L 12/2.1.135 
- Development of air transport services 12/2.1.136 
- Fundamental objectives for the development and 
improvement of air transport services 
memorandum C 6/1.4.1 
- Limitation of noise emissions from subsonic 
aircraft directive L 12/2.1.90 
- Limitation of noise emissions of aircraft 2/2.1 . 78 
directiVe L 12/2.1.137 
- Promotion of efficient air traffic management and 
control resolution P 5/2.3.18 
Alcoholic Beverage 
- Quantitative restrictions on the import of brandy 
into Belgium (C 2/78) 5/2.3.54 
-Taxation of brandy in Denmark (C 68/79) 
4/2.3.52 
Algeria 
- EIB loan in Italy to finance the Algeria-Italy gas 
pipeline 4/2.3.81 
Alternative Energy Source 
- Energy situation and wind, wave and tidal 
energy resolutton P 5/2.3.15 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to alternative sources of energy 
3/2.1 .122 regulations L 4/2.1 .1 0 
Alte 
Alternative Source of Energy 
- Financial support for demonstration projects 
relating to alternative sources of energy 
11/2.1.106 
Animal Feedlngstuffs 
- Import arrangements concerning milk-feed 
products for cattle (C 5/79) 1/2.3.34 
- Marketing of compound feedingstuffs for animals 
directive L 4/2.1. 76 
- Marketing of straight feedingstuffs for animals 
amendment to directive L 4/2.1 . 76 
- Price of milk-feed products for cattle (C 5/79) 
10/2.3.76 
Animal Husbandry Legislation 
- Zootechnical legislation applicable to pure-bred 
breeding animals of the bovine species 
directive L 3/2.1.90 
Anti-Dumping Duty 
- Anti-dumping duties on certain iron or steel 
sheets or plates originating in Spain 2/2.2.19 
- Anti-dumping duties on indirect imports of 
certain iron and steel products 
recommendations C 6/2.2.21 
- Anti-dumping duties on kraft liner paper and 
board originating in the United States 3/2.2.10 
- Anti-dumping duty on acrylic fibres originating in 
the United States 11/2.2.7 
- Anti-dumping duty on certain sections originating 
in Spain decision C 5/2.2.20 
- Anti-dumping duty on certain metals originating 
in Greece recommendation C 3/2.2.13 
- Anti-dumping duty on certain sheets or plates 
originating in Spain recommendation C 5/2.2.22 
-Anti-dumping duty on certain pig iron originating 
in Brazil decision C 5/2.2.20 
- Anti-dumping duty on imports of ball bearings 
originating in Japan (C 113 and 118 to 121 /77) 
3/2.3.49 
- Lifting of provisional anti-dumping duties on iron 
and steel products originating in Brazil 
recommendation C 4/2.2.15 
- Lifting of provisional anti-dumping duties on iron 
and steel products originating in Spain 
recommendation C 4/2.2.15 
-Provisional anti-dumping duties on certain iron 
or steel sections originating in Spain 212.2.19 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on certain 
haematite pig iron originating in Brazil 2/2.2.19 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on herbicide 
originating in Romania 2/2.2.13 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on certain iron 
and steel products originating in Greece 
6/2.2.20 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of 
sodium carbonate originating in the USSR 
11/2.2.6 
- Review of anti-dumping duty imposed in the 
United Kingdom on imports of saccharin from 
South Korea 1212.2.15 
- Suspension of definitive anti-dumping duties 
imposed on imports of iron and steel products 
from Bulgaria recommendation C 1/2.2.14 
Anti-dumping Procedure 
- Anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedures concerning 
certain tubes and pig iron originating in certain 
non-member countries 1/2.2.15 
- Anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure concerning 
certain tubes of non-alloy steels originating in 
Spain decision C 10/2.2.10 
- Anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure concerning 
imports of certain steels originating in Spain 
decision C 4/2.2.13 
- Anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure concerning 
imports of ball-bearings originating in Japan, 
Poland, Romania and the USSR decision C 
9/2.2.8 
- Anti-dumping procedures concerning products 
originating in certain non-member countries 
2/2.2.20 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
bovine cattle leather originating in Brazil 
212.2.13 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
iron and steel products originating in Romania 
decision C 6/2.2.19 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
acrylic fibres originating in Japan, Spain and 
Greece decision C 6/2.2.15 
- Anti-dumping procedures concerning imports of 
certain acrylic fibres originating in Turkey and 
the United States decision C 6/2.2.15 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning studded 
welded link chain originating in Spain and 
Sweden decision C 1212.2.15 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning tyres 
originating in certain State-trading countries 
decision C 4/2.2.9 
- Anti-dumping procedures concerning electric 
motors originating in certain State-trading 
countries decision C 4/2.2.9 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning fishing nets 
originating in Norway decision C 4/2.2.9 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning certain 
metals originating in Spain decision C 3/2.2.13 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning stainless 
steel bars originating in Brazil decision C 
1212.2.15 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedures 
concerning fibre building board originating in 
Sweden, Norway, Finland and Spain decision C 
5/2.2.16 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedures 
concerning certain yarn originating in the United 
States 4/2.2.1 0 
-Termination of the anti-dumping/anti-subsidy 
procedure concerning imports of acrylic fibres 
originating in Greece and Turkey decision C 
12/2.2.15 
-Termination of the anti-dumping/anti-subsidy 
procedure concerning imports of sodium 
carbonate originating in certain State-trading 
countries dec1s1on C 11/2.2.6 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain fishing nets originating in 
Norway 6/2.2.16 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning vinyl acetate originating in the 
United States 5/2.2.17 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning titanium originating in Japan 7/2.2.12 
4 
5 
Anti-dumping Procedure (Continued) 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning iron and steel products originating in 
Canada decision C 7/2.2.14 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain iron and steel products 
originating in Spain decision C 7/2.2.14 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain chemical products originating 
in Poland, the GDR and Romania 7/2.2.12 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain pig iron originating in Brazil 
4/2.2.14 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain iron and steel products 
originating in Spain 4/2.2.14 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain products originating in Brazil 
6/2.2.16 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain hematite pig iron originating 
in Spain 5/2.2.21 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain acrylic fibres originating in 
the United States 12/2.2.15 
Argentina 
- Limitation of Argentine exports of wool tops 
5/2.2.23 
- Renewal of the trade agreement between the 
Community and Argentina 12/2.2.66 
Argentlna-EEC Agreement 
- Renewal of the trade agreement between the 
Community and Argentina 12/2.2.66 
Asbestos 
- Health protection against risks from asbestos 
opinion S 2/2.3.70 
ASEAN 
- EEC-ASEAN relations 2/2.3.18 
ASEAN 
- 2nd EEC-ASEAN Conference on industrial 
cooperation 2/2.2.56 
-Aid to South-East Asian refugees 7/2.2.27 
7/2.2.28 
- Aid to the refugees of lndochina resolution P 
7/2.3.8 
- Cooperation Agreement between the Community 
and ASEAN 12/1.2.1 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countries 2/2.2.57 3/2.2.67 4/2.2.52 
resolution P 5/2.3.30 
- Council communique following the International 
Conference on South-East Asian Refugees 
7/2.2.33 
-Food aid to South-East Asian refugees 7/2.2.29 
7/2.2.31 
- Meeting between a Member of the Commission 
and the Prime Minister of Singapore 6/2.2.55 
- Negotiations of a cooperation agreement with 
the ASEAN countries 1 0/2.2. 79 
- Negotiations with ASEAN with a view to 
concluding a trade cooperation agreement 
communication C 7/2.2.56 
Aust 
- Seminar in Manila on the system of generalized 
preferences 1 /2.2.24 
ASEAN·EEC Agreement 
- Cooperation agreement between the Community 
and ASEAN 12/1.2.1 
Assistance from the ESF 
- Applications for assistance from the European 
Social Fund 12/2.1.63 
- First instalment for 1979 of assistance from the 
ESF 6/2.1.44 
- List of public authorities empowered to provide 
financial assistance under the European Social 
Fund decision C 9/2.1 .35 
- Pilot schemes prior to granting ESF assistance 
12/2.1.64 
- Second instalment for 1979 of assistance from 
the ESF 10/2.1.52 
Atmospheric Pollution 
- Biologic limit values and atmospheric quality 
standards for lead 12/2.1.81 
- Chlorofluorocarbons in the environment 5/2.1.80 
decision L 12/2.1.80 opinion P 12/2.3.11 
- Conclusion of a Convention on Long-range 
Transboundary Air Pollution 9/2.1.42 
- Convention concerning long-range transboundary 
air pollution 4/2.1.49 11 /2.1 .60 opinion S 
11/2.1.61 12/2.1.82 
-Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air 
Pollution opinion S 11 /2.3.55 
- Fight against air pollution 2/2.1.47 
- Fight against pollution of the air by sulphur 
report C 3/2.1.61 
- Harmful exposure to metallic lead 1212.1 . 70 
- Measurement of air pollution by sulphur dioxide 
and suspended particulates 2/2.1.48 4/2.1.48 
6/2.1.64 
- Measurements of air pollution by sulphur dioxide 
and suspended particulates directive L 12/2.1.79 
- Use of chlorofluorcarbons in aerosols opinion S 
11/2.3.54 
Australia 
- Ad referendum agreement between the 
Commission and Australia within the framework 
of the MTN 6/2.2.42 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Australia 1/2.2.46 
- Negotiation of a uranium delivery agreement 
with Australia 9/2.2.41 10/2.2.61 
-Trade relations between the Community and 
Australia resolution P 2/2.3.21 
- Visit to Australia by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 5/2.2.53 
Austria 
- EIB loan in Austria to promote hydroelectric 
development 6/2.3.57 
- Transport problems between the Community and 
Austria 3/2.1 .1 0 
Bangladesh 
- Meeting of the EEC-Bangladesh Joint 
Commission 3/2.2.68 
- Negotiations with Bangladesh and India on jute 
and coir products 11/2.2.13 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Bangladesh 4/2.2.53 
-Visit to the Commission by the Bangladesh 
Minister of Finance 7/2.2.57 
Bangladesh-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the EEC-Bangladesh Joint 
Commission 3/2.2.68 
Bank Legislation 
- Coordination of bank legislation and cooperation 
with credit associations 10/2.1.36 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee in the field 
of credit institutions 6/2.1.38 
Beef and Veal 
- See : Beef and Veal Sector 
Beef and Veal Sector 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
beef and veal sector decision L 6/2.1.76 
- Common organization of the market in the beef 
and veal sector regulation C 4/2.1.70 
- Disposal of beef bought in by the 1nterven110n 
agencies regulation C 10/2.1 .93 
- Fixing of prices in the beef and veal sector (C 
49/79) 3/2.3.48 (C 92/78) 3/2.3.54 (C 76/79) 
5/2.3.44 
- Grant of agricultural a1ds in Germany (C 36/79 
3/2.3.35) 
- Implementation of the agreements concluded at 
the Tokyo Round in connection with beef and 
veal regulations C 12/2.1 .110 
- Import arrangements in the beef and veal sector 
regulations L 6/2.1.81 
- Importation of buffalo meat ong1nating in 
Australia 9/2.1.53 
- Importation of frozen beef into Germany (C 
1 00/79) 6/2.3.23 
- Import levy on beef and veal originating in 
Yugoslavia 2/2.1.59 
-Import levy on beef and veal in Italy (C 130/78) 
3/2.3.60 
- Import levy on beef and veal (C 134/78) 
3/2.3.62 
- Levy apphed to the import of beef and veal (C 
66/79) 4/2.3.50 (C 127/79, 128/79) 2/2.3.35 
- Monetary compensatory amounts 1n the beef 
and veal sector (C 127/78) 1/2.3.50 
- Protective measures against the spread of 
epizootic diseases opimon S 11/2.3.56 
- Retail selling price of beef and veal and 
pigmeat in Belgium (C 95/79) 6/2.3.18 (C 
96/79) 6/2.3.19 
- Reta1l selling price of frozen beef and veal (C 
223/78) 7/2.3.52 
B 
- Sale at reduced prices of certain beef and veal 
products 11/2.1 . 79 
-Temporary suspension of the linked sale system 
in the beef and veal sector regulation C 
3/2.1.84 
Belgium 
- Aid for agriculture in Belgium 5/2.1.107 
- Aid for industrial reconversion in Belgium 
dec1sion P 9/2.1 .28 
- Aid to promote employment in Belgium 
10/2.1.28 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Belgium 7/2.1 . 7 4 
10/2.1.103 
- EIB loan in Belgium to finance a self-adhesive 
products factory 4/2.3.80 
- EIB loan in Belgium for industrial ventures 
9/2.3.64 
- Observations to Belgium concerning aid to the 
energy sector decision C 7/2.1.34 
-Termination of infringement proceedings 
concerning aid to the textile sector in Belgium 
deCISIOn C 3/2.1 .30 
- Unilateral fisheries resources measures adopted 
by Belgium 7/2.1.81 
Bracket Rate 
- Repercussions of fluctuating exchange rates on 
the operation of the system of compulsory 
bracket-rates 3/2.1.101 
Brazil 
- Anti-dumping duty on imports of certain pig iron 
originating in Brazil decis1on C 5/2.2.20 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
certain bovine cattle leather originating in Brazil 
2/2 2.13 
- Consultations with Brazil and Uruguay with a 
view to concluding textile arrangements 5/2.2.23 
- Lifting of provisional anti-dumping duties on iron 
and steel products originating in Brazil 
recommendation C 4/2.2.15 
- Meeting of the EEC-Brazil Joint Committee 
10/2.2.82 
-Negotiations for an EEC-Brazil Agreement 
decision C 9/2.2.52 
- Official visit to Brazil by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 10/2.2.81 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain products originating in Brazil 
6/2.2.16 
-Termination of the anti-dumpmg procedure 
concerning imports of certain pig iron originating 
in Brazil 4/2.2.14 
Brazii-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the EEC-Brazil Joint Committee 
10/2.2.82 
- Negotiation of an EEC-Brazil agreement 
decison C 9/2.2.52 
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Brussels Convention 
- Draft Convention on the law applicable to 
contractual obligations 2/2.1 .14 
- Interpretation of the Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of Judgements in Civil 
and Commercial Matters (C 25/79) 2/2.3.38 (C 
133/78) 2/2.3.57 (C 143/78) 3/2.3.64 (C 56/79) 
4/2.3.42 (C 120/79) 7/2.3.30 (C 125/79) 7/2.3.34 
(C 784/79) 10/2.3.65 (C 25/79) 11/2.3.49 (C 
814/79) 12/2.3.24 
19n Budget 
- Discharge for the implementation of the 1977 
budget 11/2.3.16 
- Report of the Court of Auditors on financial year 
1977 112.3.53 
1979 Budget 
- Amending and supplementary budget No. 3 to' 
1979 opinion P 12/2.3.6 
- Amendment of the Financial Regulation 
governing the general budget of the European 
Communities 4/2.3.87 
- Amendments and proposed modifications to the 
budget 11/2.3.8 
- Convergence and budgetary questions 1112.3.2 
- Debate in the EP on the programme of the 
French Presidency 1/2.3.2 
- Draft amending and supplementary budget for 
1979 10/2.3.110 12/2.3.97 
- Global appraisal of the budgetary problems of 
the Community communtcation C 3/2.3.3 
3/2.3.87 4/2.3.85 
- Operation of the Stabex system during 1977 
report C 6/2.2.51 
- Position of the Committee on Budgets in the EP 
11/2.3.7 resolution P 11/2.3.9 
- Preliminary draft amending and supplementary 
budget No. 1 for 1979 2/2.3.81 resolution P 
4/2.3.5 
- Reference paper on budgetary questions 
communication C 9/2.1 .8 
- Work of the Working Party on the Comparison 
of Budgets 1/2.1.13 
1980 Budget 
- Amendment of the Financial Regulation 
governing the general budget of the European 
Communities report C resolution P 3/2.3.12 
regulation L 712.3.89 
- Application of the budgetary procedure 
resolution P 3/2.3.11 
- Budgetary guidelines for 1980 resolution P 
3/2.3.10 
-Debate on the budget in the EP 9/2.3.7 
- Draft budget for 1980 resolution P 3/2.3.10 
- ECSC operating budget for 1980 6/2.3.65 
- ECSC operating budget for 1978 7/2.3.90 
- ECSC operating budget and ECSC levy rate for 
198010/2.3.112 
- First reading of the 1980 draft general budget 
11/2.3.71 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 resolution P 12/2.3.7 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 12/2.3.99 
Bulg 
- Preliminary draft amending and supplementary 
budget No. 1 for 1979 3/2.3.84 
- Preliminary draft general budget for 1980 5/1.5.1 
5/2.3.98 6/2.3.61 7/2.3.88 
- Presentation of the preliminary draft budget for 
1980 7/2.3.10 
- Prospects for financing the 1980 budget from 
own resources 6/2.3.63 
- Second reading of the 1980 draft general 
budget by the EP 12/2.3.95 
- Vote on the total rejection of the 1980 general 
budget 12/2.3.5 
Budgets of Member States 
- Improvement of the coordination of national 
economic policies 5/2.1 .4 5/2.1.5 
communication C 6/2.1.5 
- Payment of own resources by the Member 
States 2/2.3.82 
- Work of the Group of Experts on Economic 
Budgets 2/2.1.9 
- Work of the Working Party on the Comparison 
of Budgets 1/2.1.13 
Bulgaria 
- Agreement with Bulgaria on trade in textile 
products 4/2.2.17 
- Exploratory talks with Bulgaria with a view to 
concluding a textiles agreement 3/2.2.15 
- Negotiations with Bulgaria on trade 1n textile 
products 2/2.2.21 
canada 
- Cooperation with Canada over research in the 
energy field 1 /2.1 .25 
- Industrial cooperation with Canada in the field of 
energy saving 1212.1.144 
- Meeting of the EEC-Canada Joint Cooperation 
Committee 12/2.2.56 
- Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Canada 3/2.2.50 
- Relations between the Community and Canada 
under the Framework Agreement for 
Commercial and Economic Cooperation 3/2.2.51 
- Round of twice-yearly consultations between the 
Community and Canada 10/2.2.60 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning iron and steel products originating in 
Canada decision C 7/2.2.14 
- Visit to Canada by the Vice-President of the 
Commission with responsibility for social affairs 
9/2.2.39 
- Visit to the Commission by the Premier of 
Ontario 9/2.2.46 
Canada-EEC Agreement 
- EEC-Canada cooperation on research in the 
energy field 1 /2.1 .25 
- Meeting of the EEC-Canada Joint Cooperation 
Committee 1212.2.56 
- Relations between Canada and the Community 
under the Framework Agreement for 
Commercial and Economic Cooperation 3/2.2.51 
Canada-EEC Consultations 
- Round of twice-yearly high-level consultations 
between the Community and Canada 10/2.2.60 
Cape Verde 
- Stabex transfer to Cape Verde dec1s1on C 
3/2.2.65 
Carriage of Goods 
- Establishment of through international railway 
tariffs 12/2.1 .129 
- International Convention for Safe Containers 
recommendation C 5/2. 1. 117 
Carriage of Goods by Rail 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committees 11/2.1.95 
Carriage of Goods by Road 
- Adjustment of capacity for carriage of goods by 
road for hire or reward 12/2.1 .128 
- Admission to the occupation of road transport 
operator in Federal Germany opmion C 7/2.1.88 
- Application of the Regulation on social 
legislation applying to road transport in the new 
Member States (C 821/79) 12/2.3.31 
- Capacity for carriage of goods by road for hire 
or reward opm1on P 2/2.3.14 opmion S 212.3.67 
c 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by 
road resolution P 2/2.3.13 opinion S 212.3.66 
opinion P 10/2.3.20 opinion S 10/2.3.974 
- Condition for access to the occupation of road 
transport operator (C 145/78) 3/2.3.65 (C 
146/78) 3/2.3.66 
- Conditions of work in international road transport 
(A.E.T.R.) 1/2.1.78 
- Convention on the length of work and rest 
periods in road transport decision L 6/2.1.102 
- European Agreement Concerning the Work of 
Crews of Vehicles Engaged in International 
Road Transport decision L 6/2.1.101 
- Formation of rates for the carriage of goods by 
road between Member States opinion C 
6/2.1.100 
- Harmonization of social legislation in the field of 
road transport 12/2.1 . 132 
- Increase in Community authorizations relating to 
transport 1212.1 .128 
- Liberalization of certain types of own-account 
carriage 12/2.1.128 
- Own-account carriage of goods by road 1 /2. 1. 77 
opinion P 4/2.3.20 
- Reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by 
road in Denmark decision C 7/2.1.89 
- Repercussions of fluctuating exchange rates on 
the operation of the system of compulsory 
bracket-rates 3/2.1.101 
- Short-term Community authorizations relating to 
transport 12/2.1 . 128 
- Support tariffs in Italy and France for the 
transport of agricultural products 10/2.1.117 
-Tariffs for the carriage of goods by road in the 
Netherlands decision C 1212.1 .130 
- Training of certain motor vehicle drivers in the 
Netherlands opinion C 7/2.1.93 
-Training of young drivers in Northern Ireland 
10/2.1.118 
- Transport problems between the Community and 
Austria 3/2.1 .1 00 
Carriage of Passengers by Road 
- Admission to the occupation of road passenger 
transport operator in Luxembourg 11/2.1.94 
- Negotiations for an agreement on common rules 
for the international carriage of passengers by 
coach and bus 2/2.1.80 
Cereals 
- See: Cereal Sector 
Cereals Sector 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
starch products sector dec1s1on L 6/2.1.76 
1212.1.76 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
cereals sector decision L 6/2.1. 76 
- Calculation of monetary compensatory amounts 
in the cereals sector regulation C 4/2.1.66 
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Cereals Sector (Continued) 
- Common organization of the market in hops 
regulation C 4/2.1.68 
- Comparative costs of feed grains 
communicatiOn C 1212.1.103 
- Definitive conclusion of the Protocols relating to 
food aid decision C 1212.2.35 
- Extension of the International Wheat Agreement 
3/2.2.23 6/2.2.26 
- Food aid as cereals to South-East Asian 
refugees 6/2.2.28 
-Levy on maize starch (C 118/79) 7/2.3.28 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on maize meal 
in France (C 109/79) 7/2.3.23 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on exports of 
maize starch (C 795/79) 11/2.3.33 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the cereals 
sector 1/2.1. 76 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on durum 
wheat and products derived therefrom (C 12/78) 
5/2.3.55 (C 84178) 5/2.3.57 
-Negotiations on cereals within UNCTAD 212.2.28 
- Payment of the levy on imports of maize (C 
113/78) 212.3.51 
- Premium for the manufacture of potato starch 
(C 166178) 7/2.3.50 
- Prices and related measures in the cereals 
sector regulations C 7/2.1.66 
- Production aid for hops regulation L 3/2.1 .82 
- Production refund on maize intended for the 
production of quellmehl (Joined C 261 and 
262178) 10/2.3.69 
- Production refund on maize meal (C 27 and 
28/79) 212.3.40 (C 45/79) 3/2.3.44 
- Proposed new Food Aid Convention 1 0/2.2.24 
- Repayment of denaturing premiums for wheat 
(C 119/76, C 126/76) 7/2.3.29 
- Situation of the hop market report C 4/2.1.68 
- Subsidy on delivery of feed grains to Italy 
regulation C 3/2.1. 78 
- System of aid for dehydrated potatoes 1 0/2.1.87 
Charge Having an Equivalent Effect 
- Dues for health checks on imports of meat into 
Belgium (C 57179) 9/2.3.45 
- Health charge on imports of lard into France (C 
132178) 5/2.3.58 
- Health charge on imports of dairy products in 
Italy (C 61/79) 4/2.3.46 
Chemical Product 
- Fight against cadmium pollution 11/2.1.63 
- International symposium on ecotoxicology 
5/2.1.81 
- Negotiations with the United States on the 
control of toxic substances 10/2.1.72 11/2.1.62 
- Work of the Scientific Advisory Committee on 
ecotoxicology 10/2.1.71 
China 
- Development of relations with China 3/2.3.21 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under 
the EEC-China Trade Agreement 7/2.2.60 
- Negotiations with China over a textile agreement 
1/2.2.19 2/2.2.21 3/2.2.14 4/2.2.16 7/2.2.16 
- Official visit to China by the President of the 
Commission 211.4.1 212.3.20 resolution P 
3/2.3.21 
Coal 
- Visit to the Commission by the Chinese Minister 
for Agriculture 1 0/2.2.83 
Chlna-EEC Agreement 
- Development of trade relations with China 
3/2.3.21 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under 
the EEC-China trade agreement 7/2.2.60 
- Visit to the Commission by the Chinese Minister 
for Agriculture 10/2.2.83 
CIEC 
- CIEC special action 10/2.2.31 
- Implementation of the EEC-lOA agreement on 
the CIEC special action programme 1/2.2.29 
CMEA 
- Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA 1/2.3.23 11/2.2.55 
Coal 
- Annual report on the Community market for coal 
in 1978 and prospects for 1979 report C 
4/2.1.96 
- Coal sector problems before the Council of 
Ministers of Energy 1 0/2.1 .132 
- Community coal situation reports C 6/2.1 .116 
- Community coal supplies 3/2.1.121 
- Community financial measures for intra-
Community trade in power-station coal 
opinion P 2/2.3.65 
- Community financial measures for trade in 
power-station coal opinion P 212.3.15 
- Development of investments in coal 1212.1 .146 
- Production of coal and coking coal for the iron 
and steel industry 12/2.1.147 
- Programmes for technical research in the coal 
sector memorandum C opinion A 5/2.1.133 
- Revision of the prospects in the coal market for 
1979 1 0/2.1 .133 
- Role of coal in the Community's overall energy 
supplies opinion A 5/2.3.82 
- Situation on the Community coal market 
3/2.3.78 
- Use of coal 3/2.1.120 
Coal-fired Power Station 
- Community financial measures for intra-
Community trade in power-station coal 
opinion S 212.3.65 
- Community financial measures for trade in 
power-station coal opinion P 212.3.15 
Coal Industry 
- Formal meeting of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions in the 
Coalmining Industry 1 0/2.1 .56 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions in the 
Coalmining Industry 1212.1.68 
Coal 
Coal Market 
-Annual report on the Community coal market in 
1978 and forecasts for 1979 report C 4/2.1.96 
·-Coal market situation 3/2.3.78 
- Coal problems before the Council of Energy 
Ministers 1 0/2. 1. 132 
-Community coal policy resolution P 9/2.3.14 
9/2.3.62 
- Revision of Community coal market forecasts for 
1979 10/2.1.133 
Cocoa 
- Conclusion of the 2nd International Cocoa 
Agreement decision L 212.2.30 
- Negotiations for a 3rd International Cocoa 
Agreement recommendation C 1/2.2.26 
directives L 2/2.2.29 6/2.2.25 7/2.2.21 11/2.2.17 
Code of Conduct 
- Code of conduct for companies having 
subsidiaries in South Africa resolution P 
4/2.3.27 
- Negotiating conference for a code of conduct on 
restrictive business practices under the aegis of 
UNCTAD 11/2.2.30 12/2.2.46 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conference 
- Accession to the United Nations Convention on 
a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
2/2.1. 76 4/2.1.92 regulation L 5/2.1.120 
Coffee 
- Application of the system of certificates of origin 
provided for under the International Coffee 
Agreement regulation L 10/2.2.23 
- Meeting of the International Coffee Council 
9/2.2.17 
Coking Coal 
- Production aids for coke and cok1ng coal for the 
iron and steel industry opinion P 4/2.3.9 
Commercial Agent 
- Harmonization of legislation concerning self-
employed commercial agents 1 /2.1 .19 
Commercial Cooperation 
- Community programme for participation of ACP 
States in international trade events 3/2.2.63 
- Conference on trade with the ACP States 
11/2.2.44 
- Cooperation between the Community and the 
member countries of ASEAN 3/2.2.67 4/2.2.52 
resolution P 5/2.3.30 
- Coordination of trade promotion activities of 
developing countries 1/2.2.28 
- Harmonization of customs nomenclatures in the 
Economic Community of West Afncan States 
(ECOWAS) 9/2.2.48 
- Negotiation of a cooperation agreement with the 
ASEAN countries 10/2.2.79 
- Negotiations with ASEAN a view to concluding 
a commercial cooperation agreement 
communication C 7/2.2.56 
- Participation by developing nations in 
international trade events 9/2.2.23 
- Participation by ACP States in trade events in 
the Community 10/2.2.70 
- Participation by ACP States in the Trieste 
International Fair in Italy 6/2.2.48 
- Participation of ACP States in international trade 
events 4/2.2.49 9/2.2.49 
- Promotion of European exports to Japan 
9/2.2.38 
- Renewal of the trade agreement with Uruguay 
resolution P 5/2.2.77 
- Seminar on the marketing of timber from the 
Andean Pact countries 10/2.2.30 
- Seminar on the transfer of technology for the 
Andean Pact countries 5/2.2.29 
- State of relations between the Community and 
Latin America 4/2.2.55 
- Trade cooperation with the ACP States 5/2.2.65 
-Trade missions from Malaysia, Singapore and 
Costa Rica 3/2.2.28 
- Trade missions of businessmen from Peru, 
Bangladesh and Indonesia 2/2.2.31 
-Trade promotion of Sri Lanka, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh 6/2.2.27 
Commercial Policy 
- Continued application of the consensus on 
export credits decision L 12/2.2.18 
- New anti-dumping provisions 12/2.2.1 0 
- New common rules for imports regulations L 
5/1.4.1 
- New system of surveillance and protection of 
imports 12/2.2.11 
- Protection against dumping or the granting of 
bounties or subsidies by non-member countries 
amendment to regulation L 7/2.2.8 
Commission of the European 
Communities 
- Proposals for reform of the Commission of the 
European Communities 9/1 .3.1 
Commission Programme of Activities 
- Address by the President of the Commission to 
the EP 2/1.1.1 
Committee for Agriculture 
- Meeting of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
10/2.2.51 
- Work of the OECD Working Party on Agriculture 
and Trade 9/2.2.33 
- Work of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
2/2.2.42 12/2.2.52 
Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products 
- Functioning of the Committee for Proprietary 
Medicinal Products report C 2/2.1.13 
- Work of the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products 3/2.1.11 3/2.1.12 4/2.1.10 
Committee of Wise Men 
- Report by the Committee of Wise Men to the 
Dublin European Council 11/1.5.1 12/2.3.1 
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Committee on Commerce and 
Distribution 
- Work of the Committee on Commerce and 
Distribution 3/2.1.17 12/2.1.18 
Committee on Transport Infrastructures 
- Meeting of the Committee on Transport 
Infrastructures 5/2.1.119 
Commodity 
- Application of the system of certificates of origin 
provided for under the International Coffee 
Agreement regulation L 10/2.2.23 
- Community participation at a meeting of the 
International Tin Council 7/2.2.24 
- Conclusion of the 2nd International Cocoa 
Agreement decision L 212.2.30 
- Definitive conclusion of the Protocols relating to 
food aid decision C 12/2.2.35 
- Extension of the International Wheat Agreement 
3/2.2.23 6/2.2.26 
- International Natural Rubber Agreement 
10/2.2.21 (C 1/78) 10/2.3.68 
- Meeting of the Ad hoc Intergovernmental Group 
for the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
12/2.2.34 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Working 
Group on Hard Fibres 4/2.2.25 9/2.2.21 
10/2.2.26 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Working 
Group on Meat 5/2.2.28 
- Meeting of the International Lead and Zinc 
Study Group 1 0/2.2.29 
-Meeting of the International Tin Council1/2.2.27 
4/2.2.24 11/2.2.18 
- Meeting of the International Coffee Council 
9/2.2.17 
- Meeting of the International Cocoa Council 
9/2.2.16 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Working Group on 
Tungsten 9/2.2.22 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Intergovernmental 
Group of Experts on tea 12/2.2.36 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Working Groups on 
Coir and Abaca 212.2.26 212.2.27 9/2.2.20 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on 
commodities (C 145/79) 9/2.3.35 
- Negotiations for an international agreement on 
the stabilization of natural rubber pnces 7/2.2.22 
- Negotiations for a 3rd International Cocoa 
Agreement recommendation C 1/2.2.26 
directives L 212.2.29 6/2.2.25 7/2.2.21 11/2.2.17 
- Negotiations for a new International Jute 
Agreement communtcation C 10/2.2.27 
- Negotiations for an International Natural Rubber 
Agreement 3/2.2.24 4/2.2.23 
-Negotiations on cereals within UNCTAD 2/2.2.28 
- Preparatory meeting on Oils and Oilseeds 
10/2.2.28 
- Preparatory meeting on Tropical Timbers under 
the aegis of UNCTAD and the FAO 10/2.2.22 
-Preparatory meeting on Tea within the 
framework of UNCTAD 12/2.2.37 
- Preparatory meeting on Jute and jute products 
within the framework of UNCTAD 4/2.2.26 
11/2.2.20 
- Preparatory meeting on Cotton within the 
framework of UNCTAD 9/2.2.18 
Comm 
- Promotion of the consumption of coir products 
under UNCTAD 2/2.2.25 
- Renewal of the International Olive Oil 
Agreement 3/2.2.22 
- Signing of the International Olive Oil Agreement 
11/2.2.19 
- UNCT AD Preparatory meeting on Copper 
3/2.2.25 9/2.2.19 
- Work of the Intergovernmental Group of Experts 
on Copper concerning the preparatory meeting 
on copper 7/2.2.23 
- Work of the International Wheat Council 
10/2.2.25 
- Work of the Working Party of the International 
Cotton Advisory Committee 3/2.2.26 
Common Agricultural Policy 
- Adjustment of the common agricultural policy to 
limit structural surpluses and expenditure 
communication C 11/1.2.1 1212.1.96 
- Annual report on the situation of the agricultural 
markets report C 1211.4.1 
- Application of the EMS to the common 
agricultural policy 2/2.1.55 3/1.1.8 decision L 
6/2.1.3 
- Community forestry policy resolution P 5/2.3.12 
opinton S 5/2.3.74 6/2.1.23 
-Control of production costs in agriculture 3/2.3.7 
- Debate in the EP on MCAs 9/2.3.1 0 
-Devaluation of certain "green rates" 3/2.1.74 
- Farm accountancy data network regulatiOn C 
7/2.1.79 
- Fixing new agricultural exchange rates for 
France, Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom 
regulation C 4/2.1.64 
- Fixing of MCAs following the application of the 
European Monetary System to the Common 
Agricultural Policy regulatiOn C 4/2.1.64 
- Fixing of new monetary compensatory amounts 
7/2.1.63 
- Introduction of the ECU into the instruments of 
the common agricultural policy 4/2.1.1 5/2.1.92 
decision L 6/2.1.75 
- Prospects and sectoral aspects of Community 
enlargement resolution P 5/2.3.29 
- Regulations concerning the common agricultural 
policy opinion P 3/2.1.92 
- Repercussions on the CAP of using the 
European Monetary System regulation C 
4/2.1.64 
- Rules for the application and fixing of monetary 
compensatory amounts 
amendment to regulation C 6/2.1 . 77 
- Structural policy in agriculture opinion P 
10/2.3.95 
- The common agricultural policy before the 
European Parliament resolution P 5/2.3.9 
Common Customs Tariff 
- Amendment of the customs nomenclature for 
hybrid maize regulatiOn C 4/2.1.22 
- Customs nomenclature for certain agricultural 
products regulatiOn L 2/2.1.20 
- Customs nomenclature for certain replacement 
parts (C 165/78) 5/2.3.62 
Corn m 
Common Customs Tariff (Continued) 
- Customs procedures applicable to certain 
products originating in and coming from the 
Faroe Islands amendment to regulation L 
11/2.1.22 
- Extension of the partial suspension of CCT 
duties applied to certain fish 1212.1.125 
- Importation of certain goods under favourable 
tariff arrangements regulation C 12/2.1.21 
- Preferential tariff arrangements applied by the 
Community communication C 212.1.19 
-Tariff classification of meat from bovine animals 
regulation C 5/2.1.30 
- Tariff classification of lengths of cotton fabric 
regulation L 10/2.1.21 
-Tariff classification of fresh table grapes 
regulation C 1212.1.21 
-Tariff classification of nickel powder regulation C 
5/2.1.30 
-Tariff classification of mayonnaise (C 13/79) 
9/2.3.44 
-Tariff classification of fruit preserved in alcohol 
(C 112179) (C 113/79) 7/2.3.26 
-Tariff classification of yarn for fishing lines 
regulation C 3/2.1.20 
-Tariff classification of synthetic textile fibres (C 
816/79) 12/2.3.26 
-Tariff classification of horses intended for 
slaughter regulation C 3/2.1 .20 
-Tariff classification of footwear (C 54/79) 
4/2.3.40 
-Tariff classification of mushrooms other than 
cultivated mushrooms (C 824/79) 12/2.3.34 
-Tariff classification of mushrooms (C 825/79) 
12/2.3.35 
- Tariff classification of certain types of tobacco 
regulation C 1212.1.21 
-Tariff classification of pieces of meat from 
bovine animals (C 803/79) 11/2.3.38 
-Tariff classification of certain aircraft and ships 
regulation C 12/2.1.21 
-Tariff classification of cherries preserved in 
alcohol (C 87/79) 5/2.3.52 
-Tariff classification of filter masks (C 789/79) 
11/2.3.36 
-Tariff classification of refrigeration equipment 
installed in lorries (C 11/79) 10/2.3.77 
- Uniform application of the CCT Nomenclature 
amendment C 9/2.1.24 
-Updating of the Common Customs Tariff 
regulation L 12/2.1.20 
Common Fisheries Policy 
- Action within the framework of the common 
fisheries policy resolution P 1 0/2.3.11 
- Arrangements for implementing the common 
fisheries policy resolutions P 1/2.3.10 
- Development of the common fisheries policy 
communication C 212.1.69 
-Meeting of the Scientific and Technical 
Committee for Fisheries 9/2.1.59 
- Policy guidelines concerning the common 
fisheries policy resolution P 212.3.8 
- Restructuring the inshore fishing industry 
212.1.73 opinion P regulation L 3/2.1.99 
-Setting up of a Scientific and Technical 
Committee for Fisheries decis1on C 6/2.1.98 
Common Fund 
- Community participation in the Common Fund 
communication C 4/2.2.22 
- Meeting of the Interim Committee of the 
Negotiating Conference on a Common Fund 
1212.2.45 
- Meeting of the Interim Committee of the 
Negotiating Conference on a Common Fund 
9/2.2.15 
- Negotiations on a Common Fund under the 
auspices of UNCTAD 3/2.2.21 3/2.2.40 
10/2.2.41 communication C 11/2.2.16 
Community Budget 
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- Amendment of the Financial Regulation 
governing the general budget of the European 
Communities report C resolution P 3/2.3.12 
4/2.3.87 opinion P 5/2.3.11 regulation L 712.3.89 
- Amendments and proposed modifications to the 
budget 11 /2.3.8 
- Application of the budgetary procedure 
resolution P 3/2.3.11 
- Budgetary and political importance of food aid 
opinion P 3/2.3.13 
- Convergence and budgetary questions before 
the Dublin European Council 11 /1.1 . 7 
- Convergence and budgetary questions 
resolution P 10/2.3.22 11/2.3.2 resolution P 
11/2.3.13 
- Debate on the budget in the EP 9/2.3. 7 
- European social budget opinion S 1 0/2.3.93 
- Global appraisal of the budgetary problems of 
the Community communication C 3/2.3.3 
3/2.3.87 4/2.3.85 
- Measures to be taken in the event of 
irregularities affecting own resources 3/2.3.85 
- Organization of an information system for the 
Commission concerning own resources 3/2.3.85 
- Outlook for financing the Community budget 
4/2.3.86 
- Position of the Committee on Budgets in the EP 
11/2.3.7 resolution P 11/2.3.9 
- Reference paper on budgetary questions 
communication C 9/2.1.8 
- Submission of the European social budget 
resolution P 4/2.3.16 
- Utilization of the ECU in the general budget of 
the European Communities 12/2.3.98 
Community Exchange System 
- Adjustment of EMS central rates 9/2.1 .1 
- Adjustments to central rates following the 
devaluation of the Danish krone 12/2.1.97 
- Agri-monetary impact of the adjustments to EMS 
central rates 9/2.1 .48 
- Alteration of conversion rates for imported 
liqueur wines regulatiOn C 12/2.1.98 
- Alteration of MCAs for the United Kingdom 
11/2.1.72 
-Devaluation of certain green rates 3/2.1.74 
- Devaluation of the representative rates of the 
Pound Sterling and the Italian Lira dec1sion C 
12/2.1.99 
- Devaluation of the Danish krone 11 /2. 1. 1 
- European Monetary System and the international 
monetary system 10/2.3.17 
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Community Exchange System (Continued) 
- Fixing of new exchange rates in the agricultural 
sector for France, Ireland, Italy and the United 
Kingdom regulation C 4/2.1 .64 
- Fixing of the representative exchange rate 
applicable in the agricultural sector 7/2.1.65 
- Freezing of monetary compensatory amounts 
decision C 3/2.1 . 75 
- New ECU central rates within the EMS 9/2.1 .3 
- New representative rates in the wine sector in 
Italy 4/2.1.63 
- Statement by the Commission spokesman 
following measures taken within the EMS 
9/2.1.2 
Community Financial Aid 
- Community financial contribution towards 
inspection and surveillance operations in the 
waters around Ireland and Denmark 5/2.1.114 
- Raising of thresholds for aid under general 
schemes decision C 9/2.1 .27 
- Special assistance for small- and medium-sized 
industrial enterprises in Portugal 9/2.2.4 
Community law 
- Creation of an administrative tribunal of the 
European Communities 4/2.3.3 
- Draft convention on a European legal area 
4/2.3.1 
- Liability and protection under criminal law of 
officials of the Communities opinion P 1 /2.3.5 
- Protection under criminal law of the financial 
interests of the Communities opinion P 1 /2.3.5 
Community Loan 
-Draft budget for 1980 9/2.3.78 
- EEC bond issue for USD 12/2.3.13 
- EEC bond issue for LFR 1212.3.15 
- Implementation of the new Community borrowing 
and lending Instrument decision L 5/2.1. 7 
- Loan to promote investment in the Community 
3/2.1.6 
Community Loan 
- Conversion loan for development of a factory in 
the United Kingdom 3/2.1.59 
- Cooperation agreement concerning interest 
subsidies 9/2.1.6 
- Implementation of the New Community 
borrowing and lending Instrument decision L 
5/2.1.7 
- Interest subsidies for certain structural loans 
2/2.1.3 opinion P 4/2.1.2 4/2.3.6 5/2.1.2 
opinion S 5/2.3.77 
Community Supply 
- Coal situation in the Community reports C 
6/2.1.116 
- Community coal supplies 3/2.1.121 
- Community energy supply situation 5/2.1 .126 
-Community energy crisis arrangements 5/2.1.131 
- Community supplies of uranium 212.3.16 
- Community supplies of nuclear fuels 9/2.1 . 76 
- Contacts with oil-producing countries 6/2.1.115 
- Cooperation to deal with supply difficulties 
amendment to decision L 10/2.3.98 
Comm 
- Distribution among Member States of the joint 
target set for 1980 oil imports 1212.1 .141 
- Financing of uranium prospecting programmes 
decision C 7/2.1.100 
- Improving information on the quantity of oil 
imported into the Community 5/2.1.128 
- Improving information on oil prices 5/2.1 .129 
amendment to decision C 5/2.1.130 
- Measures to deal with energy-supply problems 
6/2.1.113 
- Monitoring of oil import targets set for 1980 and 
1985 1212.1.142 
- Registration of crude oil and/or petroleum 
products imported into the Community 
regulation L 7/2.1.98 
- Registration of crude oil imported into the 
Community regulation L 7/2.1.102 
- Role of coal in the Community's overall energy 
supplies opinion A 5/2.3.82 
- Support for joint hydrocarbon exploration project 
in Greenland regulation L 5/2.1.132 
- Support of Community exploration projects in 
the hydrocarbons sector 9/2.1. 71 
- Symposium on new technologies for the 
exploration and exploitation of gas and oil 
resources 4/2.1 .95 
-Trade in crude oil and petroleum products 
between certain Member States decision C 
9/2.1.73 
Community Surveillance of Import 
- Community preferential ceiling for certain 
petroleum products refined in Turkey 
regulation L 1212.1.29 
- Community surveillance of imports of textile 
products originating in Greece, Spain and 
Portugal regulations C 212.2.23 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
ECSC products originating in non-member 
countries 212.2.18 
- Community surveillance of the importation of 
certain live plants and floricultural products 
originating in several countries 
amendment to regulation C 6/2.2.17 
- Community surveillance of imports of textile 
products originating in Malta regulation L 
11/2.1.30 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
textile products originating in Greece, Portugal, 
Malta, Spain, Turkey and Egypt 1212.2.27 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
ECSC iron and steel products 
recommendation C 9/2.2.11 1212.2.22 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
products originating in Norway, Portugal and 
Sweden regulation L 5/2.1 .35 
- Extension of control on imports of phosphate 
fertilizers 12/2.2.16 
- Extension of retrospective control of imports of 
footwear into the Community 1212.2.16 
- Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Taiwan dec1s1on C 1/2.2.17 
- Import quotas for iron and steel products 
originating in State-trading countries 1212.2.23 
Community Tariff Quota 
- Community tariff quotas for newsprint 1212.1.26 
Corn m 
Community Tariff Quota (Continued) 
- Community tariff quotas for 1980 11/2.1.29 
regulations L 12/2.1.27 
- Community tariff quotas for rum, arrack and 
tafia originating in the ACP States and OCTs 
regulation L 6/2.1.26 
- Community tariff quotas for products originating 
in Romania and China regulation L 6/2.1 .14 
- Community tariff quotas for raw silk (not thrown) 
regulation L 12/2.1 .25 
- Community tariff quotas for certain wines having 
a registered designation of origin, originating in 
Tunisia regulation L 11/2.1.27 
- Community tariff quota for carrots originating in 
Cyprus regulation L 3/2.1.22 
- Community tariff quota for ferro-chromium 
regulatiOn L 2/2.1.21 7/2.1.23 
- Community tariff quota for unwrought 
magnesium 7/2.1.20 11/2.1.26 
- Community tariff quota for tomatoes originating 
in ACP States and OTCs regulation L 10/2.1.22 
- Community tariff quota for frozen meat under 
GATT (C 124/79) 7/2.3.33 
- Community tariff quota for frozen beef and veal 
(C 35/79) 3/2.3.34 
- Community tariff quota for certain wines 
originating in Morocco regulation L 3/2.1 .23 
- Community tariff quota for certain textile 
products regulation L 7/2.1.22 
-Community tariff quota for certain agricultural 
products originating in Mediterranean countries 
regulation L 6/2.1 .25 
- Community tariff quota for certain woods and 
plywoods of coniferous species regulation L 
7/2.1.23 11 /2.1 .28 
- Community tariff quota for certain eels 
regulation L 5/2.1 .33 
- Community tariff quota in Italy for products 
originating in Romania decision L 6/2.2.14 
-Tariff quota for ferro-chromium regulation L 
5/2.1.33 
-Tariff quota for certain eels regulation L 5/2.1.34 
Community Transit 
- Simplification of formalities and controls of the 
Community transit system 
amendment to regulation L 5/2.1.28 opimon S 
5/2.1.29 opinion P 5/2.3.23 9/2.1.23 opinion S 
12/2.3.58 
Community Transport Quota 
- Community quota for the carriage of goods by 
road 2/2.3.12 resolutton P 2/2.3.13 opinion S 
2/2.3.66 7/2.1.87 opimon P 10/2.3.20 opinion S 
10/2.3.97 
- Increase in Community authorizations in 
transport matters 12/2. 1. 128 
- Short-term Community authorizations in transport 
matters 12/2.1 .128 
Company law 
- Amount liable to duty on the raising of the 
capital of a newly-formed limited company (C 
161 /78) 6/2.3.31 
- Auditing of the annual accounts of limited 
liability companies opmion S 4/2.3.69 opinion P 
5/2.3.27 decision C 11/2.1.10 
- Company taxation and withholding taxes on 
dividends resolution P 5/2.3.17 
Competition Policy 
- 8th Report on Competition Policy opinion C 
4/1.4.1 
Competition Policy Applicable to 
Companies 
Agreements between Enterprises 
Concentration of Enterprises 
Distribution Agreement 
Patent Licensing Agreement 
- See: Abuse of Dominant Position 
Understanding between Enterprises 
Computerized Documentation 
- Seminar on the promotion of the information 
industry 6/2. 1. 128 
Concentration of Enterprise 
- Acquisition of control by a group of steel firms 
7/2.1.30 
- Acquisition of stockholding interest in Ruhrgas 
AG by Deutsche BP 3/2.1 .29 
- Authorization of concentration of enterprises in 
the iron and steel industry decision C 12/2.1.41 
- Authorization of merger in the iron and steel 
industry decision C 6/2.1 .34 
- Authorization of concentration of enterprises in 
the iron and steel industry decision C 2/2.1 .25 
12/2.1 .42 12/2.1 .43 12/2.1.45 
- Authorization of concentration of enterprises in 
the iron and steel industry decision C 12/2.1 .44 
Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe 
- Mediterranean questions at the Madrid 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe 2/2.2.35 3/2.2.37 
Conservation of Fisheries Resources 
- Adoption of interim fisheries measures 
12/2.1.116 
- Application of the London Fisheries Convention 
(C 812/79) 12/2.3.22 
- Common measures for the conservation of 
fishery resources in the North-West Atlantic 
opinion P 10/2.1.112 
- Community participation in an International 
Convention on fishing (NEAFC) 11/2.1.92 
- Community participation in an International 
Convention on fishing (I CA TT) 11/2.1.91 
- Community participation in negotiations for a 
new Convention on whaling 9/2.1.63 10/2.1.109 
- Conservation of fisheries resources in the zone 
off Guyana regulation L 12/2.1.122 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Norway over fisheries matters 9/2.1.62 
-Consultations with Norway, Sweden and Spain 
over fisheries matters 11 /2.1 .87 
- Danish, French and United Kingdom national 
fishery conservation measures 3/2.1.94 
- Danish national fishery conservation measures 
5/2.1.19; (C 185 to 204/78) 7/2.3.5112/2.1.118 
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Conservation of Fisheries Resources 
(Continued) 
- Extension of arrangements for fishing in the 
waters of Member States 3/2.1.93 decision L 
4/2.1.79 
- Extension of validity of fishing licences granted 
to Spanish vessels 1212.1.121 
- External fisheries arrangements applicable to 
Spanish vessels 6/2.1.90 
- Interim measures for the conservation of fishery 
resources applicable to vessels registered in 
Norway, Sweden or the Faroe Islands 11/2.1 .88 
- Irish national fishery conservation measures 
212.1.68 10/2.1.17 
- Measures taken with relation to the common 
fisheries policy resolution P 10/2.3.11 
- Netherlands national fishery conservation 
measures 5/2.1.19 11/2.1.85 
- Preparation for the Council meeting on fisheries 
11/2.1.86 
- Supervision of fishing activities by vessels of 
Member States in Community waters 12/2.1.117 
- Suspension of imports into Italy of frozen squid 
originating in non-member countries regulation C 
10/2.1.113 
- Suspension of imports of frozen hake into the 
Community deciswn C 7/2.1.85 
-Technical measures for the conservation of 
fishery resources in the North-West Atlantic 
regulation L 11/2.1.93 
-Trilateral consultations between the Community, 
Norway and Sweden over fisheries matters 
1212.1.123 
- United Kingdom national fishery conservation 
measures reasoned opinion C 1 /2.1. 73 212.1.67 
6/2.1.89 decision C 9/2.1.57 9/2.1.58 11/2.1.85 
(C 804/79) 11/2.3.39 
- Work of the Council meeting on fisheries on the 
internal system for the conservation of 
resources 10/2.1.106 
Construction Material 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to construction 
products opinion P 5/2.3.22 opinion S 7/2.3.64 
9/2.1.12 
Consultations with Workers and 
Employers 
- Consultations and briefing sessions with 
workers' and employers' organizations 1/2.3.31 
2/2.3.30 3/2.3.32 4/2.3.35 5/2.3.39 6/2.3.12 
7/2.3.17 9/2.3.27 10/2.3.49 11/2.3.25 1212.3.16 
- Improving relations with both sides of industry 
through tripartite conferences communication C 
4/2.1.39 
Consumer Information 
- Application to electric ovens of the Directive on 
the indication by labelling of the energy 
consumption of domestic appliances opmion P 
3/2.3.15 
- Community action in the field of consumer 
protection 211. 1 .9 
- Consumer protection concerning cosmetic 
products 5/2.1.85 opinion S 12/2.3.62 
-Food prices for consumers resolution P 1/2.3.9 
COR 
- Indication by labelling of the energy 
consumption of domestic appliances opinion P 
3/2.3.15 
- Pilot scheme on the education of young 
consumers 10/2.1.82 
- Protection of consumers from accidents involving 
products opmion S 1/2.3.60 opinion P 4/2.1.59 
- Protection of consumers from misleading and 
unfair advertising opinion S 4/2.3.68 opinion P 
5/2.3.21 
Consumer Protection Action Programme 
- Accidents involving products opinion P 4/2.3.13 
- Action programme for consumer protection and 
information 4/2.3.11 
- Symposium on "The Consumer as User of 
Services" 1 0/2.1.83 
Consumers Consultative Committee 
- Work of the Consumers Consultative Committee 
212.1.54 4/2.1.60 5/2.1.89 1212.1.94 
Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion 
- Advisory structures for the fusion programme 
communication C 12/2.1.159 
- Proposal for a 1979-1983 programme in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion 
12/2.1.158 
- Research and development in the field of 
controlled thermonuclear fusion 3/2.1 .124 
opinion P 3/2.3.14 opinion S 4/2.3.74 
-The first stone laid for JET 5/2.1.143 
Convention of Yaounde 
- Inclusion of the EDF in the budget 1 /2.3.69 
Convergence of Economic Policies 
- Convergence of economic performances 
report L 6/2.1 .4 
- Informal meetings of Community Ministers 
5/2.3.1 
Cooperation Agreement 
- Financing decisions in favour of Tunisia and the 
countries of the Maghreb and Mashreq 4/2.2.46 
Coordination of Economic Policies 
- Improvement of the coordination of national 
economic policies 5/2.1.4 5/2.1.5 
communication C 6/2.1 .5 
- Work of the Group of Experts on Economic 
Budgets 212.1.9 
Copper 
- UNCTAD preparatory meeting on Copper 
3/2.2.25 9/2.2.19 
- Work of the Intergovernmental Group of Experts 
with relation to the preparatory meeting on 
Copper 7/2.2.23 
CORDI 
- Inaugural meeting of the Advisory Committee on 




- Work of the Advisory Committee on Industrial 
Research and Development 5/2.1.140 
Cosmetic Product 
- Consumer protection concerning cosmetic 
products 5/2.1.85 decision L 7/2.1.61 opimon S 
12/2.3.62 
COST 
- COST action project on the treatment and use 
of sewage sludge 7/2.1 .1 06 
- European cooperation in the field of scientific 
and technical research 4/2.1 .13 
- Report of the Technical Committee on New 
Means of Transport before COST 10/2.1.119 
- Signature of new COST projects 12/2.1.154 
Cotton 
- Preparatory meeting on Cotton in the framework 
of UNCT AD 9/2.2.18 
- Work of the Working Party of the International 
Cotton Advisory Committee 3/2.2.26 
Council of Europe 
- Commission participation in the Council of 
Europe Ministerial Conference on the 
Environment 9/2.2.34 
- Community accession to certain European 
conventions decisions L 6/2.1.30 
- Community participation in the European 
Agreements negotiated under the aegis of the 
Council of Europe recommendations C 1/2.2.41 
- Meeting of the Committee of Ministers of the 
Council of Europe 5/2.2.44 
- Session of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe 2/2.2.44 5/2.2.45 10/2.2.53 
- Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of the Council of Europe 10/2.2.54 
Court of Auditors 
- Publication of the Annual Report of the Court of 
Auditors 1212.3.53 
- Report of the Court of Auditors on Community 
accomodation policy 9/2.3.49 
-Work of the Court of Auditors 3/2.3.65 5/2.3.69 
Credit Insurance 
- Coordination of access to the business of direct 
insurance 9/2.1.32 
CREST 
-Work of CREST on medical research 11/2.1.108 
-Work of CREST relative to the Community 
science and technology policy 4/2.1.12 9/2.1 . 78 
- Work of the CREST Subcommittee on Energy 
Research and Development 9/2.1 . 79 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 1/2.1.92 2/2.1.94 5/2.1.139 
7/2.1.1410/2.1.42 
Criminal Law 
- Liability and protection under criminal law of 
officials of the Communities opinion P 1/2.3.5 
- Protection under criminal law of the financial 
interests of the Communities opinion P 1/2.3.5 
Crisis Plan for Steel 
- Anti-crisis measures for steel - 1980 
communication C 11/2.1.13 11/2.2.8 opinion A 
11/2.3.62 12/1.1.1 1212.1.14 
- Community measures to deal with the crisis in 
the iron and steel industry 5/1.2.1 
- Delivery statements by steel firms 
amendment to decision C 7/2.1.16 
- Exemption from the obligation to observe 
minimum prices as part of the anti-crisis plan 
for the steel industry 4/2.1 .16 
- Extension of the anti-crisis plan for 1979 
1/2.1.22 
- Fines on steel undertakings for failing to 
observe fixed minimum prices dectsion C 
4/2.1.17 6/2.1.19 decision C 10/2.1.17 
- Policy debate in the Council on anti-crisis 
measures for the steel industry 11/2.1 .15 
- Safeguard measures taken under the anti-crisis 
plan for steel decision L 1/2.2.9 
- Social aspects of the iron and steel policy 
resolution P 2/2.3. 7 11/2.1 .44 
- Social aspects of restructuring the iron and steel 
industry resolution P 11/2.3.15 
- Statement by a Member of the Commission 
concerning steel prices 7/2.1.15 
Crisis Plan for Textiles 
- 2nd research and development programme in 
the field of textiles and clothing opinion S 
7/2.3.69 
- Actions for a policy for the textile and clothing 
industry 5/2.1 .25 
- Anti-crisis measures in the textile industry 
9/2.1.20 
- Commission financial participation in launching a 
textiles information scheme 5/2.1 .25 
Customs Duty 
- Entry tax of vehicles on Italian territory (C 
823/79) 12/2.3.33 
Customs Formality 
- Conditions for making a customs declaration 
opimon S opinion P 5/2.1 .39 
-Customs formalities in Italy (C 159178) 10/2.3.74 
Customs legislation 
- Accession of the Community to certain 
European conventions decisions L 612.1 .30 
- Conditions for making a customs declaration 
1/2.1.31 opimon 55/2.3.79 
- Harmonization of legislative, regulatory or 
administrative provisions relating to customs 
debt directive L 6/2.1.31 
Customs Nomenclature 
- Amendment of the customs nomenclature for 
hybrid maize regulation C 4/2.1.22 
- Customs nomenclature for certain agricultural 
products regulation L 2/2.1.20 
- Customs nomenclature for certain replacement 




- 1980 programme for the attainment of the 
customs union communication C 12/2.1.19 
Customs Union 
- 1980 programme for the attainment of the 
customs union communication C 1212.1 .19 
- Assessments of achievements in 1979 and 
programme for 1980 for the customs union 
12/1.3.1 
- Customs union and the simplification of customs 
procedures recommendation C 10/2.1.20 
- Multiannual programme for the attainment of the 
customs union 3/1.4.1 
- Simplified statistical declaration for certain 
Community exports regulation C 3/2.1 .19 
Customs Valuation 
- Convention on the Valuation of Goods for 
Customs Purposes recommendation C 6/2.1.28 
- Interpretation of the valuation of goods for 
customs purposes (C 65/79) 4/2.3.49 
- New regulation concerning the valuation of 
goods for customs purposes 10/2.1.23 
- Value for customs purposes of fruit and 
vegetables imported from non-member countries 
(C 84/79) 5/2.3.50 
- Value of the right to use a trademark 
regulation C 3/2.1.24 
Cyprus 
- Meeting of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
10/2.2.63 
- Negotiations with Cyprus for a Transitional 
Protocol directives L 12/2.2.58 
- Visit to the Commission by the Cypriot Minister 
for Foreign Affairs 5/2.2.58 
Cyprus-EEC Agreement 
- Definition of the concept of an originating 
product in the framework of the EEC-Cyprus 
Agreement regulation L 10/2.12 
- Meeting of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
10/2.2.63 
- Negotiation of a Transitional Protocol with 
Cyprus directives L 12/2.2.58 
Czechoslovakia 
- Respect for human rights in Czechoslovakia 
resolution P 1 0/2.3.16 
Czec 
Dairy Product 
- See : Dairy Product Sector 
Dairy Products Sector 
- Calculation of MCAs in the dairy products sector 
4/2.1.66 
Dangerous Substance 
- Accidents involving products opinion P 4/2.3.13 
- Adaptation to technical progress concerning the 
classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous substances directive C 1/2.1.15 
- Community studies in the field of ecotoxicology 
4/2.1.53 
- Guidelines in the field of ecotoxicology and 
toxicology 3/2.1.64 
- Implementation in Italy of the legislation 
concerning detergents (C 91 /79) 6/2.3.16 
- Implementation in Italy of the legislation 
concerning the sulphur content of certain liquid 
fuels (C 92179) 6/2.3.16 
- Negotiations between the Commission and the 
United States on the control of toxic substances 
3/2.1.65 
- Negotiations with the United States concerning 
the control of toxic substances 7/2.1.58 
- Prohibition of the use of tris phosphate 3/2.1.69 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to dangerous 
substances (C 148/78) 4/2.3.61 directive L 
7/2.1.8 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the 
classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous preparations directive L 6/2.1.14 
amendment to directive L 6/2.1.63 directive L 
9/2.1.13 
- Use and marketing of certain dangerous 
substances 3/2.1.1 0 
Data-Processing Programme 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
data-processing (ACPM) 1/2.1 .95 7/2.1 .19 
9/2.1.21 
Defective Product 
- Accidents caused by the use of consumer 
products 12/2.1.93 
- Liability for defective products opinion P 4/2.3.12 
9/2.1.16 
Denmark 
- Aid for certain regions in Denmark 1 0/2.1 .30 
- Aid for the agricultural sector in Denmark 
10/2.1.13 
-Aid for the energy sector in Denmark 7/2.1.35 
-Aid for the fisheries sector in Denmark 6/2.1.97 
-Aids to Denmark for the agricultural sector 
1/2.1.69 
- EIB intra-Community loan to Denmark for small-
and medium-scale ventures 6/2.3.52 
D 
- EIB loan to Denmark for financing the 
production of sprays and spraying equipment for 
chemical products 1/2.3.66 
- EIB loan to Denmark for construction of a 
thermal power station 12/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Denmark to extend the internal 
telecommunications system 12/2.3.82 
- Reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by 
road to and from Denmark decision C 7/2.1.89 
-Tax-free allowances applicable in international 
travel 11/2.1.38 
Developing Countries 
- 1979 programme of aid to non-associated 
developing countries 11/2.2.22 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
textile products 11/2.1.14 regulation L 12/2.1.28 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
industrial products other than textiles 11/2.1 .14 
regulation L 12/2.1.28 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
agricultural products 11/2.1.14 regulation L 
12/2.1.28 
- CIEC special action 10/2.2.31 
- Community tariff preferences for textile products 
originating in developing countries regulation L 
6/2.1.27 
- Cooperation on energy with developing countries 
opinion S 1 0/2.3.98 
- Coordination of trade promotion activities of 
developing countries 1/2.2.28 
- Generalized tariff preferences scheme for 1980 
communication C 7/2.2.19 11/2.2.14 opinion P 
11/2.2.15 regulations C 12/2.1.32 
- Importation of goods in application of the 
preferential tariff treatment granted to products 
originating from developing countries (C 827179) 
12/2.3.37 
- Multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
10/2.2.6 
- Participation by ACP States in international 
trade events 9/2.2.23 
- Programme of action in the field of science and 
technology for development 7/2.2.25 
- Relations with developing countries in the field 
of energy communication C 3/2.1.114 
- Seminar on the GSP organized by the 
Commission 7/2.2.20 
- Seminar on the marketing of timber from 
Andean Pact countries 10/2.2.30 
- Stabex transfer advance to Liberia decision C 
11/2.2.47 
- Stabex transfers to ACP States decision C 
12/2.2.64 
- Trade missions from Malaysia, Singapore and 
Costa Rica 3/2.2.28 
-Trade missions of businessmen from Peru, 
Bangladesh and Indonesia 212.2.31 
-Trade promotion of Sri Lanka, Pakistan and 
Bangladesh 6/2.2.27 




- 1979 programme of aid to non-associated 
developing countries 11/2.2.22 
- 3rd instalment for 1979 of aid to non-associated 
developing countries 12/2.2.39 
- Actions by NGOs to educate European public 
opinion on development matters 10/2.3.38 
- Aid to the refugees of lndochina resolution P 
7/2.3.8 
-Aid to the South-East Asian refugees 7/2.2.27; 
7/2.2.28 
- Annual General Meeting of representatives of 
NGOs 3/2.2.34 
- Go-Financing of projects submitted by NGOs 
6/2.2.31 7/2.2.39 9/2.2.26 10/2.2.38 11/2.2.27 
12/2.2.42 
-Commission guidelines for food aid 1/2.2.31 
- Community aid to the people of Kampuchea 
decision C 11/2.2.25 
- Continuation of the North-South Dialogue 
10/2.2.20 
- Cooperation on energy with the developing 
countries resolution P 5/2.3.14 
- Cooperation with the developing countries in the 
field of energy resolution P 5/2.2.38 
- Council communique at the close of the 
International Conference on South-East Asian 
Refugees 7/2.2.33 
- Educating public opinion on development issues 
5/2.2.37 
- Emergency aid for Mozambique dectsion C 
3/2.2.32 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims on the Island 
of Saint-Vincent dectsion C 5/2.2.34 
-Emergency aid for Uganda resolution P 4/2.2.51 
- Emergency aid for reconstruction projects in 
Nicaragua decision C 7/2.2.36 
-Emergency aid for Kampuchea 10/2.2.35 
- Emergency aid to earthquake victims in 
Yugoslavia 5/2.2.60 
- Emergency aid to disaster victims in India and 
Paraguay decision C 6/2.2.30 
- Emergency aid to the Nicaraguan refugees in 
Honduras and Costa Rica decision C 7/2.2.37 
- Emergency aid to the Angolan refugees 
decision C 7/2.2.38 
- Emergency aid to Vietnam and Kampuchea 
resolutions P 10/2.3.14 
- Emergency aid to Portugal for flood disaster 
4/2.2.5; 5/2.2.6 
- Emergency food aid for the Dominican Republic, 
Grenada, Cape Verde and Nicaragua 10/2.2.37 
- Emergency food aid to the people of 
Kampuchea decision L 12/2.2.40 
- Exceptional aid to St. Kitts-Nevis and Monserrat 
decision C 12/2.2.41 
- Exceptional aid for Malta opinion P 9/2.3.19 
- Exceptional aid to the people of Timor 
dectsion C 12/2.2.41 
- Exceptional aid to the Dominican Republic 
decision C 12/2.2.41 
- Fight against world hunger resolution P 
11/2.2.26 
- Financial aid to refugees from southern Africa in 
Angola and Mozambique 3/2.2.33 
- Food aid programme for 1979 3/2.2.30 
11/2.2.23 
-Management of food aid opmton P 3/2.2.31 
Dist 
- Meeting of the Preparatory Committee for the 
new International Development Strategy 4/2.2.29 
- North-South Dialogue at the Western Summit 
meeting in Tokyo 6/2.2.23 
- Preparation of the International Development 
Strategy 3/2.2.20 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
French Polynesia 5/2.2.67 
- Work of the Development Assistance Committee 
11/2.2.34 
- Work of the OECD Development Assistance 
Committee 2/2.2.24 
Diplomatic Representation 
-Diplomatic representation of the Yemen, Bolivia, 
Ghana, Pakistan, and Ireland to the European 
Communities 5/2.2.80 
- Diplomatic representation of Malta, Kenya and 
Bangladesh to the European Communities 
4/2.2.56 
- Diplomatic representation of Somalia, the 
Philippines, and Mauritania to the European 
Communities 9/2.2.53 
- Diplomatic representation of Burma, Cameroon, 
Socialist Ethiopia, Peru, Lesotho and Portugal 
to the European Communities 7/2.2.63 
- Diplomatic representation of Uruguay, Sri Lanka, 
Sudan, and Lebanon to the European 
Communities 1/2.2.61 
- Diplomatic representation of Egypt, Uganda, 
Ecuador, and Papua-New Guinea to the 
European Communities 12/2.2.67 
- Diplomatic representation of Djibouti, the 
Solomon Islands, the United States and Malawi 
to the European Communities 11/2.2.56 
- Diplomatic representation of Cyprus to the 
European Communities 2/2.2.60 
-Diplomatic representation of Haiti, Jordan and 
Greece to the European Communities 1 0/2.2.84 
Direct tax 
- Collective investment institutions and corporation 
tax opinion S 1 0/2.3.89 
- Corporation tax and withholding tax on dividends 
resolution P 5/2.3.17 
-Tax discrimination against frontier workers 
11/2.1.39 
Disasters 
- Aid to regions devastated by natural disasters 
resolution P 9/2.3.17 
- Emergency aid for disaster victims on the island 
of St Vincent decision C 5/2.2.35 
- Emergency aid to the victims of the earthquake 
in Yugoslavia decision C 4/2.2.44 resolution P 
4/2.2.45 5/2.2.60 
- Emergency aid to disaster victims in India and 
Paraguay decision C 6/2.2.30 
Distortion of Competition 
- Marketing standards for perfumery products (C 
1/79, 2/79 and 3/79) 1/2.3.32 
Distribution Agreement 
-Commission policy on export bans 7/2.1.29 
- Cooperation between international associations 
of department stores decision C 1 0/2.1 .26 
Do et 
Distribution Agreement (Continued) 
- Extension of an authorization for joint selling in 
France decision C 11 /2.1.33 
- Fines on firms for preventing parallel imports 
12/2.1.40 
- Intra-Community exports of cereal seed 3/2.1.28 
- Prohibition of exclusive purchasing arrangement 
by Dutch cheese manufacturers decision C 
12/2.1.39 
Doctor 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training 3/2.1.13 11/2.1.12 
- Work of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health relating to doctors and nurses 
4/2.1.14 
Dominican Republic 
- Accession to the Lome Convention by the 
Dominican Republic 2/2.2.52 
Drinking Water 
- Quality of surface water intended for human 
consumption opinion P 212.3.9 directive L 
6/2.1.5710/2.1.70 
Driving Licence 
- European driving licence 212.3.11 
- Proposed road vehicle driving licence 2/2.1 . 79 
Duty-Free Arrangement 
- Customs arrangements applicable to the 
scientific equipment "Packard Tri-Carb Liquid 
Scintillation System, Model 2650" (C 224/78) 
3/2.3.71 
- Duty-free importation of articles intended for 
handicapped persons 12/2.1 .33 
- Duty-free importation of scientific materials 
decision L 5/2.1.37 regulations L 5/2.1.38 
1212.1.33 
- Procedures for release of goods for free 
circulation regulation L 7/2.1.26 
20 
EAGGF 
- 8th financial report on the EAGGF opinion C 
10/2.1.101 
- Calculation of the costs of financing EAGGF 
intervention measures 
amendment to regulation C 2/2.1.63 
- EAGGF assistance to disaster areas in the 
Orkney and Shetland Islands resolution P 
10/2.1.98 
EAGGF Guarantee Section 
- 7th financial report on the EAGGF Guarantee 
and Guidance Sections 2/2.1.62 
- Calculation of the costs of financing EAGGF 
intervention measures 
amendment to regulation C 2/2.1.63 
- Closure of accounts of the EAGGF Guarantee 
Section relating to the 1973 financial year 
decision C 10/2.1.99 
- Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by the Member 
States (C 18/76) 2/2.3.46 
-Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Belgium (C 
820/79) 12/2.3.30 
- Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Italy (C 
1251/79) 12/2.3.40 
-Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Federal 
Germany (C 819/79) 12/2.3.29 
- Expenditure declared by the Member States to 
the EAGGF Guarantee Section 3/2.1.87 
- General rules for the financing of interventions 
by the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
amendment to regulation L 5/2.1.14 
EAGGF Guidance Section 
-7th financial report on the EAGGF Guarantee 
and Guidance Sections 2/2.1.62 
- Allocation of EAGGF Guidance Section 
assistance for reconstitution of devastated 
agricultural areas in Martinique and Guadeloupe 
regulation L 1 0/2.1.97; opinion P 10/2.3.10 
-Allocations of aid under the EAGGF Guidance 
Section 6/2.1.83 6/2.1.84 6/2.1.85 12/2.1.112 
12/2.1.113 
-Allocations of aid under the EAGGF Guidance 
Section decision C 11 /2.1 .82 
- EAGGF Guidance Section assistance in 
connection with structural policy measures 
decisions C 12/2.1 .114 
- EAGGF Guidance Section assistance for the 
improvement of public amenities in certain rural 
areas resolution C 1 0/2.1.1 0 
- Fixing of total amount of financial assistance 
chargeable to the EAGGF Guidance Section 
regulation L 5/2.1.15 
- Grant of EAGGF Guidance Section aid to the 
fisheries sector decision C 6/2.1 .96 
- Methods of granting EAGGF Guidance Section 
assistance in Ireland decision C 4/2.1. 73 
E 
ECE 
- Annual Session of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 4/2.2.33 
- Authorizations concerning the international 
carriage of goods by road decision L 6/2.1.99 
- Session of the Senior Advisers to ECE 
Governments on Energy 11 /2.1.11 
- Work of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 2/2.2.37 2/2.2.38 
11/2.2.2812/2.2.44 
Economic and Monetary Union 
- Abolition of exchange controls in the United 
Kingdom 1 0/2.1.6 
- Annual Economic Report 1979-1980 report C 
10/2.1.4 opinion S 10/2.3.85 
Economic and Social Situation 
- Economic and social situation at the Dublin 
European Council 11/1.1.4 
- Meeting of Ministers for Trade 5/2.1.27 
- Statement on the economic and social situation 
5/2.3.81 
Economic Policy Committee 
- Work of the Economic Policy Committee 1 /2.1 .2 
2/2.1.8 3/2.1.8 5/2.1.11 6/2.1.11 7/2.1.5 9/2.1.10 
10/2.1.8 11/2.1.5 12/2.1.6 
Economic Policy Guidelines 
- Growth and price trends communication C 
6/1.1.13 
- Statement on the economic and social situation 
5/2.3.81 communication C 3/2.1.6 
- Work of the Council of Economics and Finance 
Ministers on convergence and budgetary 
questions 1 0/2.3.5 
Economic Situation of the Community 
- Annual economic Report 1979-1980 report C 
10/2.1.3 10/2.1.4 opinion S 10/2.3.85 opinion P 
12/2.3.9 
- Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community 12/2.1 .3 
- Economic and financial problems before the 
Council 5/2.1.1 
- Economic and social situation in the Community 
at the European Council 3/1.1 .3 
- Economic aspects of the reorganization of 
working time 11/2.1.3 
- Economic consequences of the oil situation 
6/2.1.6 
- Economic developments in the Community 
9/2.1.7 
- Economic effects of adjusting working hours 
communication C 5/2.1.9 
- Economic impact of the oil situation 5/2.1 .8 
- Economic situation and outlook in the 
Community 7/2.1.3 
- Economic situation and outlook in spring 1979 
4/2.1.4 
ECO 
Economic Situation of the Community 
(Continued) 
- Economic situation of the Community opinion S 
6/2.3.42 
- Economic situation in the Community 2/2.1.4 
- Employment policy 5/2.1.48 resolutiOns P 5/2.3.5 
- Examination of the economic situation of the 
Community 3/2.1.4 
- Follow-up to the Paris European Council 3/2.1.2 
- Follow-up to the Dublin European Council 
12/2.1.4 
- Growth and price trends commumcation C 
6/1.1.3 
- North-South Dialogue at the Western Economic 
Summit in Tokyo 6/2.2.23 
- Performance of the Community economy 1/2.1.4 
- Preparation of the Western Economic Summit in 
Tokyo 3/2.1.5 
- Reference paper on budgetary questions 
communication C 5/2.1.9 
-Results of the Tokyo Round of negotiations 
resolution P 12/2.3.10 
- Work of the Council of Economics and Finance 
Ministers on convergence and budgetary 
questions 10/2.3.5 
ECOSOC 
- Session of the Economic and Social Council of 
the United Nations 7/2.2.41 
ECSC Borrowing 
- Bond issues and private placings by the 
Commission 12/2.3.11 
- ECSC bond issue for Luxembourg francs 
9/2.3.80 
- ECSC bond issue for US dollars 6/2.3.66 
- ECSC bond issues and private placings by the 
Commission 1/2.3.70 2/2.3.83 3/2.3.88 4/2.3.88 
7/2.3.91 10/2.3.113 
ECSC Consultative Committee 
- ECSC reconversion policy resolution A 1/2.1.48 
ECSC Conversion Loan 
- ECSC conversion loans in 1979 1/2.3.71 
10/2.1.134 
- Rules for granting conversion loans to ECSC 
industries 3/2.1.60 
ECSC Industrial Loan 
- ECSC industrial loans 12/2.1.16 
- ECSC industrial loans to the iron and steel 
industry decision C 7/2.1.17 9/2.1.18 10/2.1.18 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal industry 
112.1.88decision C9/2.1.7412/2.1.148 
- ECSC industrial loan for electricity generation 
and transmission 12/2.1.151 
- ECSC loan to modernize an Irish steelworks 
6/2.1.20 
- ECSC loan to the coal industry in Federal 
Germany 7/2.1.99 decision C 11/2.1.13 
ECSC Investment 
- Publication of the survey of investment in the 
Community coalmining industries 12/2.3.100 
ECSC Levy 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 resolutiOn P 12/2.3.7 12/2.3.69 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 12/2.3.99 
ECSC Loan 
- ECSC industrial loans to the iron and steel 
industry decision C 7/2.1.17 
- ECSC loans in 1981 2/2.3.84 
- ECSC loans in 1979 3/2.3.89 4/2.1.19 4/2.3.89 
5/2.3.12 6/2.1.117 6/2.3.67 7/2.3.93 9/2.3.81 
11/2.3.76 12/2.3.12 
- ECSC loans in 1979 2/2.3.85 
- ECSC loans in 1979 1/2.3.71 decision C 
2/2.1.16 2/2.1.39 2/2.3.84 2/2.3.85 
- ECSC loan to the coal industry in Federal 
Germany decision C 11/2.1 .1 03 
ECSC Loan for Subsidized Housing 
- ECSC loan for financing subsidized housing 
12/2.1.67 
- ECSC loans for financing subsidized housing 
2/2.1.33 4/2.1.38 6/2.1.45 6/2.1.46 7/2.1.47 
10/2.1.5511/2.1.5111/2.1.5211/2.1.53 
ECSC Operating Budget 
- ECSC operating budget for 1980 6/2.3.65 
- ECSC operating budget for 1978 7/2.3.90 
- ECSC operating budget and ECSC levy rate for 
1980 10/2.3.112 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 resolution P 12/2.3.7 12/2.3.69 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rate and operating budget 
for 1980 12/2.3.99 
ECSC Product 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committees 11/2.1.95 
ECU 
- Application of the ECU to operations of the 
EMCF and the common agricultural policy 
3/2.3.86 
- Replacement of the EUA with the ECU 12/2.1.2 
EDF 
- ACP-EEC meeting on the evaluation of health 
projects financed by the EDF 1/2.2.58 
- Emergency aid to disaster victims in the 
Dominican Republic 4/2.3.8 
- Emergency aid under the EDF to the Dominican 
Republic and Chad decision C 10/2.2.27 
- Financing decisions taken under the 4th EDF 
dectsions C 1/2.2.57 2/2.2.55 3/2.2.66 4/2.2.50 
10/2.2.78 11/2.2.48 
- Fmancing decisions taken under the 3rd and 4th 
EDF decision C 5/2.2.74 
- Financing decisions taken under the EDF 
6/2.2.53 7/2.2.55 3/2.2.59 
-Inclusion of the EDF in the budget 1/2.3.69 
Education 
- Action programme on the transition of young 




- Action programme in the field of education 
(Education Committee) 2/2.1.104 12/2.1.165 
-Activities of the European Youth Forum 
5/2.1.152 
- Annual meeting on environmental education 
7/2.1.60 
- Cancellation of the meeting of the Council and 
the Ministers of Education within the Council 
10/2.1.152 
- Common curricula for higher education 
establishments 4/2.1 .111 
- Community actions in the field of education 
resolution P 5/2.1 .152 
- Community action in the cultural sector 
communication C opinion P 1/2.3.21 
- Conference on the transition of young people 
from school to working life 3/2.1.133 4/2.1.112 
6/2.1.125 
- Cooperation in education 11/2.1.115 12/2.1.167 
- Cooperation in the field of higher education 
1/2.1.100 
- Grants awarded in the field of education 
10/2.1.154 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Scientific 
and Technical Training 11/2.1.112 
- Meeting of the Council of Education Ministers 
resolution P 11/2.3.17 
- Publication of the 'Handbook for Students' 
10/2.1.153 
- Seminar concerned with the education 
information network 3/2.1.134 6/2.1.127 
- Seminar on the education information network 
1/2.1.101 
- Seminar on the transition of young people from 
school to working life 5/2.1.151 10/2.1.155 
- Session of the Council and the Ministers of 
Education within the Council resolution P 
11/2.1.113 
- Standing Conference of the Ministers of 
Education from the Council of Europe countries 
6/2.1.124 
- Symposium on pre-school education 5/2.1.150 
- Work of the Education Committee 2/2.1.13 
3/2.1.131 
Education Committee 
- Cooperation in the field of education 12/2.1.167 
- Education action programme (Education 
Committee) 12/2.1.65 
- Work of the Education Committee 2/2.1.13 
3/2.1.131 
EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
- Meeting of the EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
1/2.2.4 
EFTA Countries 
- EEC-Switzerland arrangement on processing 
traffic in the textile sector 5/2.2.47 
-Exploratory talks with Malta and the EFTA 
countries following Greece's accession 6/2.2.3 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Switzerland and ECSC-
Austria Contact Groups 10/2.2.57 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under 
the EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch 
Agreement 10/2.2.58 
EIB 
- Official visit to Switzerland by the Vice-President 
of the Commission 11/2.2.35 
- Official visit to Austria by the President of the 
Commission 1 0/2.2.56 
- Operation of Agreements with EFT A countries 
and Joint Committee meetings 6/2.2.36 
12/2.2.54 
- Relations between the Community and the 
EFT A countries 3/2.2.44 
- Visit to Norway and Sweden by the Vice-
President of the Commission 6/2.2.37 
- Visit to the Commission by the Swiss Minister 
for Foreign Affairs 9/2.2.35 
EFT A-EEC Joint Committee 
-Functioning of the agreements with EFTA 
countries and meetings of Joint Committees 
6/2.2.36 12/2.2.54 
Egypt 
- EIB loan in Egypt for industrial ventures 
12/2.3.92 
- EIB loan to Egypt for the Suez Canal 1 0/2.3.16 
- EIB loan to Egypt for construction of a thermal 
power station 10/2.3.15 
- Visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission 
EIB 
- Agreement between the Commission and the 
EIB on interest-subsidized loans 9/2.3. 77 
- EIB bond issue in US dollars 1/2.3.65 
EIB Loan 
- EIB bond issue for Japanese yen 712.3.77 
11/2.3.68 
- EIB bond issue for USD to be placed in the 
United Kingdom 12/2.3.71 
- EIB bond issue for USD 9/2.3.63 
- EIB bond issue for Pounds Sterling 5/2.3.87 
- EIB bond issue for Swiss francs 7/2.3.76 
- EIB bond issue for Luxembourg francs 1/2.3.64 
- EIB bond issue for US dollars 1/2.3.65 2/2.3.71 
- EIB bond issue for Deutschmarks 5/2.3.84 
11/2.3.67 
- EIB loan in schillings 12/2.3.70 
- EIB loan in US dollars 3/2.3.80 7/2.3.75 
- Guarantee agreement for public placement of an 
EIB bond issue on the Netherlands market 
10/2.3.99 
EIB Loan In the Community 
- EIB intra-Community loan to the United 
Kingdom for infrastructural projects in Scotland 
6/2.3.55 
- EIB intra-Community loan to Denmark for small-
and medium-scale ventures 6/2.3.52 
- EIB loan in Belgium to finance a self-adhesive 
products factory 4/2.3.80 
- EIB loan in Belgium for industrial ventures 
9/2.3.64 
- EIB loan in France for a factory to manufacture 
mineral wool from volcanic rock 12/2.3.73 
- EIB loan in France for a water treatment plant 
7/2.3.78 
- EIB loan in France for equipment financing of 
local authorities and public institutions 12/2.3.72 
EIB 
EIB Loan in the Community (Continued) 
- EIB loan in France for the construction of a 
dam 1 0/2.3.1 02 
- EIB loan in France to improve 
telecommunications 10/2.3.100 
- EIB loan in Ireland for infrastructural 
development 9/2.3.65 
- EIB loan in Ireland for the exploitation of peat 
bogs 11/2.3.69 
- EIB loan in Ireland for construction of a nuclear 
power station 5/2.3.89 
- EIB loan in Ireland for water supply 7/2.3.81 
- EIB loan in Ireland for various projects 6/2.3.56 
- EIB loan in Ireland for small- and med1um-scale 
ventures 5/2.3.88 
- EIB loan in Ireland for intensive agriculture and 
food processing ventures 12/2.3.74 
- EIB loan in Italy for industrial development 
5/2.3.91 
- EIB loan in Italy for development of 
infrastructures in the Mezzogiorno 12/2.3.78 
- EIB loan in Italy for electricity generation and 
transmission 212.3.72 
- EIB loan in Italy for energy supplies 9/2.3.70 
- EIB loan in Italy for industrial projects 9/2.3.67 
9/2.3.68 
- EIB loan in Italy to promote industrial 
development 12/2.3.77 
- EIB loan in Italy for road infrastructure projects 
9/2.3.71 
- EIB loan in Italy for energy schemes 12/2.3.76 
- EIB loan in Scotland for construction of a 
whisky bottling plant 12/2.3.81 
- EIB loan in Scotland for construction of an 011 
port 12/2.3.81 
- EIB loan to Denmark for financing the 
production of sprays and spraying eqUipment for 
chemical products 1/2.3.66 
- EIB loan to Denmark for construction of a 
thermal power station 12/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Denmark to extend the internal 
telecommunications system 1212.3.82 
- EIB loan to Italy for water supply 9/2.3.69 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a pumping 
equipment factory 6/2.3.54 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a 
turbocharger factory 7/2.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a 
telecommunications cable factory 6/2.3.53 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a water 
supply scheme 3/2.3.81 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
modernization of a printing works 4/2.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for construction 
of power stations 5/2.3.90 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for construction 
of a nuclear power plant 10/2.3.103 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for sewerage 
and sewage disposal2/2.3.77 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for equipping a 
furniture factory 2/2.3. 76 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for electricity 
generation and transmission 2/2.3.73 2/2.3.74 
212.3.75 
- EIB loan to the United K1ngdom for power 
supply and improvements to the road network 
in Northern Ireland 2/2.3.78 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for water 
supply 7/2.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for 
improvements to the Northern Ireland road 
network 2/2.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for improving 
conditions for economic growth in Northern 
Ireland 2/2.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for vanous 
projects in Wales, Northern Ireland and 
Scotland 1212.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for industrial 
investment 1212.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom 4/2.3.77 
4/2.3.78 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
mineral wool factory 3/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
carton paper processing factory 3/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
plastics factory 3/2.3.82 
EIB Loan Outside the Community 
- EIB loan for the financing in Italy of the Algeria-
Italy gas pipeline 4/2.3.81 
- EIB loan in Austria to promote hydroelectric 
development 6/2.3.57 
- EIB loan in Egypt for industrial ventures 
12/2.3.92 
- EIB loan in Greece for agro-industrial and 
agricultural investment 12/2.3.83 
- EIB loan in Greece to finance an irrigation 
project 7/2.3.82 
- EIB loan in Greece 5/2.3.92 
- EIB loan in Jordan to finance construction of an 
industrial estate 1212.3.93 
- EIB loan in Jordan for small- and medium-scale 
ventures and craft industries 3/2.3.83 
- EIB loan in Mauritania for the exploitation of 
iron-ore deposits 12/2.3.91 
- EIB loan in Syria for a road link 5/2.3.96 
- EIB loan in the Ivory Coast for the expansion of 
a fertilizer factory 12/2.3.86 
- EIB loan in the Ivory Coast to expand latex 
processing capacities 4/2.3.83 
- EIB loan in Tunisia 5/2.3.95 
- EIB loan in Turkey to promote hydroelectric 
development 7/2.3.83 
- EIB loan in Turkey for forestry development 
12/2.3.84 
- EIB loan to Barbados for small- and medium-
scale ventures 6/2.3.60 
- EIB loan to Burundi to finance industrial 
ventures 10/2.3.107 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for developing clinker 
and cement production 1212.3.85 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for the modernization of 
an aluminium plant 10/2.3.108 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for construction of a 
terry-towelling mill 6/2.3.59 
- EIB loan to connect up the electricity supply 
networks o: Ivory Coast and Ghana 4/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Djibouti for a power station 
10/2.3.109 
- EIB loan to Egypt for the Suez Canal 
10/2.3.106 
- EIB loan to Egypt for the construction of a 
thermal power station 10/2.3.105 
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EIB Loan Outside the Community 
(Continued) 
- EIB loan to Gambia for modernization of 
groundnut processing facilities 9/2.3.72 
- EIB loan to Kenya for industrial projects 
5/2.3.97 
- EIB loan to Lebanon to finance a thermal power 
station 12/2.3.94 
- EIB loan to Lebanon for the expansion of a 
thermal power station 7/2.3.87 
- EIB loan to Madagascar for a study on 
developing bituminous sandstone deposits 
12/2.3.88 
- EIB loan to Madagascar under the Lome 
Convention 7/2.3.86 
- EIB loan to Mali for the development of tourism 
12/2.3.87 
- EIB loan to Malta for the development of a port 
5/2.3.94 
- EIB loan to Morocco for the construction of an 
ore-handling port 6/2.3.58 
- EIB loan to Niger to finance construction of a 
hote111/2.3.70 
- EIB loan to Portugal for extending electricity 
distribution facilities 5/2.3.93 
- EIB loan to Portugal for improvement of air 
traffic safety 7/2.3.85 
- EIB loan to Portugal for industrial ventures 
7/2.3.84 
- EIB loan to Senegal for the exploitation of iron 
ore deposits 12/2.3.90 
- EIB loan to Senegal for the development of 
solar energy 12/2.3.89 
- EIB loan to the Congo under the Lome 
Convention 1/2.3.67 
Election of European Parliament 
- First sitting of the elected EP 7/1.1.2 
- Last sitting of the EP before the direct elections 
5/1.2.1 
Electrical Energy 
- Industrial loan for a nuclear power stat1on 
1/2.1.89 
- Introduction of a Community consultation 
procedure with regard to the location of power 
stations communication C 5/2.1.136 
- Investment projects in the electricity sector 
report C 12/2.1.150 
Electrical Equipment 
- Application of regulations concerning electrical 
equipment (C 815/79) 12/2.3.25 
Elimination of Waste 
- Development of clean technologies in the field 
of elimination of waste 4/2.1.44 
- Elimination of waste from the titanium dioxide 
industry 1/2.3.8 
- International colloquium on energy and the 
technology of biological elimination of waste 
10/2.1.75 
Emergency Aid 
- Aid to regions devastated by natural disasters 
resolutions P 9/2.3.17 
Empl 
- Aid to the World Health Organization in favour 
of Mozambique 5/2.2.35 
- Commission participation in the Pan-African 
Conference on Refugees 5/2.2.33 
-Emergency aid for the Yemen decision C 
4/2.2.27 
- Emergency aid for the Ardeche resolution P 
1/2.3.25 
- Emergency aid to Martinique and Guadeloupe 
decision C 9/2.2.24 
- Emergency aid to Member States decision C 
12/2.3.17 
- Emergency Community aid to the Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
in favour of South-East Asian refugees 
deciswn C 2/2.2.33 
- Emergency food aid for Zambia decision L 
5/2.2.36 
- Emergency food aid to Jordan deciswn C 
5/2.2.63 
- Financial aid to Southern African refugees in 
Angola and Mozambique 3/2.2.33 
- Visit to the Commission by the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees 2/2.2.32 
Employment 
- 2nd exchange programme for young workers 
3/2.1.45 opinion P 4/2.3.15 5/2.1.59 decision L 
7/2.1.40 12/2.1.60 
- Annual report of the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 5/2.1.57 
- Appointment to the management body of the 
European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training decision L 1/2.1.45 
- Combined training and work schemes for young 
people communication C 10/2.1.49 
- Commission participation in the work of the 
International Labour Organization 6/2.2.33 
- Commission participation in the ILO European 
Regional Conference 10/2.2.45 
- Economic implications of the reorganization of 
working time communicatiOn C 5/2.1.9 
- Employment policy 5/2.1.48 resolutions P 512.3.5 
- Employment problems before the next European 
Council 2/2.1.29 
-Guidelines for the labour market policy 4/2.1.31 
- Harmonization of Member States' social policies 
resolution P 10/2.3.21 
- Improvement of the procedure for Tripartite 
Conferences 6/2.1.47 
- Meeting of the Ministers for Employment 
9/2.1.33 
- Protection for employees in the event of the 
insolvency of their employer opinion P 1 /2.3.17 
5/2.1.69 
- ReorganizatiOn of working time 5/2.1.52 
communication C 5/2.1.52 5/2.1.53 6/2.1.8 
10/2.1.48 11/2.1.41 resolution L 12/2.1.59 
- Results of the work of the European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
resolution P 5/2.1.58 
- Social aspects of the steel policy resolution A 
3/2.3.76 
- Social aspects of restructuring the steel industry 
5/2.1.54 communication C 5/2.1.55 5/2.1.56 
op1mon A 7/2.3.74 
- Training-work experience schemes for young 
people resolution L 11/2.1.42 12/2.1.59 
En er 
Employment (Continued) 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Vocational 
Training 4/2.1.32 
- Work of the Standing Committee on 
Employment 5/2.1.50 10/2.1.44 10/2.1.45 
10/2.1.46 
Energy Committee 
- Work of the Energy Committee 1 /2.1 .82 
Energy Dependence 
- Cooperation in the event of supply difficulties 
amendment to decision L 1 0/2.1 .131 
Energy Policy 
- Agreement between the Seven on a common 
energy strategy 6/1 .2.1 
-Community energy strategy resolution A 6/2.3.51 
- Community energy programme communication C 
10/2.1.127 
- Community energy conservation programme 
report C 6/2.1.110 
- Community energy policy 11/2.3.14 
-Community energy crisis arrangements 3/2.1.117 
5/2.1.131 
- Cooperation with developing countries in the 
field of energy resolution P 5/2.3.14 
- Discussion on the energy situation in the 
European Council and at the Tokyo Summit 
6/2.1.107 
-Energy policy objectives for 1990 opinion S 
5/2.3. 70 communication C 6/2.1.19 10/2.1.126 
opinion S 11/2.3.59 opinion A 11/2.3.64 
- Energy problems before the ECSC Consultative 
Committee 11/2.3.63 
- Energy problems before the Paris European 
Council3/1.1.6 3/2.1.110 
- Energy situation of the Community resolution P 
1/2.3.16 10/2.1.124 
- External policy in the energy sector 
communication C 1 /1 .2.1 
-Follow-up to and implementation of the Tokyo 
Summit and the Paris Conference 10/2.1.125 
- Guidelines for a Community energy policy 
3/2.1.108 
- Implementation of the commitments undertaken 
at the Tokyo Summit 9/2.1.69 
- Implementation of a common energy policy 
9/2.3.13 
- Meeting of the Governing Board of the 
International Energy Agency 3/2.2.43 
- Relations with developing coutries in the field of 
energy communication C 3/2.1.114 
- Session of the Council of Ministers for Energy 
10/2.1.123 
-Work of the Energy Committee 1/2.1.82 
-World energy situation at the Dublin European 
Council 1 /1.1.9 
Energy Research 
-2nd programme of research and development in 
the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion, 
1979/1983 1/2.3.15 
- Advisory structures for the fusion programme 
communication C 12/2.1.159 
- Codes and standards for fast-breeder reactors 
opinion S 1 /2.3.58 
- Conference on analysis of energy systems 
10/2.1.140 
- Conference on energy conservation 1 0/2. 1. 141 
- Decommissioning of nuclear power plants 
3/2.1.128 
- EEC-Canada cooperation in the field of energy 
research 1/2.1.25 
- International conference on photovoltaic solar 
energy 4/2.1.17 
- International conference on solar energy as an 
aid to development 3/2.1.129 
- Research and development in the field of 
controlled thermonuclear fusion 3/2.1.124 
opinion P 3/2.3.14 opinion S 4/2.3. 7 4 
- Research programme on the plutonium cycle 
and its safety decision C 212.1.92 
- Research programme on energy opinion S 
212.3.64 opinion A 3/2.3.79 
- Research programme in the field of nuclear 
energy 3/2.1.126 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste (ACPM) 1 0/2.1 .136 
- Research programme on the management of 
radioactive waste (ACPM) 212.1.93 
- Research programme on systems analysis 
(ACPM) 9/2.1.84 
- Safety of hot-water reactors 3/2.1.127 
-Technical research programmes in the coal 
sector memoranda C opimon A 5/2.1 .133 
- The first stone laid for JET 5/2.1.143 
- Work of the CREST Subcommittee on Energy 
Research and Development 9/2.1. 79 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 2/2.1.94 
Energy Savings 
- Application to electric ovens of the Directive 
concerning the indication by labelling of the 
energy consumption of household appliances 
opinion P 3/2.3.15 
- Community programme on energy conservation 
report C 6/2.1.110 
- Cooperation between the Community and 
Canada in the field of energy savings 
1212.1.144 
- Energy consumption of household appliances 
opinion S 4/2.3.73 
- Energy-saving through improving the thermal 
efficiency of buildings recommendation L 
2/2.1.87 
- Financial support for demonstration projects in 
the field of alternative sources of energy 
regulations L 4/2.1.1 0; 11/2.1.106 
- Financial support for demonstration projects in 
the field of energy saving decision C 3/2. 1.112 
- Indication by labelling of the energy 
consumption of household appliances 
directives L 3/2.1.113 opmion P 3/2.3.15 
directiVes L 5/2.1.123 
- Invitations to tender concerning demonstration 
projects in the field of energy saving 9/2.1 . 70 
- Limitation of oil consumption 3/2.1 .111 
- New lines of Community act1on in the field of 
energy savings communication C 6/2.1.111 
- Report of panel of experts on energy savings 
and the rat1onal utilization of energy 7/2.1.97 




Energy Savings (Continued) 
- Seminar on new methods of saving energy 
10/2.1.129 
- Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of the United Nations Conference on 
New and Renewable Energy Sources 7/2.1.1 02 
Energy Situation 
-Community energy strategy 5/1.4.1 resolutions A 
6/2.3.51 
- Community energy programme communication C 
10/2.1.127 
- Community energy policy 11/2.3.14 
- Cooperation with developing countries in the 
field of energy resolution P 512.2.38 
- Energy policy objectives for 1990 opmion S 
5/2.3. 70 communication C 6/2.1.19 10/2.1.126 
opinion S 11/2.3.59 opinion A 11/2.3.64 
- Energy problems before the ECSC Consultative 
Committee 11/2.3.63 
- Energy situation and wind, wave and tidal 
energy resolution P 5/2.3.15 
- Energy situation of the Community resolutton P 
1/2.3.16 10/2.1.124 
- Energy situation in the Community and in the 
world report C 3/2.1 .1 09 
- Energy situation in the Community 5/2.1.126 
- Implementation of a common energy policy 
9/2.3.13 
- Session of the Council of Ministers for Energy 
10/2.1.123 
- Session of the Senior Advisers to ECE 
Governments on Energy 11 /2.1 .11 
- World energy situation at the Dublin European 
Council 1 /1 .1 .9 
Enlargement of the Community 
-Applications of Greece, Spain and Portugal for 
Community membership opinion S 6/2.3.44 
- Effects of enlargement on relations with non-
member countries report C 6/2.2.1 
- Effects of enlargement on the economies of 
Mediterranean countries 1 /2.2.48 
- Political and institutional aspects of enlargement 
resolution P 1 /2.3.3 
- Prospects and sectoral aspects of enlargement 
of the Community resolution P 5/2.3.29 
Environmental Action Programme 
- State of the environment in the Community 
report C 2/1.5.1 
Environmental Research 
- Growth of large conurbations 12/2.1.164 
- Programme on environmental research (ACPM) 
9/2.1.87 
- Research programme in the field of climatology 
12/2.1.61 
- Revision of the multiannual environmental 
research programme decision L 10/2.1.148 
Equality of Men and Women 
- Equal pay for male and female workers 
report C 1/2.1.49 (C 129/79) 7/2.3.36 
- Equal pay for men and women 5/2.1.65 
- Equal pay for men and women resolution P 
5/2.3.7 
Ethy 
- Equal treatment of men and women 3/2.1 .42 
- Parliamentary debate on women's rights 
resolution P 10/2.3.12 
- Payment of different allowances to men and 
women workers (C 822/79) 12/2.3.32 
- Standing Conference of the Ministers of 
Education from the Council of Europe countries 
6/2.1.124 
ERDC 
- Seminar on public attitudes to the dangers 
created by science and technology 4/2.1 .11 
-Work of the European Research and 
Development Committee 2/2.1.95 6/2.1.119 
10/2.1.143 
ERDF 
-4th Annual Report on the ERDF 7/2.1.54 
opinion S 11/2.3.53 
-Allocation of ERDF aid (1st tranche 1979) 
1/2.1.53 
- Allocation of ERDF aid 6/2.1.54 9/2.1 .40 
12/2.1.76 
- Annual Report on the European Regional 
Development Fund report C resolution P 212.3.5 
- Conference of the Local and Regional 
Authorities of Europe 10/2.2.55 
- ERDF assistance- "non-quota" section 4/2.3.8 
10/2.1.63 11/2.1.55 12/2.1.77 opinion S 
12/2.3.59 
- European Regional Development Fund 
opmion S 2/2.3.63 
-Work of the ERDF Committee 3/2.1.58 5/2.1.74 
7/2.1.55 
ESF 
- Annual Report on the activities of the ESF 
6/2.1.43 
- Applications for assistance from the European 
Social Fund 12/2.1.63 
-Assistance under the ESF: 2nd instalment for 
1979 1 0/2.1.52 
- Assistance under the ESF: 1st instalment for 
1979 6/2.1.44 
- Examination of applications for ESF assistance 
presented by the Member States 3/2.1.49 
7/2.1.43 
- Guidelines for the management of the ESF 
1980-1982 5/2.1.61 
- List of public authorities empowered to provide 
financial assistance under the ESF decision C 
9/2.1.35 
- Meeting of the ESF Committee 4/2.1.35 
- Pilot schemes pnor to interventions by the ESF 
12/2.1.64 
ESSOR 
- Construction of an experimental reactor safety 
loop in the ESSOR complex 4/2.1 .6 
Ethyl Alcohol 
- Common organization of the market in ethyl 
acohol of agricultural origin 12/2.3.63 
Eura 
Euratom 
- Borrowing and lending activities of the ECSC 
(Euratom) report C 2/2.3.87 
- Industrial loan for a nuclear power plant 
1/2.1.89 
Euratom Borrowing 
- Borrowing and lending operations of the EAEC 
(Euratom) report C 2/2.3.87 
-Euratom bond issue 4/2.3.90 5/2.3.103 
- Euratom loans to finance nuclear power plants 
7/2.1.101 amendment to decision L 12/2.3.14 
- Euratom private loans 4/2.3.90 
- Raising of the permitted ceiling for Euratom 
loans decision L 12/2.1 .149 
- Review of Euratom's borrowing and lending 
operations 1/2.3.72 3/2.3.91 7/2.3.92 
Euratom Loan 
- Borrowing and lending operations of the EAEC 
(Euratom) report C 2/2.3.87 
- Euratom loan for electricity generation in Italy 
decision C 11 /2.1 .1 05 
- Euratom loan to a Belgian gas and electricity 
distribution company decision C 11/2.1 .1 04 
- Industrial loan for a nuclear power station 
1/2.1.89 
Euratom Supply Agency 
- Supply Agency annual report for 1978 6/2.1 .118 
Euro-Arab Dialogue 
- Declaration by the Nine on the Euro-Arab 
Dialogue 9/2.2.58 
- Situation of the Euro-Arab Dialogue in the 
context of political cooperation 11/2.2.61 
Euronet 
- Commission studies relating to videotex systems 
6/2.1.129 
- EEC-Switzerland agreement concerning the 
extension of Euronet 7/2.1 .1 09 
- Meeting of the Committee for Scientific and 
Technical Information and Documentation 
3/2.1.135 
European Council 
- Convergence and budgetary issues before the 
Dublin European Council 11/1.1.7 
- Declaration on Iran by the Dublin European 
Council 11 /1 .1.14 
- Declaration on Kampuchea by the Dublin 
European Council 11/1.1.15 
- Discussions on the energy situation at the 
European Council and Tokyo Summit 6/2.1.107 
- Dublin European Council 12/2.3.8 
- Economic and social situation of the Community 
before the European Council 3/1.1.3 
- Economic and social situation before the Dublin 
European Council 11/1.1.4 
- Economic and social situation commumcation C 
3/2.1.39 
- Employment and social policy before the Paris 
European Coucil 3/1.1.5 
- Employment and social policy communication C 
3/2.1.39 
- Employment problems for discussion at the 
following Council 2/2.1.29 
- Energy problems before the Paris European 
Council 3/1.1.6 3/2.1.110 
- Follow-up to the Paris European Council 3/2.1.2 
- Follow-up to the Dublin European Council 
12/2.1.4 
- Guidelines for the Community energy policy 
3/2.1.18 
- Report of the Committee of Wise Men to the 
Dublin European Council 11/1.5.1 12/2.3.1 
- Report on the European Union for the Dublin 
European Council 11 /1 .1 .1 0 
- Results of the European Council presented to 
the EP 3/1.1.1 
- Strasbourg European Council 6/1.1.1 
- Trade relations between the Community and 
Japan before the Paris European Council 
3/1.1.4 
European Monetary Fund 
- Creation of a European Monetary Fund 12/2.1.1 
European Monetary System 
- Adjustment of certain EMS central rates 9/2.1 .1 
- Adjustments to central rates following the 
devaluation of the Danish krone 12/2.1.97 
- Application of the EMS to the common 
agricultural policy 2/2.1.55 3/1.1.8 decision L 
6/2.1.3 
- Background to the entry into force of the 
European Monetary System 3/2.1 .1 
- Commission loan with a view to promoting 
investments in the Community opinion P 4/2.1 .3 
- Devaluation of the Danish krone 11/2.1.1 
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- European Monetary System and the international 
monetary system 10/2.3.17 
- Fixing of MCAs following the application of the 
European Monetary System to the common 
agricultural policy regulation C 4/2.1.64 
- Fixing of new exchange rates in the agricultural 
sector for France, Ireland, Italy and the United 
Kingdom regulation C 4/2.1.64 
- Impact of measures taken on monetary 
compensatory amounts regulatiOn L 9/2.1 .4 
- Implementation of the European Monetary 
System 2/2.1.1 6/1.1.5 
- Implementation of the New Community 
borrowing and lending Instrument decision L 
5/2.1.7 
- Interest subsidies for certain structure-oriented 
loans 2/2.1.3 opinion P 4/2.1.2 4/2.3.6 5/2.1.2 
opinion S 5/2.3.77 
- Introduction of the ECU into the instruments of 
the common agricultural policy 4/2.1.1 
decision L 6/2.1.75 
- New ECU central rates within the EMS 9/2.1 .3 
- Operation of the European Monetary System 
7/2.1.1 
- Repercussions on the CAP of using the 
European Monetary System regulation C 
4/2.1.64 
- Replacement of the EUA by the ECU 12/2.1.2 
- Setting up of the European Monetary Fund 
12/2.1.1 
- Statement by the Commission spokesman 
following measures taken within the EMS 
9/2.1.2 
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European Monetary System (Continued) 
- Work undertaken for the introduction of the 
European Monetary System 1/2.1.1 
European Parliament 
- Debate in the EP on the programme of the 
French Presidency 1 /2.3.2 
-First sitting of the elected EP 7/1.1.2 
- Introduction of the electronic voting system into 
EP procedure resolution P 11 /2.3.1 0 
- Last sitting of the EP before the direct elections 
5/1.2.1 
European Regional Development Fund 
Committee 
- Work of the ERDF Committee 3/2.1 .58 5/2.1. 7 4 
7/2.1.55 
European Science Foundation 
- Commission participation in the Annual General 
Meeting of the European Science Foundation 
11/2.1.109 
European Social Budget 
- Submission of the European social budget 
resolution P 4/2.3.16 
European Union 
- Progress towards European Union report C 
11/2.3.1 
- Report on the European Union for the Dublin 
European Council 11 /1 .1 .1 0 
European Youth Forum 
-Activities of the European Youth Forum 
resolution P 5/2.1.152 
-Commission relations with the Youth Forum of 
the European Communities 11/2.3.26 
Excise 
- Harmonization of excise duties on beer, wine 
and spirits communication L 6/2.1.39 
- Harmonization of the structure of excise duties 
10/2.1.41 
Export Credit 
- Extension of the guidelines on export credits 
decision L 12/2.2.18 
- OECD Understanding on Export Credits for 
Ships 12/2.2.19 
Export Duty 
- Post-clearance recovery of export or import 
duties regulation L 7/2.1.27 
- Provisions on the repayment or remission of 
export or import duties regulation L 7/2.1.25 
Export Quota 
- Community export quotas for certain non-ferrous 
metals 12/2.2.30 
Export Refund 
- Condition for the export of refined sugar (C 
12/79) 1/2.3.41 
Exte 
-Export licence for sugar (C 133/79) 7/2.3.40 
- Export refund for pigmeat (C 183/78) 5/2.3.65 
-Export refund for refined sugar (C 184/78) 
1/2.3.52 
- Export refund for sugar (C 162178) 11/2.3.43 
- Export refund on chickens in Germany (C 
23/79) 2/2.3.36 
- Exports of chickens from Federal Germany to 
the GDR via third countries (C 23/79) 9/2.3.42 
External Fishery Arrangements 
- Bilateral fishing agreement between Italy and 
Tunisia resolution P 9/2.3.18 
- Commission participation in the Baltic Sea 
Fisheries Commission 9/2.1.60 
- Community arrangements for the conservation of 
fisheries resources in the North-West Atlantic 
opinion P 10/2.1.112 
- Community participation in an international 
convention concerned with fishing (NEAFC) 
11/2.1.92 
- Community participation in an international 
convention concerned with fishing (ICCA n 
11/2.1.91 
- Community participation in the negotiations for a 
convention for the regulation of whaling 9/2.1.63 
10/2.1.109 
- Community participation in the Convention on 
Future Multilateral Cooperation in the North-
West Atlantic Fisheries (NAFO) 3/2.1.96 
6/2.1.95 
- Conclusion of a fisheries agreement with 
Senegal 4/2.1.81 
- Conclusion of an interim fisheries agreement 
with Canada opinion P 412.3.28 regulation L 
12/2.1.119 
- Conservation of fisheries resources and catch 
quotas applicable to non-member countries 
resolution P 3/2.1.98 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Sweden in connection with the fisheries 
agreement 5/2.1.110 10/2.1.110 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Norway on fishing arrangements 9/2.1.62 
- Consultations with Norway, Sweden and Spain 
on fishing arrangements 11/2.1.87 
- Determination of reciprocal fishing rights 
between the Community and Sweden 2/2.1. 71 
- EEC-Norway consultations relating to total 
allowable catches (TACs) 7/2.1.82 
- EEC-Sweden agreement on the reproduction of 
salmon in the Baltic Sea opinion P 10/2.1.111 
- Exploratory talks with Portugal over a framework 
fisheries agreement 7/2.1.83 
- Extension of fishing licences granted to Spain 
12/2.1.121 
- Extension of the interim arrangements applicable 
to Spanish vessels in the Community zone 
1/2.1.74 
- External aspects of the fisheries policy 
resolution P 5/2.1.112 
- External fishery arrangements under the Italy-
Yugoslavia fisheries agreement 6/2.1.92 
- External fishery arrangements under the EEC-
Sweden-Norway fisheries agreement 1/2.1 . 75 
- External fishery arrangements applicable to 
Spanish vessels 6/2.1.90 
Exte 
External Fishery Arrangements 
(Continued) 
- External fishery arrangements appicable to 
Faroe Island, Swedish and Norwegian vessels 
6/2.1.90 
- Fisheries agreement between the Community 
and Finland 2/2.1. 72 
- Fisheries agreement with Guinea-Bissau 
11/2.1.90 
- Fisheries arrangements appicable to Spain, the 
Faroe Islands and Norway 3/2.1.95 
- Implementation of the Convention on Future 
Multilateral Cooperation in the North-West 
Atlantic Fisheries (NAFO) 7/2.1.84 
- Interim measures for the conservation of 
fisheries resources applicable to Norwegian, 
Swedish and Faroe Island vessels 11/2.1.88 
- Measures for the conservation of fisheries 
resources in the zone off Guiana regulation L 
12/2.1.122 
- Meeting of the working group set up in 
connection with the fisheries agreement with 
Sweden 9/2.1.61 
- Negotiation of a Convention on the conservation 
of antarctic marine living resources decision L 
3/2.1.97 
- Negotiation of a fisheries agreement with the 
Seychelles and Mauritius 12/2.1 .120 
- Negotiations for a fisheries agreement with 
Tunisia 5/2.1 .111 
- Negotiations for a fisheries agreement with 
Guinea-Bissau 6/2.1.94 
- Progress of fisheries agreements with certain 
non-member countries at the Council meeting 
on Fisheries 2/2.1.70 6/2.1.91 
- Progress of ratification of the EEC-Canada 
framework fisheries agreement1 0/2.1.108 
- Signing of a fisheries agreement with Canada 
6/2.1.93 
- Signing of a fisheries agreement with Senegal 
6/2.1.93 
- Signing of a fisheries agreement with Sweden 
11/2.1.89 
- Signing of the EEC-Norway fisheries agreement 
on the reproduction of salmon in the Baltic Sea 
decision L 1 0/2.1 .111 
-Technical measures for the conservation of 
fisheries resources in the North-West Atlantic 
zone regulation L 11 /2.1 .93 
-Trilateral consultations between the Community, 




- Family allowances for civil servants moving 
within the Community (C 129/78) 3/2.3.59 
-Suspension of the grant of family allowances (C 
1 00/78) 3/2.3.56 
Family Policy 
-Community policy on the family 1/2.3.18 
- Protection of motherhood in the Community 
1/2.3.19 
FAO 
-Community participation in the work of the FAO 
Committee on Food Aid Policies and 
Programmes 5/2.2.40 
- Community participation in the meeting of the 
Committee on World Food Security 4/2.2.35 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Working 
Group on Hard Fibres 4/2.2.25 9/2.2.21 
10/2.2.26 
- Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
Meat 5/2.2.28 
- Meeting of the FAO Committee on Commodities 
10/2.2.43 
-Meeting of the FAO Commission on Fertilizers 
1/2.2.36 
- Meeting of the Intergovernmental Group of 
Experts on tea 12/2.2.36 
- Preparatory meeting on vegetable oils and 
oilseeds 10/2.2.28 
- Preparatory Meeting on Tropical Timbers under 
the aegis of UNCTAD and the FAO 10/2.2.22 
-Session of the FAO Council 6/2.2.32 
-Work of the FAO Plenary Conference 11/2.2.32 
- World Conference on Agrarian Reform and 
Rural Development under the aegis of the FAO 
7/2.2.26 
FAST 
- Forecasting and assessment in the field of 
science and technology (fast) (ACPM) 2/2.1.101 
9/2.1.85 
Fight Against Dumping 
- New anti-dumping provisions 12/2.2.10 
- Protection against dumping by non-member 
countries of the ECSC recommendation C 
1/2.2.13 
- Protection against dumping, or the granting of 
bounties or subsidies by non-member countries 
amendment to regulation L 712.2.8 
Fight Against Noise 
- Limitation on noise emission from compressors 
resolution P 1 /2.1 .17 opinion P 1 /2.1 .56 
- Limitation on noise emission from aircraft 
2/2.1. 78 directive L 12/2.1.137 
F 
Fight Against Pollution 
- Commission participation at the congress of the 
International Reclamation Bureau 1 0/2.1 . 76 
- Commission participation in an international 
seminar on glass recycling 10/2.1.74 
- Development of clean technologies for the 
elimination of waste 4/2.1 .44 
- Establishment of a waste exchange 5/2.1 . 78 
- European convention on the quality of life 
4/2.1.43 
- Fight against cadmium pollution 11/2.1.63 
- Fight aga1nst the risks due to certain industrial 
activities 7/2.1.57 12/2.1.89 
- International colloquium on energy and the 
technology of the biological elimination of waste 
10/2.1.75 
- Meeting of the Waste Management Committee 
6/2.1.65 
- Pollution by titanium dioxide waste (C 78/79 and 
79/79) 5/2.3.46 
- Waste management policy 4/2.1 .45 
Fight Against Poverty 
- Interim programme of actions to combat poverty 
11/2.1.49 
- Programme of pilot projects to combat poverty 
10/2.1.53 12/2.1.66 
Fight Against Terrorism 
- Signature by the Nine of an agreement on the 
suppression of terrorism 12/2.2.68 
-Terrorism and a common system of extradition 
resolution P 9/2.3.15 
Fight Against Unemployment 
- Protection of employees in the event of the 
insolvency of their employer opimon P 1/2.3.17 
- Sample survey' of manpower regulation L 
2/2.1.30 
Financial and Technical Cooperation 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation under the Lome Convention 
report C 7/2.2.52 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation with the ACP States report C 
11/2.2.46 
- Commission participation in the working party on 
development cooperation in the Caribbean 
region 6/2.2.49 
- Commission participation in a meeting of the 
Consultative Group for Kenya 5/2.2.66 
- Distribution of projects financed under the 
programme of financial and technical aid to 
non-associated developing countries 1/2.2.30 
- Financial and technical aid to small enterprises 
in developing countries 10/2.2.72 
- Financial and technical aid to non-associated 
developing countries 2/2.3.2 
- Financial and technical aid to Honduras 5/2.2.31 
- Financial and technical aid to Thailand 5/2.2.30 
Fin a 
Financial and Technical Cooperation 
(Continued) 
- General guidelines for the 1980 programme of 
aid to non-associated developing countries 
communicatiOn C 10/2.2.32 10/2.2.33 
-General guidelines for the 1979 programme of 
aid to non-associated developing countries 
10/2.2.34 
- Results for 1979 of training programmes under 
the Lome Convention 1212/2162 
- Seminar on the planning of human resources 
and training of managers from ACP States 
10/2.2.73 
- Seminar on the planning of human resources 
and training in a development policy 6/2.2.50 
- Seminar on the transfer of commercial 
technology 10/2.2.69 
Financial Regulation 
- Amendment of the Financial Regulation 
applicable to the General Budget of the 
European Communities 4/2.3.87 opinion P 
5/2.3.11 regulation L 7/2.3.89 
- Use of the ECU in the General Budget of the 
European Communities 1212.3.98 
Financial Report 
- 8th financial report on the EAGGF opinion C 
10/2.1.11 
Financing of Expenditure 
- Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Belgium (C 
820/79) 1212.3.30 
- Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Italy (C 
1251/79) 12/2.3.40 
- Discharge of accounts of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section payments presented by Federal 
Germany (C 819/79) 1212.3.29 
Finland 
-Anti-dumping procedure concerning fibre building 
board originating in Sweden, Norway, Finland 
and Spain decision C 5/2.2.16 
- Official visit to Finland by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 12/2.2.53 
Fisheries Agreement 
- Bilateral fisheries agreement between Italy and 
Tunisia resolution P 9/2.3.18 
- Conclusion of a provisional fisheries agreement 
with Canada opinion P 4/2.3.28 regulation L 
1212.1.119 
- Conclusion of a fisheries agreement with 
Senegal4/2.1.81 
- Consultations between the Community and 
Sweden under the fisheries agreement 5/2.1.110 
10/2.1.110 
- EEC-Sweden agreement on the reproduction of 
salmon in the Baltic Sea opinion P 10/2.1.111 
- Fisheries agreement with Guinea-Bissau 
11/2.1.90 
- Meeting of the Working Group set up under the 
fisheries agreement with Sweden 9/2.1.61 
- Negotiation of a fisheries agreement with the 
Seychelles and Mauritius 1212.1 .120 
- Negotiations for a fisheries agreement with 
Tunisia 5/2.1.111 
- Negotiations for a fisheries agreement with 
Guinea-Buissau 6/2.1.94 
- Progress on the ratification of the EEC-Canada 
framework fisheries agreement 10/2.1.108 
- Signature of a framework fisheries agreement 
with Canada 11/2.1.89 
- Signature of a fisheries agreement with Senegal 
6/2.1.93 
- Signature of a fisheries agreement with Sweden 
11/2.1.89 
- Signature of the EEC-Norway fisheries 
agreement on the reproduction of salmon in the 
Baltic Sea decision L 10/2.1.111 
Fisheries Commission 
- Commission participation in the International 
Baltic Sea Fisheries Commission 9/2.1.60 
Food Aid 
- Budgetary and political importance of food aid 
opinion P 3/2.3.13 
-Commission guidelines for food aid 1/2.2.31 
- Emergency food aid for the Dominican Republic, 
Grenada, Cape Verde and Nicaragua 10/2.3.37 
- Emergency food aid for the Comoros, Zaire, 
Pakistan, Ghana and Honduras 1212.2.40 
-Emergency food aid to Peru decision C 7/2.2.34 
- Emergency food aid to Jamaica decision C 
7/2.2.34 
- Emergency food aid to refugees 11/2.2.24 
- Emergency food aid to the Kampuchean people 
dectsion L 1212.2.40 
- Exceptional food aid as pigmeat for Malta 
5/2.2.59 
- Food aid as cereals and skimmed milk powder 
to Nicaragua decision C 7/2.2.35 
- Food aid as cereals to South-East Asian 
refugees 6/2.2.28 
-Food aid for 1979 resolution P 4/2.3.29 
-Food aid programme for 1979 3/2.2.30 5/2.2.32 
11/2.2.23 
-Food aid to South-East Asian refugees 7/2.2.29 
7/2.2.31 
-Management of food aid opinion P 3/2.2.31 
- Proposed new Food Aid Convention 1 0/2.2.24 
Food Security 
- Campaign against world hunger resolution P 
11/2.2.26 
- Community participation in the meeting of the 
FAO Committee on World Food Security 
4/2.2.35 
- Emergency aid and world hunger 10/2.3.13 
Foodstuffs 
- Cocoa and chocolate products intended for 
human consumption opinion S 7/2.3.71 
- Community action programme for consumer 
protection and information communication C 
6/1.5.1 opinion S 1212.3.61 
- Community methods of analysis for the 





- Concerted action on the quality of foodstuffs 
2/2.1.52 
- Edible caseins and casei nates 1 /2.1 .18 
opinion P 4/2.1.17 opinion S 6/2.3.47 
- Effects of heat treatments and distribution on 
the quality and nutritional value of foodstuffs 
opinion P 5/2.1.17 opinion S 6/2.3.47 10/2.1.13 
10/2.1.81 10/2.1.138 
-Food prices for consumers resolution P 1/2.3.9 
- General rules applicable to the granting of 
export refunds on certain agricultural products 
9/2.1.14 
- Indication of the prices of foodstuffs directive L 
resolution L 6/2.1.69 
- Meeting of the Scientific Committee for 
Foodstuffs 5/2.1 .16 
- Plastics intended to come into contact with 
foodstuffs opinion P 5/2.1.17 opinion S 5/2.3. 73 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to emulsifiers, 
stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agents 4/2.1.9 
opinion P 12/2.3.11 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to cocoa and 
chocolate products decision C 4/2.1.8 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to additives 
for use in foodstuffs (C 88/79) 6/2.3.13; 
7/2.1.12; opinion S 7/2.3.65 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to emulsifiers 
used in foodstuffs opinion P 12/2.1.10 
Footwear 
- Extension of retrospective control of imports of 
footwear into the Community 12/2.2.16 
Forward Programme for Steel 
-Community measures to deal with the crisis in 
the iron and steel industry 5/2.1.21 
- Forward programme for steel for the 4th quarter 
1979 opinion A 9/2.3.60 10/2.1.16 
- Forward programme for steel for the 3rd quarter 
1979 5/2.1 .18 opinion S 6/2.3.50 
- Forward programme for steel for the 2nd 
quarter 1979 3/2.1.14 opinion A 3/2.3.77 
- Forward programme for steel for the 1st quarter 
1980 12/2.1.15 opinion A 12/2.3.67 
France 
- Aid for restructuring the watch and clock 
industry in France 1 /2.1 .37 
- Aid for shipbuilding in France 5/2.1.41 
-Aid in the wine sector in France (C 60/79) 
4/2.3.45 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in France 
decision C 3/2.1.88 7/2.1.74 10/2.1.103 
11/2.1.83 
- Aid to the producers of lavender essence in 
France decision C 4/2.1.27 
-Aid to the service sector in France 10/2.1.31 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in France 
11/2.1.34 
- EIB loan in France for a factory to manufacture 
mineral wool from volcanic rock 12/2.3.73 
- EIB loan in France for a water treatment plant 
7/2.3.78 
- EIB loan in France for equipment financing of 
local authorities and public institutions 12/2.3.72 
- EIB loan in France for construction of a dam 
10/2.3.102 
- EIB loan in France to improve 
telecommunications 1 0/2.3.1 00 
Free 
- Establishment of a Special Industrial Adaptation 
Fund in France decision C 4/2.1.26 
-Fixing of selling prices of tobacco (C 71/79) 
4/2.3.55 
- French monopoly on alcohols 3/2.1.33 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the special scheme to provide 
investment finance to French exporters 
decision C 2/2.1.27 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the State monopoly on manufactured 
tobacco deciston C 12/2.1 .52 
- Observations to France concerning aid to the 
textile sector decision C 12/2.1.50 
- Observations to France concerning aid in the 
wine sector (59/79) 9/2.3.46 (C 60/79) 9/2.3.47 
-Observations to France concerning regional 
development aid schemes decision C 12/2.1.48 
- Observations to France concerning export aids 
decision C 5/2.1.43 
- Suspension of infringement proceedings 
concerning the French monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 1 /2.1.39 
-Termination of infringement proceedings against 
France concerning the State monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 5/2.1.44 
-Termination of the procedure opened against 
France concerning aid to the clock and watch 
industry 7/2.1.36 
Freedom to Provide Service 
- Broadcasting of advertisements by cable 
television companies (C 52/79) 4/2.3.38 
- Right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services for certain non-salaried activities 
(Joined Cs 11 0/78 and 111/78) 1 /2.3.48 
- Right to provide cable television services in the 
Community (C 62/79) 4/2.3.47 
- Setting-up of an Advisory Committee on 
Training in Nursing 1/2.1.21 
Free Movement of Goods 
- Duty-free importation of articles intended for 
handicapped persons 12/2.1 .33 
- Duty-free importation of scientific materials 
decision L 5/2.1.37 regulations L 5/2.1.38 
12/2.1.33 
-Transport of passengers and goods by road 
resolution P 5/2.1 .118 
Free Movement of Persons 
- Refusal to grant an establishment permit on 
grounds of public policy (C 98/79) 6/2.3.21 
- Right of residence for nationals of Member 
States in the territory of another Member State 
7/2.1.14 (C 157179) 10/2.3.56 
- Right of residence in the United Kingdom 
following criminal proceedings (C 175/78) 
3/2.3.68 
Free Movement of Workers 
- Condition for access to employment on the 
Belgian railways (C 149/79) 9/2.3.39 
Fren 
Free Movement of Workers (Continued) 
- Conditions of residence of migrant workers on 
grounds of public policy (C 131/78) 7/2.3.38 
- Exchanges of national placement service officials 
3/2.1.44 
- Free movement for workers in industry and 
small-craft industries (C 115/78) 2/2.3.52 
- Free movement for football players (C 46/79) 
3/2.3.45 (C 134/79) 7/2.3.41 (C 46/79) 1212.3.49 
- Implementation of the SEDOC scheme 4/2.1.33 
- Migration policies towards non-member countries 
commumcation C 3/2.1.43 opinion S 10/2.3.94 
11/2.1.43 
-Problems of frontier workers opinion S 1/2.3.56 
-Tax on the income of non-resident employed 
persons 12/2.1 .58 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Free 
Movement for Workers 212.1.31 
French Overseas Departements 
- Application of the Lome Convention to the 
French overseas departments 4/2.2.48 
- Exclusion of the French overseas departments 
from the scope of the 6th VAT Directive 
1212.1.56 
Fruit and Vegetables 
See: Fruit and Vegetable Sector 
Fruit and Vegetable Sector 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
fruit and vegetable sector decision L 6/2.1 . 76 
- Aid for the marketing of aubergines grown in 
the French Antilles opinion S 9/2.3.58 
-Aid for the production of Williams pears (C 
789/79 and 790/79) 11/2.3.28 
- Aid in the fruit and vegetable sector 9/2.1.51 
- Authorization of preventive withdrawals of apples 
regulation L 10/2.1.88 
- Common organization of the market in fruit and 
vegetables regulation L 6/2.1 . 78 
- Common organization of the market in the fruit 
and vegetable sector 212.1.57 opmion P 
4/2.1.67 
- Control of pesticide residues in and on fruit and 
vegetables directive C 7/2.1.78 
- Limitation on imports of apples 4/2.2.18 
- Organization of the market in fru1t- and 
vegetable-based processed products 
regulations C 7/2.1.69 
- Production aid for dehydrated potatoes 
opinion S 9/2.3.58 
- Safeguard measures on imports of garlic 
originating in Spain regulation C 11/2.1.77 
- Value for customs purposes of fruit and 
vegetables imported from non-member countries 
(C 84/79) 5/2.3.50 
Functioning of the Institutions 
- Reform of EP Rules of Procedure 11/2.3.12 
- Relations between the EP and the Council 
12/2.3.2 
- Report of the Committee of Wise Men to the 
Dublin European Council 11/1 .5.1 1212.3.1 
Fundamental Rights 
- Data processing and the rights of the individual 
resolutton P 5/2.3.28 
-Special rights of Community citizens 1/2.3.4 
34 
GATT 
-Annual Session of the GATT Contracting Parties 
11/2.2.33 
- Application by Mexico to accede to GATT 
1/2.2.37 
- Bill for the implementation of the multilateral 
agreements and arrangements initialled in the 
context of GATT 6/2.2.11 7/2.2.6 
- Changes in common rules applying to imports 
from third-country members of GATT 
regulation L 5/2.2.12 
- Community participation in a meeting of the 
GATT Textiles Committee 12/2.2.49 
- Community signature of the MTN agreements 
12/2.2.8 resolution P 12/2.2.9 
- Completion of the multilateral trade negotiations 
4/1.2.1 
- Conclusion of the multilateral trade negotiations 
approval L 11 /1 .3.1 
- Council position on the multilateral trade 
negotiations 2/2.2.8 10/2.2.7 
- Examination of the 1955 US agriculture waiver 
by the GATT Council1/2.2.37 
- Final report by the Commission on the 
multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
report C 1 0/1.1 .1 
-Meeting of the GATT Consultative Group of 18 
10/2.2.48 
-Meeting of the GATT Council 7/2.2.46 
-Meeting of the GATT Committee on Trade and 
Development 1 0/2.2.49 
- Meeting of the Panel on sugar set up under 
GATT 1/2.2.38 
-Multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
2/2.2.7 report C 5/2.2.10 5/2.2.11 6/2.2.12 
7/2.2.7 10/2.2.6 
- Multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
2/2.2.9 
- Negotiations with the United States on industrial 
tariffs under GATT 1/2.2.6 
-Results of the Tokyo Round of negotiations 
resolution P 12/2.3.10 
- Setting-up of an informal 'technical-legal' group 
within the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations 212.2.1 0 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Minister of State for External Economic Affairs 
1/2.2.6 
Generalized System of Preferences 
- Generalized tariff preferences scheme for 1980 
11/2.2.14 
Generalized System of Preferences 
- Visit to Mexico by a Commission delegation for 
a series of seminars on GSP 12/2.2.32 
Generalized System of Preferences 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
textile products 11/2.2.14 regulation L 12/2.1.28 
G 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
industrial products other than textiles 11/2.2.14 
regulation L 1212.1.28 
- 1980 generalized tariff preferences scheme for 
agricultural products 11/2.2.14 regulation L 
12/2.1.28 
- Application of the generalized tariff preferences 
for 1980 resolution P 11 /2.3.17 
- Community tariff preferences for textile products 
originating in developing countries regulatton L 
6/2.1.27 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the GSP regulations C 1/2.1.30 
- Extension for the 2nd half of 1979 of the 
generalized tariff preferences for textile products 
5/2.2.27 regulation L 612.2.24 
- Generalized tariff preferences scheme for 1980 
communication C 7/2.2.19 opinion S 9/2.3.51 
opinion P 11 /2.2.15 regulations C 12/2.1 .32 
- Importation of goods in application of the 
preferential tariff treatment granted to products 
originating from developing countries (C 827/79) 
12/2.3.37 
- Seminar in Manila on the generalized system of 
preferences 1 /2.2.24 
- Seminar on GSP organized by the Commission 
7/2.2.20 
Germany (Federal Republic of) 
- Aid for employment in Federal Germany 
decision C 4/2.1.25 7/2.1.31 
- Aid for small- and medium-sized undertakings in 
Federal Germany decision C 3/2.1.31 3/2.1.32 
- Aid for the film industry in Federal Germany 
7/2.1.37 
- Aids for the fisheries sector in Federal Germany 
7/2.1.86 
-Aid to promote technology, research and the 
film industry in Federal Germany 1 0/2.1.29 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Federal 
Germany decision C 3/2.1.88 6/2.1.86 7/2.1.74 
9/2.1.55 10/2.1.103 11/2.1.83 (C 36/79) 
11/2.3.50 
- Aid to the oil industry in Federal Germany 
1/2.1.36 
- Application in Federal Germany of agreements 
concluded under the MFA regulation C 7/2.2.15 
- Infringement procedure against 4 Member States 
for failure to implement the 6th VAT Directive 
1/2.1.41 
- Infringement procedure against Federal Germany 
with regard to health inspection arrangements 
on the importation of pigmeat decision C 
10/2.1.95 
- Observations to Federal Germany concerning 
regional aid schemes decision C 1 /2.1 .35 
- Observation to Federal Germany concerning aid 
in the agricultural sector decision C 1/2.1.35 




- Adaptation of preferential trading agreements 
with Greece report C 11/2.2.1 
- Anti-dumping duty on certain metals originating 
in Greece recommendation C 3/2.2.13 
- Anti-dumping procedure with regard to imports 
of acrylic fibres originating in Japan, Spain and 
Greece decision C 6/2.2.15 
- Arrangements with Greece, Spain and Portugal 
on trade in textile products 2/2.2.22 3/2.2.16 
- Community surveillance of imports of textile 
products originating in Greece, Spain and 
Portugal regulations C 212.2.23 
- Conclusion of accession negotiations with 
Greece 4/1.1.1 
- Drafting of instruments for the accession of 
Greece 3/2.2.3 resolution P 3/2.3.19 
- EEC-Greece Ministerial Conference 3/2.2.2 
4/2.2.1 
- EIB loan in Greece for agro-industrial and 
agricultural investment 1212.3.83 
- EIB loan in Greece to finance an irrigation 
project 7/2.3.82 
- EIB loan in Greece 5/2.3.92 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of accession negotiations 
with Greece 2/2.2.3 3/2.2.4 
- Final sessions of accession negotiations with 
Greece 5/2.2.4 
- Greece's accession to the European 
Communities 5/1.1.1 
- Greece's accession to the EEC and ECSC 
decisions L 5/2.2.3 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association 
Committee 7/2.2.1 1212.2.1 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association 
Committee 212.2.6 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on certain iron 
and steel products originating in Greece 
6/2.2.20 
-Ratification of the Treaty of Accession of 
Greece 6/2.2.2 
- Session of negotiations for Greece's accession 
3/2.2.1 
- Signature of the Treaty of Accession of Greece 
to the European Communities opinion C 5/2.2.2 
-Visit to Greece by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 212.2.1 
- Visit to the Commission by Greek Ministers 
9/2.2.1 
- Work concerning the signature of the 
negotiations for Greece's accession 1/2.2.1 
Greece-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association 
Committee 7/2.2.11212.2.1 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association 
Committee 212.2.6 
Group Account 
- Statutory audits of the accounts of limited 
liability companies opinion S 4/2.3.69 opinion P 




-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Working 
Group on Hard Fibres 4/2.2.25 9/2.2.21 
10/2.2.26 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Working Groups on 
Coir and Abaca 2/2.2.26 2/2.2.27 9/2.2.20 
- Promotion of the consumption of coir products 
within UNCTAD 2/2.2.25 
Health Inspection 
- Charges for health checks on imports of meat 
(C 58/79) 4/2.3.43 
- Charges for health checks (C 826/79) 12/2.3.36 
- Control of pesticide residues in and on fruit and 
vegetables directive C 7 /2.1. 78 
- Dues for health checks on imports of meat into 
Belgium (C 57/79) 9/2.3.45 
- Duties levied for health checks on the import of 
milk in Italy (C 811/79) 12/2.3.21 
- Duties levied for health checks on the import of 
poultrymeat in Federal Germany (C 30/79) 
2/2.3.42 
- Harmonization of veterinary legislation 12/2.1.115 
- Health charge on imports of lard into France (C 
132/78) 5/2.3.58 
- Health inspection and supervision of intra-
Community trade in fresh meat opinion S 
7/2.3.66 
- Health issues concerning intra-Community trade 
in meat products 4/2.1. 75 
- Health legislation concerning the importation of 
dairy products in Italy (C 61/79) 4/2.3.46 
- Intra-Community trade in meat products 7 /2.1. 76 
- Process of chilling by immersion in water 
applied to poultrymeat opinion S 7/2.3.70 
- Protective measures against the spread of 
epizootic disease decisions L 5/2.1 .1 08 
opinion S 11 /2.3.56 
- Reductions of health controls on trade in 
pig meat 10/2.1.104 opinion S 11/2.3.57 
Health in the Workplace 
- Actions in the field of health and safety at work 
(Advisory Committee) 2/2.1.35 
- Community action in the field of health and 
safety in mines 7/2.1.52 
- Cooperation with the United States over health 
and safety at work 6/2.2.38 9/2.1.37 
- Financial assistance for research projects in the 
field of health protection in the steel sector 
7/2.1.51 
- Five year programme of research in the field of 
biology and health protection 3/2.1 .25 
- Health protection against the dangers from 
ionizing radiation decision C 3/2.1 .53 
- Programme of research on the technical control 
of nuisances and pollution at work and in the 
vicinity of iron and steel works opinion A 
3/2.3.79 
- Protection of workers from exposure to harmful 
substances 3/2.1.52 opinion S 9/2.3.53 
H 
-Report of the Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 5/2.1. 70 
- Research programme on biology and health 
protection opinion S 9/2.3.55 
- Research projects on ergonomics and 
rehabilitation decision C 6/2.1.48 
-Safety, hygiene and health protection at work 
resolution P 4/2.1.41 7/2.1.50 
- Safety signs at places of work directive C 
6/2.1.49 
- Symposium on accident prevention 12/2.1.73 
-Technical control of nuisances and pollution at 
work and in the vicinity of iron and steel works 
memorandum C 2/2.1.34 decision C 5/2.1 . 71 
- Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission 3/2.1 .55 6/2.1.51 12/2.1.7 4 
Hoffmann-Laroche Case 
- Abuse of dominant position in the 
pharmaceuticals industry in Switzerland 
resolution P 2/2.3.17 (C 85/76) 2/2.3.47 
Hop 
See: Hop Sector 
Hop Sector 
- Aid to hop producers opinion S 5/2.3. 79 
regulation L 6/2.1. 79 
Horsemeat 
- Use of horsemeat in delicatessen preparations 
(C 15/97) 11/2.3.47 
Human Rights 
- Arrest of Czechoslovak dissidents resolution P 
7/2.3.9 
- European Convention on Human Rights 
memorandum C 4/1.3.1 
- Freedom of the press and private property in 
Malta resolution P 11 /2.3.1 0 
- Hijacking resolution P 3/2.3.23 
- Human rights and respect for freedom in the 
GDR, Kampuchea, Argentina and Afghanistan 
resolutions P 9/2.3.16 
- Non-applicability of statutory limitations to 
genocide and murder resolution P 2/2.3.22 
- Political kidnapping in Spain resolution P 
11/2.3.17 
- Political situation in southern Africa 1 /2.2.55 
- Refugees from Kampuchea, Laos and Vietnam 
resolution P 1/2.3.27 
- Respect for human rights in Czechoslovakia 
resolution P 1 0/2.3.16 
- Respect for human rights in Iran resolution P 
5/2.3.26; 3/2.3.22 
- Respect for human rights in Ethiopia 
resolution P 5/2.2.81 
-Taking of hostages in l!an resolution P 
11/2.3.17 
-Trial of J.F. Sabata resolution P 5/2.2.81 
Hydr 
Hydrocarbon 
- Joint hydrocarbon exploration project in 
Greenland regulation L 5/2.1 .132 
- Measures to deal with energy supply problems 
6/2.1.113 
- Problems of the oil market 6/2.1.112 
- Registration of crude oil imported into the 
Community 12/2.1.145 
- Registration of crude oil and/or petroleum 
products imported into the Community 
regulation L 7/2.1.98 
- Support of common exploration projects in the 
hydrocarbons sector 3/2.1.118 9/2.1 . 71 
decision L 10/2.1.130 
- Symposium on new technologies for the 
exploration and exploitation of gas and oil 
resources 4/2.1 .95 
-Trade in crude oil and petroleum products 




- Draft International Convention on the physical 
protection of nuclear materials 2/2.2.40 
- Negotiations for an International Convention on 
the physical protection of nuclear materials 
9/2.2.32 
- Physical protection of IAEA nuclear materials 
10/2.2.47 
IBRD 
- Annual meeting of the IMF and the IBRD 
10/1.2.1 
IDA 
- Implementation of the EEC-IDA Agreement on 
the CIEC special action programme 1/2.2.29 
ILO 
- Commission participation in the work of the 
International Labour Organization 6/2.2.33 
- Commission participation in the ILO European 
Regional Conference 10/2.2.45 
I MCO 
- Inspection of ships opimon P 1/2.3.12 
- Work of the Council on safety at sea 2/2.1. 77 
IMF 
- Annual meeting of the IMF and the IBRD 
10/1.2.1 
- Preparations for the Interim Committee of the 
IMF 2/2.1.6 
Import Arrangement 
- Abolition of quantitative restrictions on the import 
into Italy of petroleum products originating in 
Romania decision C 9/2.2.7 
- Changes in common arrangements applicable to 
imports from State-trading countries regulation L 
5/2.2.12 
- Changes in common arrangements applicable to 
imports from GA n member countries 
regulation L 5/2.2.12 
- Common arrangements applicable to imports of 
certain textile products regulations C 1 0/2.2.17 
- Community quota for imports into Italy of parts 
for tractors originating in Romania decision L 
10/2.2.9 
- Import and export licences and advance fixing 
certificates for agricultural products (C 122/78) 
2/2.3.55 
- Import arrangement for preserved pineapples 
originating in Tanzania, Uganda, and Kenya (C 
259/78) 3/2.3.73 
- Import arrangement for jute products originating 
in Bangladesh, India and Thailand 12/2.2.29 
- Import arrangement with regard to the State-
trading countries 7/2.2.9 
- Import arrangement with regard to State-trading 
countnes regulation L 5/1.4.6 
I 
-Import levy on beef and veal in Italy (C 130/78) 
3/2.3.60 
-Import levy on beef and veal (C 134/78) 
3/2.3.62 
- Imports into the Community of textile products 
originating in Taiwan 10/2.2.18 
- Imports of certain textile products originating in 
China' 11/2.2.10 regulation L 12/2.2.28 
- Imports of certain woven cotton fabrics 
originating in India and Colombia regulation C 
10/2.2.19 
- Limitation of imports of apples 4/2.2.18 
- Measures to ease import restrictions in regard 
to certain non-member countries 10/2.2.8 
- New common arrangements applicable to 
imports regulations L 5/1.4.1 
- New system of surveillance and protection of 
imports 1212.2.11 
- Quota for imports into the Benelux countries of 
certain textile products originating in Albania 
and Hungary decision L 412.2.8 
- Quota for imports into Italy and France of radio 
and television receivers originating in Romania 
dec1sion L 5/2.2.14 
- Quota for imports into Italy of tractor 
transmissions originating in Romania decision L 
12/2.2.14 
- Suspension of imports into Italy of squid 
originating in non-member countries regulation C 
10/2.1.113 
- Suspension of imports of frozen hake into the 
Community decision C 7/2.1.85 
Import Duty 
- Levy applied to imports of beef and veal (C 
66/79) 4/2.3.50 (C 127/79 and 128/79) 7/2.3.35 
- Post-clearance recovery of export or import 
duties regulation L 712.1.27 
- Provisions on the repayment or remission of 
export or import duties regulation L 7/2.1.25 
-Taxation of brandy in Denmark (C 68/79) 
4/2.3.52 
Import Tax 
-Taxation of synthetic ethyl alcohol (C 140/79) 
9/2.3.30 
-Tax on the import of sugar in Italy (C 222/78) 
3/2.3.70 (C 73/79) 5/2.3.41 
-Tax on the import of petroleum products in Italy 
(C 21/79) 2/2.3.34 
-Tax on the import of duplicating equipment into 
France (C 90/79) 6/2.3.15 
India 
- Arrangements for imports into the Benelux 
countries of jute yarn originating in India 
regulation L 7/2.2.18 
- EEC-India agreement on guaranteed prices for 
sugar cane regulation L 10/2.2.80 




- Meeting of the Joint Committee under the EEC-
India Agreement 11/2.2.49 
- Negotiations with Bangladesh and India on jute 
and coir products 11/2.2.13 
- Opening of negotiations with India for a 
commercial and economic cooperation 
agreement 4/2.2.54 
lndla-EEC Agreement 
- EEC-India agreement on guaranteed prices for 
sugar cane regulation L 10/2.2.80 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee under the EEC-
Sri Lanka Agreement 11/2.2. 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee under the EEC-
India Agreement 11/2.2.49 
- Opening of negotiations with India for a 
commercial and economic cooperation 
agreement 4/2.2.54 
Indirect Tax 
- Conditions for refund of value-added tax 
opinion P 1/2.3.13 
- Definition of the concept of entrepreneur (Joined 
C 181 and 229/78) 6/2.3.34 
- Derogation to Denmark concerning tax-free 
allowances for travellers report C 1 /2.1 .43 
- Harmonization of excise duties on beer, wine 
and spirits communication L 6/2.1.39 
-Progress of work on the 8th VAT Directive 
10/2.1.38 
- Progress of work on the 1Oth VAT Directive 
10/2.1.40 opinion P 1212.3.11 
- Progress of work on the harmonization of excise 
duties 10/2.1.41 
-Taxation of works of art, collector's items, 
antiques and used goods 5/2.1.45 
lndochlna 
- Declaration by the Nine concerning the refugees 
from lndochina in the context of political 
cooperation 6/2.2.57 
Industrial Cooperation 
- 2nd EEC-ASEAN Conference on industrial 
cooperation 212.2.56 
- Community participation in the UN IDO Board 
5/2.2.39 
-Cooperation between UN IDO and the 
Commission in the field of industrial cooperation 
with developing countries 1212.2.38 
- Energy situation under the Lome Convention 
1/2.2.56 
- Industrial and technological cooperation between 
the Community and the ACP States 10/2.2.71 
- Instruments of mining and energy cooperation 
with the ACP States communication C 3/2.2.64 
- Meeting of the Industrial Development Board 
11/2.2.31 
- Policy guidelines for the 3rd General 
Conference of UN IDO communication C 
10/2.2.42 
-Regional seminars for the ACP 11/2.2.45 
- Session of the United Nations Conference on 
the constitution of UN IDO 4/2.2.34 
Industrial Policy 
- Address by the President of Luxembourg to the 
ECSC Consultative Committee 6/2.3.49 
- Reorganization of the shipbuilding industry 
3/2.1.15 
- Research and Development in small- and 
medium-sized businesses 1212.1.155 
- Scrapping and building ocean-going ships 
11/2.1.17 
-Shipping and shipbuilding in crisis 1/2.3.7 
- Symposium on innovation in the clothing 
industry 3/2.1. f6 
Industrial Product 
- Electrical equipment for use in potentially 
explosive atmospheres directive L 212.1.1 0 
- Extension of control of imports of phosphate 
fertilizers 1212.2.16 
- Introduction and implementation of technical 
regulations and standards 1 0/2.1 .1 0 
- Limitation of noise emitted by compressors 
resolution P 1 /2.1.17 
- Materials and articles containing vinyl chloride 
monomer report C 1/2.1.16 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to noise 
emission of construction plant and equipment 
10/2.1.77 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to simple 
pressure vessels opinion S 1212.3.55 
- Units of measurement 1/2.1.14 
Industrial Research 
- Programme of research in the field of reference 
materials and methods (ACPM) 1/2.1.98 
- Programme of research in the field of reference 
materials and methods and applied metrology 
10/2.1.147 
Industrial Restructuring 
- Community measures for industrial restructuring 
and conversion opinion S 1 0/2.3.84 
- Community measures in the man-made fibres 
sector regulation L 1212.1 .17 
- Industrial restructuring of the iron and steel 
industry opinion A 11/2.3.65 
40 
- Industrial restructuring and conversion opinion S 
10/2.3.83 
- Social aspects of restructuring of the iron and 
steel industry 7/2.1.41 
Information Technology 
- Community data-processing policy report C 
1/2.1.28 
- Data processing and the rights of the individual 
resolution P 5/2.3.28 
- Multiannual research programme in the field of 
data-processing (ACPM) 1/2.1.95 7/2.1.19 
9/2.1.21 
- New information technologies communications C 
11/2.1.21 
Infrastructure Costs 
- Accounting system for transport infrastructures 




- Fixing of minimum price for certain concrete-
reinforcing bars (Joined Cs 220 and 221/78) 
4/2.3.63 
- Infringement proceedings against 4 Member 
States for failure to implement the 6th VAT 
Directive 1 /2.1 .41 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the special scheme to provide 
investment finance to French exporters 
decision C 212.1 .27 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the State monopoly on manufactured 
tobacco decision C 1212.1 .52 
- Infringement proceedings against Italy 
concerning the State monopoly on manufactured 
tobacco decision C 1212.1.53 
- Infringement proceedings against Federal 
Germany concerning health inspection 
arrangements on the importation of pigmeat 
decision C 1 0/2.1 .95 
- Suspension of infringement proceedings 
concerning the French monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 1/2.1.39 
-Termination of infringement proceedings against 
France concerning the State monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 5/2.1 .44 
Inland Navigation 
- Measures to improve inland navigation 
resolution P 5/2.3.19 
- Reciprocal recognition of navigability licences for 
inland waterway vessels 212.1.82 
-Technical requirements for inland waterway 
vessels 7/2.1.94 opinion P 10/2.~.19 
Insurance 
- Mutual assistance between national authorities 
responsible for supervision of insurance 
decision L 10/2.1.35 
Intellectual Property 
-Revision of the Paris Convention for the 
Protection of Industrial Property 12/2.2.48 
Interest Subsidy 
- Interest subsidies for certain structure-oriented 
loans 2/2.1 .3 opinion P 4/2.1 .2 4/2.3.6 5/2.1.2 
opinion S 5/2.3. 77 
Interim Committee of the IMF 
- Preparation of the Interim Committee of the IMF 
212.1.6 
Internal Fishery Arrangement 
- Adoption of an internal fisheries arrangement 
12/2.1.116 
- Application of the London Fisheries Convention 
(C 812179) 12/2.3.22 
- Danish, French and United Kingdom national 
measures concerned with fishing 3/2.1.94 
- Danish national fishery resources conservation 
measures 5/2.1.19 (C 185 to 204/78) 7/2.3.51 
1212.1.118 
Iran 
- Extension of the interim arrangements applicable 
to fishing in Community waters 3/2.1.93 
decision L 4/2.1. 79 
- Extension of the interim arrangements applicable 
to fishing 6/2.1.88 
- Irish national fishery resources conservation 
measures 212.1.68 10/2.1.107 
- Netherlands national fishery resources 
conservation measures 5/2.1.119 11/2.1.85 
- Preparation of the Council meeting on Fisheries 
11/2.1.86 
- Reasoned opinion to the United Kingdom on 
unilateral fishery resources conservation 
measures decision C 7/2.1 .80 
- Supervision of fishing activities by vessels of the 
Member States in Community waters 1212.1.117 
- Unilateral national measures concerned with 
fishing in Belgium 7/2.1.81 . 
- United Kingdom national fishery resources 
conservation measures reasoned opinion C 
1/2.1.73 212.1.67 (C 32179) 212.3.44 6/2.1.89 
decision C 9/2.1.57 9/2.1.58 11/2.1.85 (C 
804/79) 11/2.3.39 
- Work of the Council meeting on Fisheries 
relating to internal arrangements for the 
conservation of fisheries resources 1 0/2.1 .1 06 
International Energy Agency 
- Agreement on Community participation in 
International Energy Agency research and 
development projects 212.2.41 6/2.2.35 
- Meeting of the Governing Board of the 
International Energy Agency 3/2.2.43 1212.2.50 
- Ministerial meeting of the International Energy 
Agency 5/2.2.42 
International Year of the Child 
- Meeting of the United Nations Group on the 
International Year of the Child 7/2.2.45 
Introduction of the ECU In Community 
Instruments 
- Introduction of the ECU into the operations of 
the ECMF and the common agricultural policy 
3/2.3.86 
- Introduction of the ECU in the common 
agricultural policy 4/2.1.1 5/2.1.92 
Ionizing Radiation 
- 1st European scientific seminar on the problems 
of radiation protection 
- Health protection against the dangers from 
ionizing radiation opinion P 5/2.1 . 72 
- Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection 1 0/2.1 .59 
- Seminar on the radiological body-burden 
associated with natural radioactivity in the 
Member States 1212.1.162 
Iran 
- Declaration by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs 
of the Nine concerning Iran 11/2.2.59 
- Declaration on Iran at the Dublin European 
Council11/1.1.14 
- Detention of hostages and occupation of United 




- Detention of hostages in Iran resolution P 
11/2.3.17 
- Respect for human rights in Iran resolution P 
3/2.3.22 
-Visit to the Commission by an Iranian 
delegation 7/2.2.58 
Ireland 
-Aid for employment in Ireland 7/2.1.32 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Ireland 6/2.1.86 
- Community loan to Ireland for the construction 
of an electricity generating plant 9/2.3.74 
- EIB loan in Ireland for infrastructural 
development 9/2.3.65 
- EIB loan in Ireland for the exploitation of peat 
bogs 11/2.3.69 
·- EIB loan in Ireland for construction of a nuclear 
power station 5/2.3.89 
- EIB loan in Ireland for water supply 7/2.3.81 
- EIB loan in Ireland for various projects 6/2.3.56 
- EIB loan in Ireland for small- and medium-scale 
ventures 5/2.3.88 
- EIB loan in Ireland for intensive agriculture and 
food-processing ventures 1212.3.7 4 
- Infringement proceedings against 4 Member 
States for failure to implement the 6th VAT 
Directive 1/2.1.41 
- Observations to Ireland concerning aid to 
national bakeries decision C 4/2.1 .28 
- Payment of excise duties between domestically-
produced alcoholic beverages and imported 
drinks in Ireland (C 55/79) 4/2.3.41 
-Termination of the procedure opened against 
Ireland concerning aid to national bakeries 
10/2.1.33 
Iron and Steel 
- Address of the President of Luxembourg to the 
ECSC Consultative Committee 6/2.3.49 
- Aids for coal and coking coal for the iron and 
steel industry opinion P 4/2.3.9 
- Anti-crisis measures for steel - 1980 
communication C 11/2.1.13 11/2.2.8 opinion A 
11/2.3.62 12/1.1.1 12/1.1.14 
- Arrangements with non-member countries 
concerning steel imports 11/2.2.9 
- Coal and coking coal for the iron and steel 
industry 12/2.1 .14 7 
- Community actions for industrial restructuring 
and conversion opm1on P 4/2.3.10 
- Community measures to deal with the crisis in 
the iron and steel industry 5/2.1.21 
- Delivery statements by steel firms 
amendment to decision C 7/2.1 .16 
- ECSC research programme on ergonomics and 
rehabilitation memorandum C 10/2.1.57 
decision C 10/2.1.58 
- Exemption from the obligation to observe 
minimum prices as part of the anti-crisis plan 
for the steel industry 4/2.1 .16 
- Extension of the anti-crisis plan for 1979 
1/2.1.22 
- F.nes on iron and steel undertakings for failure 
to observe minimum prices decision C 4/2.1.17 
6/2.1.19 decision C 10/2.1.17 
- Fixing of minimum prices for certain concrete-
reinforcing bars (C 26/79) 2/2.3.39 (C 31/79) 
2/2.3.43 (C 39/79) 3/2.3.38 (Joined C 220 and 
221/78) 4/2.3.63 (C 83/79 and 85/79) 5/2.3.49 
(C 86/79) 5/2.3.51 
- Forward programme for steel for the 4th quarter 
1979 opmion A 9/2.3.60 10/2.1.16 
- Forward programme for steel for the 3rd quarter 
1979 5/2.1.18 opimon S 6/2.3.50 
- Forward programme for steel for the 2nd 
quarter 1979 3/2.1.14 opinion A 3/2.3. 77 
- Forward programme for steel for the 1st quarter 
1980 12/2.1.15 opinion A 12/2.3.67 
- Industrial restructuring in the iron and steel 
industry opinion A 11/2.3.65 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Sweden Contact Group 
5/2.2.48 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Japan Contact Group 
5/2.2.52 
- Penalties on steel firms infringing the pricing 
rules of the ECSC Treaty 1/2.1.23 
- Policy debate in the Council on anti-crisis 
measures for the steel industry 11/2.1 .15 
- Research programme on the technical control of 
nuisances and pollution at work and in the 
vic.nity of iron and steel works opinion A 
3/2.3.79 
-Situation in the Community steel industry 1/2.3.6 
- Social aspects of the steel policy resolution P 
2/2.3.7 resolution A 11/2.1.44 
- Social aspects of restructuring the iron and steel 
industry 5/2.1.54 communication C 5/2.1.55 
5/2.1 .56 7/2.1.41 resolution P 11/2.3.15 
- State aids to the iron and steel industry 
12/2.1.49 
- Statement by a Member of the Commission 
concerning steel prices 7/2.1. 15 
-Tariff measures to support the transport by rail 
of French ore destined for Belgium, 
Luxembourg and the Saar 3/2.1.102 
-Technical research projects in the iron and steel 
sector 212.1 .17 
Iron and Steel Industry 
- Readaptation of workers in the ECSC industries 
dec1sion C 5/2.1.60 7/2.1.42 10/2.1.51 11/2.1.46 
12/2.1.61 
-Situation in the iron and steel industry 1/2.3.6 
- Social aspects of restructuring the iron and steel 
industry 5/2.1.54 communication C 5/2.1.55 
5/2.1.56 5/2.3.83 opmion A 7/2.3.74 
Iron and Steel Price 
- Statement by a Member of the Commission 
concerning steel prices 7/2.1 .15 
Iron and Steel Product 
- Arrangements with non-member countries 
concerning imports of iron and steel products 
6/2.2.18 
- Arrangements with non-member countries 
concerning imports of steel decisions C 1/2.2.12 
2/2.2.16 7/2.2.13 1212.2.21 




Iron and Steel Product (Continued) 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
ECSC products originating in non-member 
countries 2/2.2.18 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
ECSC iron and steel products 
recommendation C 9/2.2.11 12/2.2.22 
- Fixing of minimum prices for certain concrete-
reinforcing bars (C 26/79) 2/2.3.39 (C 31/79) 
2/2.3.43 (C 39/79) 3/2.3.38 (C 83/79 and 85/79) 
5/2.3.49 (C 86/79) 5/2.3.51 
- Import quota arrangements for iron and steel 
products originating in State-trading countries 
12/2.2.23 
- Infringement of the rules on minimum prices for 
iron and steel products (C 125/79) 12/2.3.41 
- Meeting of the EEC-Japan Joint Committee 
12/2.2.55 
- Negotiation of a steel arrangement with Brazil 
3/2.2.11 
- Observance of prices of ECSC iron and steel 
products (C 149/78) 7/2.3.48 
- Particular measures applying to producers of 
iron and steel products under arrangements 
with non-member countries decision C 2/2.2.17 
- Protection against dumping by non-member 
countries of the ECSC recommendation C 
1/2.2.13 
- Suspension of definitive anti-dumping duties on 
imports of iron and steel products originating in 
Bulgaria recommendation C 1/2.2.14 
Island of Saint-Lucia 
- Application by the Island of Saint-Lucia for 
accession to the Lome Convention 2/2.2.53 
lsoglucose 
-See: Sugar Sector 
Israel 
- Attack on the Israeli Ambassador in Spain 
resolution P 11/2.2.17 
- Attack on the Israeli Ambassador in Portugal 
resolution P 11/2.2.63 
- Meeting of the Cooperation Committee set up 
under the EEC-Israel Agreement 9/2.2.43 
- Negotiations with Israel concerning 
implementation of the EEC-Israel Agreement 
9/2.2.44 
- Negotiations with Israel concerning a new EEC-
Israel Agreement 2/2.2.51 3/2.2.58 
lsraei-EEC Agreement 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the EEC-Israel Agreement regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
- Meeting of the Cooperation Committee set up 
under the EEC-Israel Agreement 9/2.2.43 
- Negotiations with Israel concerning 
implementation of the EEC-Israel agreement 
9/2.2.44 
- Negotiations with Israel concerning a new EEC-
Israel agreement 2/2.2.51 3/2.2.58 
Italy 
- Aid for shipbuilding in Italy 11/2.1.35 
- Aid in the fisheries sector in Italy 6/2.1.97 
lvor 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Lombardy and 
Sicily 5/2.1 .1 06 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Venezia and 
Sicily 5/2.1 .1 07 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Italy decision C 
3/2.1.88 7/2.1.74 10/2.1.13 (C 151/79) 10/2.3.51 
11/2.1.83 
- Aid to the wine sector in Italy (C59/79) 4/2.3.44 
- Community loan to Italy for the extension of an 
aqueduct 9/2.3. 75 
- Economic development of Calabria and the 
Mezzogiorno 2/2.3.6 
- EIB loan for the financing in Italy of the Algeria-
Italy gas pipeline 4/2.3.81 
- EIB loan in Italy for industrial development 
5/2.3.91 
- EIB loan in Italy for development of 
infrastructures in the Mezzogiorno 12/2.3.78 
- EIB loan in Italy for electricity generation and 
transmission 2/2.3. 72 
- EIB loan in Italy for energy supplies 9/2.3.70 
- EIB loan in Italy for industrial projects 9/2.3.67 
9/2.3.68 
- EIB loan in Italy to promote industrial 
development 12/2.3.77 
- EIB loan in Italy for road infrastructure projects 
9/2.3.71 
- EIB loan in Italy for energy schemes 12/2.3.76 
- EIB loan to Italy for water supply 9/2.3.69 
- Infringement proceedings against 4 Member 
States for failure to implement the 6th VAT 
Directive 1/2.1.41 
- Infringement proceedings against Italy in respect 
of the State monopoly on manufactured tobacco 
decision C 12/2.1.53 
- New representative rates in the wine sector in 
Italy 4/2.1.63 
- Observations to Italy concerning relief on 
employers' contributions to sickness insurance 
schemes decision C 12/2.1.4 7 
- Regional aid in Italy 9/2.1.31 
- Termination of the procedure against Italy 
concerning aids to the agricultural sector 
decision C 1 0/2.1.1 02 
Ivory Coast 
- EIB loan in the Ivory Coast to expand latex 
processing capacities 4/2.3.83 
- EIB loan to connect up the electricity supply 
networks of Ivory Coast and Ghana 4/2.3.82 
Japan 
- Access to the Japanese Market for European 
products 3/2.2.48 
- Anti-dumping duty on imports of ball-bearings 
originating in Japan (C 113 and 118 to 121/77) 
3/2.3.49 
- EEC-Japan relations 4/2.2.38 resolution P 
4/2.3.26 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Japan Contact Group 
5/2.2.52 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Japan Joint Committee 
1212.2.55 
- Official visit to Japan by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 3/2.2.47 
- Promotion of European exports to Japan 
9/2.2.38 
- Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Japan 5/2.2.50 11/2.2.37 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedure 
concerning imports of acrylic fibres originating in 
Japan, Spain and Greece decision C 6/2.2.15 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedure 
concerning titanium originating in Japan 7/2.2.12 
-Trade relation between the Community and 
Japan 6/2.2.40 
-Trade relations between the Community and 
Japan before the Paris European Council 
3/1.1.4 
-Trade relations between the Community and 
Japan 6/1 .1 .15 6/2.2.39 
- Visit by the Japanese Minister of State for 
External Economic Affairs to the Commission 
1/2.2.6 
- Visit to Japan by a Commission delegation 
10/2.2.59 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Government's special representative 3/2.2.49 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Minister for Trade and Industry 9/2.2.37 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Foreign Minister 5/2.2.49 
- Visit to the Commission by the Minister of State 
for the Japanese Economic Planning Agency 
6/2.2.41 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Minister of State for External Economic Affairs 
1/2.2.44 
Japan-EEC Consultation 
- Regular high-level consultations between the 
Community and Japan 5/2.2.50 11/2.2.37 
JET 
- Advisory structures for the fusion programme 
communication C 1212.1.159 
- Appointments to the JET Scientific Council 
2/2.1.97 
-Meeting of the JET Council10/2.1.151 
- Opinion of the ACF on the advisory structures 
for the fusion programme 11/2.1.11 0 
J 
- Proposal for a 1979-1983 programme in the 
field of controlled thermonuclear fusion 
1212.1.158 
- Research and development into controlled 
thermonuclear fusion 3/2.1 .124 opinion P 
3/2.3.14 opinion S 4/2.3. 7 4 
- Status of the JET project communication C 
3/2.1.124 
-The first stone laid for JET 5/2.1.143 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
5/2.1.144 
JET Joint Undertaking 
- Appointments to the JET Scientific Council 
212.1.97 
- Meeting of the JET Council1 0/2.1.151 
- Status of the JET project communication C 
3/2.1.124 
Joint Research Centre 
- Construction of an experimental reactor safety 
loop in the ESSOR complex 4/2.1.16 
- Experiences in nuclear reactor safety 5/2.1.41 
-In-service inspection of heavy section steel 
components 9/2.1.81 
- Materials testing at the JRC 9/2.1.80 
- Multiannual research programme of the Joint 
Research Centre 1212.1.156 
- New multiannual research programme of the 
Joint Research Centre 1980-1983 3/1.5.1 
opinion P 5/2.3.16 opinion S 9/2.3.52 
- Simulated behaviour of fast-breeder reactors 
6/2.1.121 
- Work of the General Advisory Committee in 
preparing the next multiannual programme of 
the JRC 212.1.96 
- Work of the General Advisory Committee of the 
JRC 1/2.1.94 
- Work of the Joint Research Centre 1 0/2.1 .146 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
3/2.1.130 
Jordan 
- EIB loan in Jordan to finance construction of an 
industrial estate 1212.3.93 
- EIB loan in Jordan for small- and medium-scale 
ventures and craft industries 3/2.3.83 
JRC 
- Use of low-enrichment uranium 1212.1.157 
Judicial Jurisdiction 
- Draft convention on the law applicable to 
contractual obligations 212.1.14 
- Interpretation of the Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of Judgements in Civil 
and Commercial Matters (C 25/79) 212.3.38 (C 
133/78) 212.3.57 (C 143/78) 3/2.3.64 (C 56/79) 
4/2.3.42 (C 120/79) 7/2.3.30 (C 125/79) 7/2.3.34 
(C 784/79) 10/2.3.65 (C 25/79) 11/2.3.49 (C 
814/79) 12/2.3.24 
45 
Judicial Jurisdiction (Continued) 
- Recognition of legal decisions relating to the 
custody of children report C 6/2.1.17 
Jute 
- Arrangements for the import into the Benelux 
countries of jute yarn originating in India 
regulation L 7/2.2.18 
- Import arrangements for jute products originating 
in Bangladesh, India and Thailand 12/2.2.29 
- Indian exports of jute yarn into the Benelux 
countries 1 /2.2.22 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
Hard Fibres 10/2.2.26 
- Negotiations for a new international agreement 
on jute communication C 10/2.2.27 
- Negotiations with Bangladesh and India on trade 
in jute and coir products 11/2.2.13 
- Preparatory meeting on jute and jute products 




- Community aid for the people of Kampuchea 
decision C 11/2.2.25 
- Emergency aid for Kampuchea 10/2.2.35 
- Statement by the Nine on Kampuchea 9/2.2.57 
- Statement on Kampuchea at the Dublin 
European Council 11/1 .1 .15 
Kenya 
- EIB loan to Kenya for industrial projects 
5/2.3.97 
Kirlbatl 
- Accession of Kiribati to the Lome Convention 
7/2.2.51 
Korea 
- Cooperation between the Community and Korea 
3/2.2.69 
- Visit to the Commission by the Korean Minister 
for Trade and Industry 5/2.2.76 
K 
Labour Law 
- Delayed payment of retirement pension (C 
53/79) 4/2.3.39 
- Protection for employees in the event of the 
insolvency of their employer 3/2.1.51 5/2.1.69 
Latin America 
- Emergency aid for reconstruction projects in 
Nicaragua decision C 7/2.2.36 
- Emergency aid to Nicaraguan refugees in 
Honduras and Costa Rica decision C 7/2.2.37 
- Emergency aid to Angolan refugees decison C 
7/2.2.38 
- Emergency food aid for Peru decision C 
7/2.2.34 
- Exploratory talks with a view to concluding a 
cooperation agreement with the countries of the 
Andean Pact 11 /2.2.52 
- Food aid as cereals and skimmed milk powder 
to Nicaragua decision C 7/2.2.35 
- lnterparliamentary conference between the EEC 
and Latin America 2/2.2.58 
- Official visit to Ecuador by the Member of the 
Commission with special responsibility for 
energy matters 2/2.1 .86 
- Official visit to Venezuela by the Member of the 
Commission with special responsibility for 
energy matters 2/2.1.85 
- Provisional anti-dumping duties on haematite 
pig-iron originating in Brazil 2/2.2.19 
- Renewal of the trade agreement with Uruguay 
resolution P 5/2.2. 77 
- Seminar on technology transfers for countries in 
the Andean Group 5/2.2.29 
- State of relations between the Community and 
Latin America 4/2.2.55 6/2.2.56 9/2.2.51 
- Trade information seminar for countries in Latin 
America 3/2.2.27 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Commission of the Andean Group 11/2.2.51 
- Visit to the Commission by a representative of 
the Andean Group countries 7/2.2.59 
Lawn mower 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to 
lawnmowers opinion S 7/2.3.67 
Law of the Sea 
- United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea 3/2.2.38 7/2.2.40 
Lead 
- Meeting of the International Lead and Zinc 
Study Group 10/2.2.29 
Lead Hazard 
- Biologic limit-values and atmospheric quality 
standards for lead 12/2.1 .81 
- Dangers associated with harmful exposure to 
metallic lead 12/2.1.70 
L 
Lebanon 
- Declaration by the Nine on Lebanon 9/2.2.55 
- EIB loan to Lebanon to finance a thermal power 
station 12/2.3.94 
- EIB loan to Lebanon for development of a 
thermal power station 7/2.3.87 
Less-favoured Agricultural Zone 
- Disaster-stricken agricultural areas in Italy 
assimilated to mountain- and hill-farming areas 
decision L 3/2.1 .86 
- Peripheral coastal regions of the Community 
resolution P 5/2.1.101 
- Programme for the conversion of certain areas 
under vines in France directive L 3/2.1.86 
- Programme to promote drainage in Ireland and 
Northern Ireland directive L 2/2.1.61 
Less-Favoured Region 
- Economic development of Calabria and the 
Mezzogiorno 2/2.3.6 
- Restructuring the inshore fishing industry 
opinion P regulation L 3/2.1.99 
Life assurance 
- Access to the business of direct life assurance 
directive L 3/2.1 .34 
Lifting Equipment 
-Technical barrier to trade concerning powered 
industrial trucks 5/2.1.13 
Living and Working Condition 
- Discrimination against immigrant women in 
France 5/2.3.8 
- Economic aspects of the reorganization of 
working time 11 /2.1 .3 
- Five-year research programme in the field of 
biology and health protection 3/2.1.125 
- Participation of employees in asset formation 
memorandum C 7/1.2.1 11 /2.1.50 
- Preparation for the International Year of the 
Handicapped (1981) 7/2.1.53 
- Reorganization of working time 5/2.1.51 
communication C 5/2.1.52 5/2.1.53 6/2.1.8 
11/2.1.41 resolution L 12/2.1 .59 
- Safety measures against risks associated with 
recombinant DNA work opinion S 7/2.3.63 
-Technical control of nuisances at the place of 
work and in the environment of iron and 
steelworks memorandum C 2/2.1 .34 
Lome Convention 
- Accession of Dominica to the Lome Convention 
2/2.2.52 
- Accession of Tuvalu to the Lome Convention 
1/2.2.52 
- Application by St Lucia for accession to the 
Lome Convention 2/2.2.53 
Luxe 
Lome Convention (Continued) 
-Application of the Stabex system to the Gilbert 
and Solomon Islands and Tuvalu decisiOn L 
2/2.2.54 
- Application of the Lome Convention to the 
French overseas departments 4/2.2.48 
- Commission participation in a meeting of the 
Consultative Group for Kenya 5/2.2.66 
- Community programme for the participation of 
ACP States in international trade events 
3/2.2.63 
- Cooperation on energy with developing countries 
resolution P 5/2.3.14 
- Energy s1tuation within the framework of the 
Lome Convention 1/2.2.56 
- Final statement at the end of the meeting of the 
Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 1/2.2.54 
- First instalment of Stabex transfers for 1978 
decision C 5/2.2.70 
- Harmonization of customs nomenclatures in the 
Economic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS) 9/2.2.48 
- Implementation of microprojects under the Lome 
Convention report C 6/2.2.54 
- Instruments of mining and energy cooperation 
with the ACP countries communication C 
3/2.2.64 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the ACP-
EEC Consultative Assembly 1 /2.2.53 
- Negotiations for the renewal of the Lome 
Convention 1/2.2.51 3/2.2.59 4/2.2.47 5/2.2.64 
6/2.2.45 
- Operation of Stabex during 1977 report C 
6/2.2.51 
- Participation by NGOs in a seminar on the 
negotiations for the renewal of the Lome 
Convention 1 /2.2.32 
- Renewal of the Lome Convention 9/1.1.1 
- Results for 1979 of training programmes under 
the Lome Convention 1212.2.62 
- Session of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers 
3/2.2.62 
- Signing of the internal agreements under the 
new Lome Convention 11/2.2.41 
- Stabex transfers to the Sudan 5/2.2.69 
- Stabex transfers to Gabon and Mali dec1s1on C 
5/2.2.68 
- Trade cooperation with the ACP States 5/2.2.65 
- Visit by a Minister of the Central African 
Republic and a State Commissioner from 
Guinea Bissau 9/2.2.47 
- Visit to the Comm1ssion by the President of 
Sierra Leone 9/2.2.46 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of 
Guinea-Bissau 3/2.2.60 
Luxembourg 
-Aid to the agricultural sector in Luxembourg 
5/2.1.17 
- Infringement proceedings against 4 Member 




- EIB loan to Madagascar under the Lome 
Convention 7/2.3.86 
Maghreb Countries 
- Cooperation with the Maghreb countries and 
Portugal in the field of social security 
communication C 5/2.1.64 
- Cooperation with the Maghreb countries in the 
field of social security communication C 5/2.2.62 
- Financing decisions in favour of Tunisia and the 
countries of the Maghreb and Mashreq 4/2.2.46 
- Financing of projects under the comprehensive 
Cooperation Agreements with the Maghreb and 
Mashreq countries decisions C 2/2.2.50 3/2.2.57 
- Importation of untreated olive oil originating in 
Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria and Turkey 11/2.1.76 
- Visit to the Commission by senior officials from 
Arab countries 7/2.2.50 
Making Up by Volume 
- Making up by volume of certain prepackaged 
liquids amendment to directive L 11/2.1.6 
Malta 
- Application of the clauses of the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement 1/2.3.22 
- Community surveillance of imports of textile 
products originating in Malta regulation L 
11/2.1.30 
- EIB loan to Malta for the development of a port 
5/2.3.94 
- Exceptional aid for Malta opinion P 9/2.3.19 
- Exceptional aid as pigmeat for Malta 5/2.2.59 
- Exploratory talks with Malta and the EFT A 
countries following Greece's accession 6/2.2.3 
- Freedom of the press and private property in 
Malta resolution P 11 /2.3.1 0 
- Respect for human rights in Malta resolution P 
11/2.2.63 
- State of EEC-Malta relations 4/2.2.42 6/2.2.43 
- Surveillance of imports of certain textile products 
originating in Malta regulation C 5/2.2.24 
Malta-EEC Agreement 
- Application of the clauses of the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement 1 /2.3.22 
- State of EEC- and Malta relations 4/2.2.42 
6/2.2.43 
Manufactured Tobacco 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the State monopoly on manufactured 
tobacco decision C 12/2.1.52 
- Infringement proceedings against Italy 
concerning the State monopoly on manufactured 
tobacco decision C 12/2.1.53 
- Suspension of the infringment proceedings 
concerning the French monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 1/2.1.39 
M 
-Termination of the infringement proceedings 
against France concerning the State monopoly 
on manufactured tobacco decision C 5/2.1.44 
Marine Pollution 
- Commission participation in the meeting on the 
Paris Convention concerning marine pollution 
from land-based sources 1 0/2.1 .68 
- Community policy on sea transport opinion S 
4/2.3.67 
- Discharges of mercury in the aquatic 
environment 6/2.1.59 opinion S 12/2.3.60 
- Fight agamst marine pollution caused by 
shipping 2/2.3.10 
- Fight against pollution of the aquatic 
environment 5/2.1.82 opin1on S 12/2.3.60 
- Protection of the Mediterranean against pollution 
2/2.1.42 10/2.1.67 11/2.1.66 
Marine Pollution by Hydrocarbons 
- International symposium on hydrocarbon 
pollution of the sea 3/2.1.63 
- Joint declaration concerning the effects of 
marine pollution on coastal fauna 4/2.1.52 
- Protection of the sea from pollution by 
hydrocarbons 1/2.3.24 opinion S 1/2.3.59 
2/2.1.43 6/2.1.61 12/2.1.87 
- State of areas stricken by the accident to the 
oil tanker "Amoco Cadiz" 10/2.1.69 
Maritime Shipping 
- Accession to the United Nations Convention on 
a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
2/2.1. 76 4/2.1.92 regulation L 5/2.1.120 
- Activities of certain non-member countries in the 
field of maritime shipping resolution P 5/2.3.20 
- Fight against marine pollution caused by 
shipping 2/2.3.1 0 
- Inspection of ships opinion P 1 /2.3.12 
- Minimum requirements for certain tankers 
entering Community ports 
amendment to directive L 12/2.1 .138 
- Work of the Council concerned with safety at 
sea 2/2.1. 77 
Mashreq Countries 
- Emergency food aid to Jordan decision C 
5/2.2.63 
- Financing decisions in favour of Tunisia and the 
countries of the Maghreb and Mashreq 4/2.2.46 
- Financing of projects under the comprehensive 
Cooperation Agreements with the Maghreb and 
Mashreq countries decisions C 2/2.2.50 3/2.2.57 
- Visit to the Commission by senior officials from 
Arab countries 7/2.2.50 
Measure Having Equivalent Effect 
- Measures having an effect equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions (C 15/79) 2/2.3.32 
(Joined Cs 16 to 20/79) 2/2.3.33 
Meas 
Measure Having Equivalent Effect 
(Continued) 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of Cassis 
de Dijon into Federal Germany (C 120/78) 
212.3.53 
Measuring Instruments 
- Implementation in Italy of legislation concerning 
weighing machines (C93/79) 6/2.3.16 (C 93/79) 
1212.3.51 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to measuring 
instruments opinion S 7/2.3.68 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to hot-water 
meters directive L 9/2.1 .11 
- Units of measurement 2/2.1.11 opinion S 
10/2.3.87 
Meat 
- See : Meat Sector 
Meat Sector 
- Health inspection and supervision of intra-
Community trade in fresh meat opinion S 
7/2.3.66 
- Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
Meat 5/2.2.28 
- Quantitative restriction on imports of meat 
products into Germany (C 153/78) 7/2.3.49 
Medical Research 
- Safety and medical aspects of deep-sea diving 
10/2.1.60 
-Work of CREST in the field of medical research 
11/2.1.108 
Mediterranean Agriculture 
- Measures in favour of Mediterranean agricultural 
structures regulations L directives L 212.1.61 
Mediterranean Countries 
- Effects of enlargement on the economies of the 
Mediterranean countries 1/2.2.48 
Mediterranean Sea 
- Mediterranean issues at the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe 212.2.35 
3/2.2.37 
- Protection of the Mediterranean against pollution 
212.1.42 10/2.1.67 11/2.1.66 
Mexico 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee under the EEC-
Mexico Agreement 11 /2.2.54 
- Official visit to Mexico by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 11 /2.2.53 
- Visit to Mexico by a Commission delegation for 
a series of seminars on the GSP 1212.2.32 
Mexlco-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee under the EEC-
Mexico Agreement 11/2.2.54 
MFA 
- Application in Federal Germany of agreements 
concluded under the MFA regulation C 7/2.2.15 
- Commission participation in a meeting of the 
GATI Textiles Committee 1212.2.49 
- Meeting with representatives of the European 
textile and clothing industries 1 0/2.1.19 
- Stocktaking of the application of the bilateral 
agreements on trade in textile products 
10/2.2.14 
-Trends of textile imports into the Community 
10/2.2.15 
Middle East 
- Declaration by the Nine on the treaty between 
Israel and Egypt 3/2.2. 7 4 
Middle East 
- Declaration by the Nine on the Middle East in 
the context of political cooperation 6/2.2.59 
- Signing of peace treaty between Egypt and 
Israel resolution P 4/2.3.24 
Midwife 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to the 
activities of midwives directive L 1212.1.12 
- Mutual recognition of diplomas of midwives 
directive L 12/2.1.12 
- Setting up of an Advisory Committee on the 
Training of Midwives 1212.1.12 
Migrant Education 
- Education of migrant workers' children 
11/2.1.114 1212.1.166 
- Symposium on the education of migrant 
workers' children 6/2.1.126 
- Symposium on the reception of children of 
migrant workers 5/2.1.149 
Migrant Worker 
- Calculation of invalidity pension of a United 
Kingdom worker resident in Federal Germany 
(C 739/79) 11/2.3.31 
- Discrimination against immigrant women in 
France 5/2.3.8 
- Education of migrant workers' children 
11/2.1.114 12/2.1.166 
- Family allowances for civil servants moving 
within the Community (C 129/78) 3/2.3.59 
50 
- Family allowances for employed workers moving 
within the Community (C 9/79) 7/2.3.60 
- Family benefits for migrant workers (C 733/79) 
10/2.3.61 
- Invalidity benefit of a national of another 
Member State in the Netherlands (C 180/78) 
6/2.3.33 
- Invalidity pension of a migrant worker (C 94/78) 
3/2.3.55 
- Migration policies towards non-member countries 
communication C 3/2.1.43 opinion S 10/2.3.94 
11/2.1.43 
- Old-age pension of an employed worker moving 
within the Community (C 810/79) 1212.3.20 
- Problems concerning frontier workers opinion S 
1/2.3.56 
- Social security for employed workers moving 




Migrant Worker (Continued) 
- Social security tor employed workers moving 
within the Community (C 176/78) 4/2.3.62 
(Joined C 173 and 174/78) 5/2.3.63 (C 182/78) 
5/2.3.64 (C 207178) 5/2.3.66 (C 236/78) 5/2.3.67 
7/2.1.44 (C 11/79) 7/2.3.25 (C 121/79) 7/2.3.31 
(C 237/78) 7/2.3.53 opinion S 9/2.3.54 
opinion P 11/2.3.17 (C 807/79) 11/2.3.42 
- Social security tor migrant self-employed 
workers and insured persons not pursuing an 
occupation 5/2.1 .62 
- Social security tor migrant workers and their 
families (C 9/79) 1/2.3.38 (C 50/79) 4/2.3.36 (C 
69/79) 4/2.3.53 (C 143179) 9/2.3.33 
- Social security for migrant workers (C 144/78) 
212.3.60 4/2.1.36 opinion P 5/2.1 .63 
amendment to regulations C 7/2.1.45 (C 
268/78) 7/2.3.58 11/2.1.47 
- Social security tor workers moving within non-
member countries (C 8/79) 6/2.3.39 (C 150/79) 
9/2.3.40 
- Suspension of the grant of family allowances (C 
1 00/78) 3/2.3.56 
- Symposium on the education of migrant 
workers' children 6/2.1.126 
- Symposium on the reception of migrant workers' 
children 5/2.1.149 
-Tax on the revenue of non-resident employed 
persons 1212.1 .58 
- Unemployment benefit for employed workers 
moving within the Community (C 41/79) 3/2.3.40 
(C 139/78) 3/2.3.63 (C 796/79) 11/2.3.34 
- Unemployment benefit for a frontier worker (C 
67/79) 4/2.3.51 
Milk and Milk Products Sector 
- Aid for the use of butter in certain prepared 
dishes 9/2.1.52 
- Application of MCAs to certain cheeses 
regulation C 5/2.1.94 
-Concept of "cases of force majeure" in relation 
to sales of butter from public stocks (C 42179) 
3/2.3.41 1212.3.47 
- eo-responsibility levy rate in the milk and milk 
products sector decision L 6/2.1. 76 
- eo-responsibility levy on deliveries of milk (C 
138/78) 212.3.59 
- Duties levied tor health checks on the import of 
milk in Italy (C 811/79) 1212.3.21 
-Fixing of the producer price for milk (C 10/79) 
1/2.3.39 11/2.3.46 
- Granting of special rights to milk producers' 
organizations in the United Kingdom 7/2.1. 72 
- Grant of aid for butter in private storage 
decision C 7/2.1.72 
- Import of French milk into the United Kingdom 
(C 244/78) 7/2.3.54 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom report C 7/2.2.48 
- Investment aid in the milk and milk products 
sector opinion S 6/2.3.46 
- Measures concerning the milk products sector 
resolution P 5/2.3.11 
- Measures concerning cream in private storage 
regulation C 1/2.1.67 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for certain milk 
products 3/2.1. 77 
M one 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on the import 
into Federal Germany of concentrated butter 
sold at a reduced price (C 216 and 217/78) 
6/2.3.35 
- Monetary compensatory amount on powdered 
whey (C 130/79) 7/2.3.37 
- Premiums for the non-marketing of milk and 
milk products report C 3/2.1.83 
- Promotion and publicity measures to increase 
the consumption of milk and milk products 
regulation C 212.1.58 
- Rules for granting aid for skimmed-milk powder 
intended for feed for animals regulations C 
7/2.1.72 
- Sale at reduced prices of butter for processing 
regulation C 1/2.1.67 
- Sale of butter to the USSR 9/2.3.11 
- Sale of skimmed-milk powder from public 
storage regulation C 12/2.1.109 
- Suspension of inward processing arrangements 
for whey 4/2.1 .69 
- Use of the receipts from the eo-responsibility 
levy in the milk and milk products sector 
communication C 3/2.1.83 
Modernization of Farm 
- Aids relating to the modernization of farms (C 
152179) 10/2.3.52 
- Modernization of farms 1212.1.111 
Monetary Committee 
- Work of the Monetary Committee 1/2.1 .1 0 
212.1.7 3/2.1.7 4/2.1.5 5/2.1.10 6/2.1.10 7/2.1.4 
9/2.1.9 10/2.1.711/2.1.4 12/2.1.5 
Monetary Compensatory Amount 
- Agri-monetary impact of the adjustments to EMS 
central rates 9/2.1.48 
- Agri-monetary measures for farm year 1979-
1980 1/1.1.4 
- Alteration of MCAs in the wine sector opinion S 
4/2.3.72 1212.1.100 
- Alteration of MCAs in the poultrymeat sector 
1212.1.101 
- Alteration of MCAs for the United Kingdom 
11/2.1.72 
- Alteration of representative rates in the seed 
sector 9/2.1 .49 
- Arrangements for the import of milk feed 
products for cattle (C 5/79) 1/2.3.34 
- Calculation of MCAs in the dairy products sector 
4/2.1.66 
- Calculation of MCAs in the cereals sector 
regulation C 4/2.1.66 
- Debate in the EP on MCAs 9/2.3.1 0 
- Fixing of MCAs following e.pplication of the 
European Monetary Syste.r n to the Common 
Agricultural Policy regulation C 4/2.1.64 
- Fixing of MCAs in the pigmeat sector 1 0/2.1.84 
- Fixing of monetary compensatory amounts for 
the United Kingdom 7/2.1.64 
- Fixing of new monetary compensatory amounts 
7/2.1.63 
- Fixing the representative exchange rate 
applicable in the agricultural sector 7/2.1.65 
- Freezing of monetary compensatory amounts 
deCISIOn G 3/2.1.75 
Moro 
Monetary Compensatory Amount 
(Continued) 
- Impact of measures taken on monetary 
compensatory amounts regulation L 9/2.1.4 
- Levies and monetary compensatory amounts on 
imports of turkey meat (C 158/78) 3/2.3.67 
- Method of calculating MCAs for certain products 
4/2.1.66 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on the 
importation of wine (C 99/78) 1/2.3.46 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on wine 
imported from Morocco (C 74/79) 5/2.3.42 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on maize meal 
in France (C 109/79) 7/2.3.23 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on imports of 
pieces of meat into Federal Germany (C 
169/78) 6/2.3.30 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on maize meal 
(C 4/79) 1/2.3.33 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on exports of 
maize starch (C 795/79) 11/2.3.33 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for products 
under inward processing arrangements (C 
260/78) 7/2.3.56 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for certain 
cakes and pastries (C 151/77 and C 11/78, C 
95/78, c 157/78) 4/2.3.56 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the sugar 
sector (C 12179) 12/2.3.45 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the cereals 
sector 1/2.1.76 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the beef 
and veal sector (C 127/78) 1/2.3.50 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on the import 
into Federal Germany of concentrated butter 
sold at a reduced price (C 216 and 217/78) 
6/2.3.35 
- Monetary compensatory amount on commodities 
(C 145/79) 9/2.3.35 
- Monetary compensatory amount on durum 
wheat and products derived therefrom (C 12/78) 
5/2.3.55 (C 84/78) 5/2.3.57 
- Monetary compensatory amount on powdered 
whey (C 130/79) 7/2.3.37 
- Monetary compensatory amount on the import of 
egg-powder into the United Kingdom (C 137/78) 
5/2.3.59 
- Payment of MCAs where goods have perished 
in transit (C 38/79) 3/2.3.37 
- Rules for the application and fixing of monetary 
compensatory amounts 
amendment to regulation C 6/2.1 . 77 
Morocco 
- Arrangements concerning trade in textile 
products with Morocco 1/2.2.21 
- EIB loan to Morocco for the construction of an 
ore-handling port 6/2.3.58 
- Exploratory talks with Morocco within the 
framework of the EEC-Morocco Agreement 
5/2.2.61 
- Meeting of the EEC-Morocco Cooperation 
Council 6/2.2.44 
- Opening of negotiations with Morocco to amend 
the Cooperation Agreement directives L 
12/2.2.60 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
the Moroccan Industrial Development Board 
12/2.2.61 
Morocco-EEC Agreement 
- Derogation from the rules of origin granted to 
Morocco in respect of certain textile products 
regulation L 3/2.1.25 
- Exploratory talks with Morocco within the 
framework of the EEC-Morocco Agreement 
5/2.2.61 
- Meeting of the EEC-Morocco Cooperation 
Council6/2.2.44 
- Opening of negotiations with Morocco to amend 
the Cooperation Agreement directives L 
12/2.2.60 
Motor Vehicle 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning motor vehicles directive C 4/2.1.6 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning the exterior fittings of motor vehicles 
directive L 4/2.1.6 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning the braking systems of certain motor 
vehicles direct1ve L 4/2.1.6 
- Implementation of the Regulation concerning 
agricultural tractors and motor vehicles in 
Belgium (C 102179) 6/2.3.25 
- Reduction of noise from the exhaust systems of 
motor vehicles 12/2.1.91 
- Technical barrier to trade relating to motor 
vehicles directive C 7/2.1.7 11/2.1.7 
- Technical barrier to trade relating to wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors 
amendment to directive L 7/2.1.6 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to rear-view 
mirrors for two- and three-wheeled motor 
vehicles 12/2.1.8 
Mozambique 
- Aid to the World Health Organization for 
Mozambique 5/2.2.35 
Multilateral Trade Negotiation 
- Ad referendum agreement between the 
Commission and Australia within the framework 
of the MTN 6/2.2.42 
- Annual session of the GATT Contracting Parties 
11/2.2.33 
- Bill for the implementation of the multilateral 
agreements and arrangements initialled in the 
context of GATT 6/2.2.11 7/2.2.6 
- Community signature of the MTN agreements 
12/2.2.8 resolution P 12/2.2.9 
- Completion of the multilateral trade negotiations 
4/1.2.1 
- Conclusion of the multilateral trade negotiations 
approval L 11/1.3.1 
- Convention on the valuation of goods for 
customs purposes recommendation C 6/2.1 .28 
- Council position on the multilateral trade 
negotiations 2/2.2.8 10/2.2.7 
- Final report by the Commission on the 
multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 





Multilateral Trade Negotiation (Continued) 
- Implementation of the agricultural agreements 
concluded under the MTN 11 /2.1. 7 4 
- Meeting of the GATT Consultative Group of 18 
10/2.2.48 
-Meeting of the GATT Council7/2.2.46 
-Meeting of the GATT Committee on Trade and 
Development 1 0/2.2.49 
- Multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
2/2.2. 7 report C 5/2.2.10 5/2.2.11 6/2.2.12 
7/2.2.7 10/2.2.6 
- Multilateral trade negotiations under GATT 
2/2.2.9 
- Negotiations with the United States on industrial 
tariffs under GATT 1/2.2.6 
- Setting-up of an informal "technical-legal" group 
within the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations 2/2.2.10 
- Visit by the Japanese Minister of State for 




- International Natural Rubber Agreement 
10/2.2.21 (C 1/78) 10/2.3.68 
- Negotiations for an international agreement on 
the stabilization of natural rubber prices 7/2.2.22 
- Negotiations for an International Natural Rubber 
Agreement 3/2.2.24 4/2.2.23 
Navigability Licence 
- Reciprocal recognition of navigability licences for 
inland waterway vessels 2/2.1.82 
NCI Community Loan 
- Agreement between the Commission and the 
EIB concerning interest subsidies 9/2.3.77 
- Community loan to the United Kingdom for the 
construction of a hydroelectric power station 
9/2.3.76 
- Community loan to Italy for the extension of an 
aqueduct 9/2.3. 75 
- Community loan to Ireland for the construction 
of a power station 9/2.3.74 
- Interest subsidies for certain structure-oriented 
loans regulation L 7/2.1.2 
- New Community borrowing and lending 
Instrument resolution P 4/2.3.7 9/2.1.5 9/2.3.73 
1 0/2.1 .2 1 0/2.3.116 
Negotiation for Greek Accession 
- Adaptation of preferential trading agreements 
with Greece report C 11/2.2.1 
- Conclusion of accession negotiations with 
Greece 4/1 .1 .1 
- Drafting of instruments for the accession of 
Greece 3/2.2.3 resolution P 3/2.3.19 
- EEC-Greece Ministerial Conference 3/2.2.2 
4/2.2.1 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of accession negotiations 
with Greece 2/2.2.3 3/2.2.4 
- Final sessions of accession negotiations with 
Greece 5/2.2.4 
- Negotiating sessions on Greece's accession 
3/2.2.1 
-Visit to Greece by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 2/2.2.1 
- Work concerning the signature of the 
negotiations for Greece's accession 1/2.2.1 
Negotiation for Portuguese Accession 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of the negotiations for 
Portuguese accession 6/2.2.6 12/2.2.3 
- Meeting between the Portuguese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and the Ministers of the Nine 
6/2.2.5 
- Negotiating sess1ons on Portugal's accession 
2/2.2.4 4/2.2.2 6/2.2.4 10/2.2.1 11/2.2.2 12/2.2.2 
- Special assistance for small- and medium-sized 
industrial enterprises in Portugal opinion S 
11/2.3.60 
N 
-Talks between the Vice-President of the 
Commission and members of the Portuguese 
Government 9/2.2.3 
Negotiation for Spanish Accession 
- Accession negotiations with Spain 
communications C 7/2.2.3 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of Spain's accession 
5/2.2.7 
- Negotiating sessions on Spain's accession 
6/2.2.7 9/2.2.5 10/2.2.4 12/2.2.7 
- Negotiations for Spain's accession 2/1.2.1 
- Study on the Community's relations with Spain 
opmion S 5/2.3.78 
- Visit to Spain by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 6/2.2.9 
- Visit to Spain by a Member of the Commission 
responsible for the Internal Market and Industrial 
Affairs 7/2.2.5 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
responsible for relations with the Community 
7/2.2.4 
Netherlands 
- Aid for shipbuilding in the Netherlands 5/2.1.40 
- Aid for small- and medium-sized undertakings in 
the Netherlands 4/2.1.29 11/2.1.37 
- Aid for the protection of the environment in the 
Netherlands 6/2.1.35 
- Aid to improve the quality of industrial products 
in the Netherlands decision C 2/2.1 .26 
- Aid to promote the rational use of energy in the 
Netherlands 6/2.1.35 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in the 
Netherlands decision C 1/2.1.38 
- Observations to the Netherlands concerning aid 
to cigarette manufacturing decision C 7/2.1.33 
- Observations to the Netherlands concerning 
export aids decision C 1 0/2.1 .34 
-Tariffs for the carriage of goods by road in the 
Netherlands decision C 12/2.1 .130 
New Community Instrument NCI 
- Commission borrowings to promote investment 
in the Community opinion P 4/2.1.3 
- New Community borrowing and lending 
Instrument resolution P 4/2.3.7 9/2.1.5 9/2.3.73 
10/2.1.2 10/2.3.116 
Newsprint 
- Community tariff quotas for newsprint 12/2.1.26 
New Zealand 
- Imports of New Zealand butter into the United 
Kingdom report C 7/2.2.48 
-Trade relat1ons between the Community and 
New Zealand 1/2.2.47 resolution P 5/2.3.31 
- Visit to New Zealand by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 5/2.2.54 
55 
New Zealand (Continued) 
- Visit to the Commission by New Zealand 
Ministers 11/2.3.39 
NGO 
- Actions by NGOs to educate European public 
opinion on development matters 10/2.2.38 
- Annual General Meeting of representatives of 
NGOs 3/2.2.34 
- eo-financing of projects submitted by NGOs 
1/2.2.33 3/2.2.34 3/2.2.36 6/2.2.31 7/2.2.39 
9/2.2.26 10/2.2.38 11/2.2.27 1212.2.42 
- Educating public opinion on development aid 
issues 5/2.2.37 
- Global negotiations on international economic 
cooperation 10/2.2.39 1212.2.43 
- Participation by NGOs in a seminar on the 
negotiations for the renewal of the Lome 
Convention 1/2.2.32 
- Relations with NGOs report C 3/2.2.35 
Nicaragua 
- Declaration by the Nine on Nicaragua in the 
context of political cooperation 6/2.2.60 
Noise Pollution 
- Limitation of noise emissions from subsonic 
aircraft directive L 1212.1 .90 
- Limitation of the noise emissions of rail-guided 
vehicles 11/2.1.67 
- Reduction of noise from the exhaust systems of 
motor vehicles 1212.1.91 
Non-Associated Developing Countries 
- 3rd instalment for 1979 of aid to non-associated 
developing countries 1212.2.39 
- Distribution of projects financed under the 
programme of financial and technical aid to 
non-associated developing countries 1 /2.2.30 
- Financial and technical aid to non-associated 
developing countries 212.3.2 
-Financial and technical aid to Honduras 5/2.2.31 
- Financial and technical aid to Thailand 5/2.2.30 
- General guidelines for aid to non-associated 
developing countries for 1980 communication C 
10/2.2.32 10/2.2.33 
- General guidelines for aid to non-associated 
developing countries for 1979 1 0/2.2.34 
Non-Ferrous Metal 
- Community export quotas for certain non-ferrous 
metals 12/2.2.30 
North-South Dialogue 
- Community position in the negotiations as part 
of the North-South Dialogue 3/2.2.17 
- Continuation of the North-South Dialogue 
10/2.2.20 
- Implementation of the EEC-lOA agreement on 
the CIEC special action programme 1/2.2.29 
- Manila Conference for UNCTAD V 5/1.3.1 
-Preparation of UNCTAD V communication C 
1/2.2.23 
- Work of the United Nations Committee of the 




- Anti-dumping procedure concerning fibre building 
board originating in Sweden, Norway, Finland 
and Spain decision C 5/2.2.16 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning certain 
fishing nets originating in Norway decision C 
4/2.2.9 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain fishing nets originating in 
Norway 6/2.2.16 
Nuclear Energy 
- 1978 Annual Report of the Euratom Supply 
Agency 6/2.1.118 
- Community aid for uranium prospecting 
programmes communication C 2/2.1.90 
- Community supply of nuclear fuel 9/2.1 . 76 
- Control of fissile materials resolution P 4/2.3.17 
- Decommissioning of nuclear power plants 
3/2.1.128 
- Negotiations for an International Convention on 
the physical protection of nuclear materials 
9/2.2.32 
- Raising of the permitted ceiling for Euratom 
loans decision L 1212.1 .149 
- Research programme on the plutonium cycle 
and its safety decision C 2/2.1 .92 opinion S 
5/2.1.148 
- Research programme in the field of nuclear 
energy 3/2.1.126 
- Research programme on the safety of nuclear 
reactors (ACPM) 9/2.1.86 
- Research programme on the decommissioning 
of nuclear power plants (ACPM) 9/2.1.83 
- Safety of hot-water reactors 3/2.1.127 
Nuclear Power Station 
- Euratom loans to finance nuclear power stations 
7/2.1.101 
Nuclear Safety 
- Accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power 
station 4/2.1.46 recommendation C 4/2.1.47 
resolution P 4/2.3.18 report C 5/2.1. 77 5/2.3.13 
- Commission actions concerned with the 
technological problems of nuclear safety 
report C 4/2.1.15 
- Control of fissile materials resolution P 4/2.3.17 
- Experiences concerning nuclear reactor safety 
5/2.1.41 
- Meeting of the group of high-ranking 
independent experts on nuclear safety 10/2.1.78 
- Physical protection of IAEA nuclear materials 
10/2.2.47 
- Plutonium cycle and its safety opinion S 
5/2.3.70 
- Research programme on plutonium-recycling in 
light water reactors 1 0/2.1.150 
- Research programme on the plutonium cycle 
and its safety opinion S 5/2.1 .148 
- Setting up of a group of experts on nuclear 
safety decision C 5/2.1. 77 
- Work of the group of high-ranking independent 
experts on nuclear safety 9/2.1 .45 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
relating to the accident at the Three Mile Island 
reactor 7/2.1 .1 05 
Nurs 
Nurse 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Training 
in Nursing 5/2.1.20 1 0/2.1.14 
- Setting up of an Advisory Committee on 
Training in Nursing 1/2.1.21 
- Work of the Committee of Senior Officials on 




-Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons 3/2.1 .56 
report C 10/2.1.61 
- ECSC reconversion policy resolution A 1 /2.1 .48 
- Readaptation of the workers in ECSC industries 
decision C 3/2.1.46 5/2.1.60 7/2.1.42 9/2.1.34 
1 0/2. 1.51 11/2.1.46 12/2.1.61 
- Readaptation of workers in ECSC industries 
3/2.1.47 
OCT 
- Accession of Saint-Lucia to the Lome 
Convention 3/2.2.61 6/2.2.47 
- Administration of financial and technical 
cooperation with the ACP report C 11 /2.2.46 
- Agreement on guaranteed prices for sugar from 
the ACP States 1 0/2.2. 76 
- Allocation of EAGGF Guidance Section 
assistance for reconstitution of devastated 
agricultural areas in Martinique and Guadeloupe 
regulation L 10/2.1.97 opinion P 10/2.3.10 
- Application of the Stabex system to the Gilbert 
and Solomon Islands and Tuvalu decision L 
2/2.2.54 5/2.2. 71 
- Association of the French OCTs 
recommendation C 12/2.2.63 
- Emergency aid to Martinique and Guadeloupe 
decision C 9/2.2.24 
-Financing decisions under the EDF 7/2.2.55 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
French Polynesia 5/2.2.67 
OECD 
- Agreement on participation in International 
Energy Agency research and development 
projects 2/2.2.41 6/2.2.35 
- Annual Meeting of the OECD Ministerial Council 
6/2.2.34 
- Export credits for ships under the OECD 
12/2.2.19 
- Meeting of OECD Environment Ministers 
5/2.2.43 
- Meeting of the Governing Board of the 
International Energy Agency 5/2.2.42 
- Meeting of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
10/2.2.51 
- Ministerial Meeting of the International Energy 
Agency 5/2.2.42 
- OECD Symposium on the Steel Industry 
12/2.3.68 
- Work of the Development Assistance Committee 
11/2.2.34 
- Work of the OECD Working Party on Agriculture 
and Trade 9/2.2.33 
- Work of the OECD's working party on steel 
10/2.2.50 12/2.2.51 
- Work of the OECD Environment Committee 
10/2.2.52 
- Work of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
2/2.2.42 12/2.2.52 
- Work of the OECD Steel Committee 4/2.1 .18 
0 
- Work of the OECD Development Assistance 
Committee 2/2.2.24 2/2.2.39 
- Work of the Steel Committee under the OECD 
1/2.2.40 
Official Visit 
- Official visit to Switzerland by the Vice-President 
of the Commission 11/2.2.35 
- Official visit to Finland by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 12/2.2.53 
-Official visit to Portugal by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 3/2.2.6 
-Official visit to Mexico by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 11/2.2.53 
- Official visit to Japan by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 3/2.2.47 
- Official visit to Brazil by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 10/2.2.81 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President-in-
Office of the Council 7/2.2.2 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Bangladesh 4/2.2.53 
- Official visit to China by the President of the 
Commission 2/1.4.1 2/2.3.20 resolution P 
3/2.3.21 
- Official visit to Austria by the President of the 
Commission 10/2.2.56 
- Official visit to Ecuador by the Member of the 
Commission with special responsibility for 
energy matters 2/2.1 .86 
- Official visit to Venezuela by the Member of the 
Commission with special responsibility for 
energy matters 2/2.1 .85 
- Official visit to the United States by a Member 
of the Commission 4/2.2.37 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Senegal 6/2.2.46 
- Visit to Egypt by the President of the 
Commission 10/2.2.65 
- Visit to Norway and Sweden by the Vice-
President of the Commission 6/2.2.37 
011 
- Contacts with oil-producing countries 6/2.1.115 
- Distribution among Member States of the joint 
target set for 1980 oil imports 12/2.1 .141 
- Economic consequences of the oil situation 
6/2.1.6 
- Economic impact of the oil situation 5/2.1.8 
- Limiting oil consumption 5/2.1 .127 
- Monitoring of oil import targets set for 1980 and 
198512/2.1.142 
- Problems of the oil market 6/2.1.112 
- Registration of crude oil imported into the 
Community regulation L 11 /2.1.1 02 12/2.1.145 
-Tax on the import of petroleum products into 
Italy (C 21/79) 2/2.3.34 
- Trade in crude oil and petroleum products 
between certain Member States 6/2.1 .114 
dec1sion C 9/2.1.73 
Oil 
011 Price 
- Improvement of information on oil prices 
5/2.1.129 amendment to decision C 5/2.1.130 
- Improving information on the quantity of oil 
imported 5/2.1 .128 
Oils and Fats 
- See: Oil and Fat Sector 
Oils and Fats Sector 
- Preparatory meeting on vegetable oils and 
oilseeds 1 0/2.2.28 
- See also : Olive Oil 
Oil seeds 
See: Oilseeds Sector 
Ollseeds Sector 
- Additional aid for castor seeds 9/2.1.50 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
oilseeds sector decision L 6/2.1. 76 
- Determination of the average world market price 
for linseed 1/2.1.64 
- Special measures for castor seeds regulation C 
9/2.1.50 
Olive Oil 
- Aid for the consumption of olive oil 3/2.1 .80 
- Financing the compilation of the register of olive 
cultivation regulation C 7/2.1.68 
- Fixing of the representative market price and 
threshold price for olive oil 10/2.1.86 
- Fixing the yields of olives and olive oil 
regulation C 11/2.1 . 76 
- Import of untreated olive oil originating in 
Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria and Turkey 11/2.1.76 
- Olive oil consumption and production aid 
systems 11/2.1.76 
- Renewal of the International Olive Oil 
Agreement 3/2.2.22 
- Signature of the International Olive Oil 
Agreement 11/2.2.19 
Originating Product 
- Certificate of origin for imports of embroidered 
household linen originating in Singapore and 
Malaysia regulation C 3/2.1 .26 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the GSP regulations C 1/2.1 .30 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the EEC-Tunisia Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L 3/2.1.25 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the EEC-Israel Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L 3/2.1.25 
- Definition of the concept of originating product 
under the EEC-Cyprus Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L 1 0/2.1 .12 
- Derogation from the concept of originating 
product for Malawi and Kenya regulation L 
212.1.22 
- Derogation from the rules governing origin for 
certain products originating in Mauritius 
regulation L 5/2. 1.36 
- Derogation from the rules governing origin for 
Morocco for certain textile products regulation L 
3/2.1.25 
- Determination of the origin of slide fasteners (C 
34/78) 1/2.3.45 (C 114/78) 1/2.3.49 
- Determination of the origin of certain textile 
products regulations L 7/2.1.24 
Own Resources 
- Estimates of own resources for the 1980 budget 
6/2.3.63 
- Measures to be taken in the event of 
irregularities affecting own resources 3/2.3.85 
- Organization of an information system for the 
Commission relating to own resources 3/2.3.85 
- Payment of own resources by Member States 
2/2.3.82 




- Meeting of the Joint Commission set up under 
the EEC-Pakistan Commercial Cooperation 
Agreement 1 /2.2.59 
Pakistan-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the Joint Commission set up under 
the EEC-Pakistan Commercial Cooperation 
Agreement 1/2.2.59 
Patent Licensing Agreement 
- Application of competition rules to patent 
licensing agreements decision C 212.1 .24 
- Cancellation of exclusivity arrangements to 
record and transmit football matches in the 
United Kingdom 6/2.1 .32 
- Deletion of no-challenge clause in regard to 
validity of patents in Belgium 6/2.1.33 
- Prohibition of clauses in a patent licensing 
agreement decision C 1/2.1 .34 
- Prohibition of export restrictions in the United 
Kingdom 10/2.1.27 
- Renunciation of territorial exclusivity 
arrangements 11/2. 1 .32 
Paul Finet Foundation 
- Grants by the Paul Finet Foundation to the 
children of workers in ECSC industries 1 /2.1 .52 
4/2.1.40 6/2.1.52 10/2.1.62 
Petroleum Product 
- Community energy crisis arrangements 3/2.1 .117 
- Community preferential ceiling for certain 
petroleum products refined in Turkey 
regulation L 1212.1.129 
- Limitation of oil consumption 3/2.1 .111 
- Monitoring of the oil market 3/2.1 .115 
- Reorganization of the French oil monopoly 
6/2.1.37 
-Trade in crude oil and petroleum products 
between certain Member States decision C 
1/2.1 .86 212.1.88 3/2.1.119 9/2.1 . 73 
-Trends in supply and demand in the world oil 
market 3/2.1.116 
Pharmaceutical Product 
- Manufacture, distribution and consumption of 
pharmaceutical products resolution P 4/2.3.21 
- Operation of the Committee for Proprietary 
Medicinal Products report C 212.1.13 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to colouring 
matters 9/2.1.15 opinion P 1212.3.11 
- Work of the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products 3/2.1.11 3/2.1.12 4/2.1.10 
Pig meat 
- See : Pigmeat Sector 
p 
Pigmeat Sector 
- Calculation of levies applicable to pigmeat 
products regulation C 4/2.1.71 
- Community financial assistance to Spain to 
eradicate African swine fever opinion P 4/2.1. 77 
- Community measures to combat classical swine 
fever opinion P 4/2.1. 77 
- Conditions for granting private storage aid in the 
pigmeat sector decision C 1/2.1.68 
- Exceptional aid as pigmeat for Malta 
regulation L 10/2.1.94 
-Export refund on pigmeat (C 183/78) 5/2.3.65 
- Fixing of monetary compensatory amounts in 
the pigmeat sector 10/2.1.84 
- Harmonization of veterinary legislation 1212.1 .115 
- Import arrangements for pigmeat regulations L 
4/2.1.71 
- Infringement proceedings against Federal 
Germany concerning health inspection 
arrangements on the importation of pigmeat 
decision C 1 0/2.1.95 
- Levy on pig carcasses intended for the 
production of bacon (C 177/78) 6/2.3.32 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on imports of 
pieces of meat into Federal Germany (C 
169/78) 6/2.3.30 
- Private storage aid in the pigmeat sector (C 
240/78) 6/2.3.37 
- Protective measures against the spread of 
epizootic diseases 7/2.1 . 75 
- Reduction of health supervision of the trade in 
pig meat 10/2.1.104 opinion S 11/2.3.57 
- Retail selling price of beef and veal and 
pigmeat in Belgium (C 95/79) 6/2.3.18 (C 
96/79) 6/2.3.19 
Plant Product 
- Protection against the introduction into Member 
States of organisms harmful to plants or plant 
products opinion S 12/2.3.64 
Poland 
- Bilateral textile agreement with Poland 1/2.2.18 
Political Cooperation 
-Aid to South-East Asian refugees 7/2.2.27 
7/2.2.28 
- Attack on the Israeli ambassador in Portugal 
resolution P 11/2.2.63 
- Code of conduct for companies having 
subsidiaries in South Africa resolution P 
4/2.3.27 
- Cooperation in respect of armaments 9/2.3.8 
- Debate in the EP on political cooperation 
10/2.3.15 
- Declaration by the Nine on the Middle East in 
the context of political cooperation 6/2.2.59 
- Declaration by the Nine on Nicaragua in the 
context of political cooperation 6/2.2.60 
- Declaration by the N1ne on Lebanon 9/2.2.55 
Port 
Political Cooperation (Continued) 
-Declaration by the Nine on the Sino-Vietnamese 
conflict 2/2.2.61 
- Declaration by the Nine on Kampuchea 9/2.2.57 
- Declaration by the Nine on Rhodesia 9/2.2.56 
- Declaration by the Nine concerning the refugees 
from lndo-China in the context of political 
cooperation 6/2.2.57 
- Declaration by the Nine concerning the Euro-
Arab Dialogue 9/2.2.58 
- Declaration by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs 
of the Nine concerning disarmament in Europe 
11/2.2.60 
- Declaration by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs 
of the Nine concerning Iran 11/2.2.59 
- Detention of hostages and occupation of United 
States Embassy in Tehran resolution P 
11/2.2.63 
- European political cooperation 3/2.3.9 
- Human rights and respect for freedom in the 
GDR, Kampuchea, Argentina and Afghanistan 
resolutions P 9/2.3.16 
- Mediterranean issues at the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe 2/2.2.35 
- Ministerial meeting of the Ministers for Foreign 
Affairs of the Nine 11/2.2.57 
- Non-applicability of statutory limitation to 
genocide and murder resolution P 2/2.3.22 
- Political kidnapping in Spain resolution P 
11/2.2.63 
- Refugees from Kampuchea, Laos and Vietnam 
resolution P 1/2.3.27 
- Respect for human rights in Iran resolution P 
1/2.3.26 9/2.2.54 
- Respect for human rights in Ethiopia 
resolution P 5/2.2.81 
- Respect for human rights in Malta resolution P 
11/2.2.63 
- Signature by the Nine of an agreement on the 
suppression of terrorism 12/2.2.68 
- Signing of peace treaty between Egypt and 
Israel resolution P 4/2.3.24 
- Situation of refugees, particularly refugee 
children, in the Horn of Africa resolution P 
12/2.2.69 
- Situation of the Euro-Arab Dialogue in the 
context of political cooperation 11/2.2.61 
- Statement by the Nine on the treaty between 
Israel and Egypt 3/2.2.74 
- Statement on European political cooperation 
made by the President of the Council to the 
United Nations General Assembly 9/2.2.59 
- Statement on Iran at the Dublin European 
Council11/1.1.14 
- Statement on Kampuchea at the Dublin 
European Council 11 /1.1.15 
-State of political cooperation 10/2.2.85 
-Terrorism and a common system of extradition 
resolution P 9/2.3.15 
-Trial of J.F. Sabata resolution P 5/2.2.81 
Portugal 
- Adaptation of the EEC-Portugal Agreement 
10/2.2.3 
- Arrangements on textile products with Portugal 
3/2.2.16 
-Arrangements with Greece, Spain and Portugal 
on trade in textile products 2/2.2.22 
- Attack on the Israeli Ambassador in Portugal 
resolution P 11 /2.3.17 
- Cooperation with the Maghreb countries and 
Portugal in the field of social security 
communication C 5/2.1.64 
- Cooperation with Portugal in the field of social 
security communication C 5/2.2.5 
- EIB loan to Portugal for extending electricity 
distribution facilities 5/2.3.93 
- EIB loan to Portugal for improvement of air 
traffic safety 7/2.3.85 
- EIB loan to Portugal for industrial ventures 
7/2.3.84 
- Emergency aid to Portugal to deal with the 
effects of floods 4/2.2.5 5/2.2.6 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of the negotiations for 
Portuguese accession 6/2.2.6 12/2.2.3 
- Meeting between the Portuguese Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and the Ministers of the Nine 
6/2.2.5 
- Meeting of the EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
1/2.2.4 
- Negotiating sessions on Portugal's accession 
2/2.2.4 4/2.2.2 6/2.2.4 10/2.2.1 11/2.2.2 12/2.2.2 
- Official visit to Portugal by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 3/2.2.6 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President-in-
Office of the Council 7/2.2.2 
- Proposed adjustments to the 1972 EEC-Portugal 
Agreement 4/2.2.4 
- Signature of the Supplementary Protocol to the 
EEC-Portugal Free Trade Agreement 12/2.2.4 
- Special assistance for small- and medium-sized 
industrial enterprises in Portugal 9/2.2.4 
- Supplementary Protocol to the EEC-Portugal 
Free Trade Agreement 2/2.2.2 
- Talks between the Vice-President of the 
Commission and Members of the Portuguese 
Government 9/2.2.3 
- Visit to Portugal by a Member of the 
Commission 1/2.2.2 
Portugai-EEC Agreement 
- Adaptation of the EEC-Portugal Agreement 
10/2.2.3 
- Proposed adjustments to the 1972 EEC-Portugal 
Agreeme'lt 4/2.2.4 
- Signature of the Supplementary Protocol to the 
EEC-Portugal Free Trade Agreement 12/2.2.4 
- Supplementary Protocol to the EEC-Portugal 
Free Trade Agreement 2/2.2.2 
Postal Rate 
- Inland postal rates for certain mail 
recommendation C 6/2.1.12 
Posts and Telecommunications 
- Inland postal rates for certain mail 
recommendation C 6/2.1.12 
Potato 
-Import licence for potatoes (C 118n8) 3/2.3.57 
- Restriction on imports of potatoes into the 
United Kingdom (C 231n8) 3/2.3.72 
- Suspension of customs duties for new potatoes 




- See : Poultrymeat and Eggs Sector 
Poultrymeat and Eggs Sector 
- Alteration of monetary compensatory amounts in 
the poultrymeat sector 12/2.1 .1 
- Common standards for the water content of 
frozen and deep-frozen chickens, hens and 
cocks regulation L 3/2.1.85 
- Duties levied in Federal Germany for health 
checks on the import of poultrymeat (C 30/79) 
2/2.3.42 
- Export of chickens from Federal Germany to the 
GDR via third countries (C 23/79) 9/2.3.42 
- Export refunds on chickens in Germany (C 
23/79) 2/2.3.36 
- Levies and monetary compensatory amounts on 
imports of turkeymeat (C 158/78) 3/2.3.67 
- Monetary compensatory amount on the import of 
egg-powder into the United Kingdom (C 137/78) 
5/2.3.59 
- Process of chilling by immersion in water 
applied to poultrymeat report C 2/2.1.65 
opinion S 7/2.3.70 
Powers of the Community 
- Community participation in the European 
Agreements negotiated under the aegis of the 
Council of Europe recommendations C 1/2.2.41 
Power Station 
- Community consultation procedure with regard 
to the location of power-stations 
communication C 5/2.1.136 
Preferential Tariff Arrangement 
- Preferential tariff arrangements applied by the 
Community communication C 2/2.1 .19 
Preparation for Working Life 
- Action programme on the transition of young 
people from school to working life 3/2.1.132 
- Conference on the transition of young people 
from school to working life 3/2.1.133 4/2.1.112 
6/2.1.125 
- Seminar on the transition of young people from 
school to working life 5/2.1.151 10/2.1.155 
Private International Law 
- Draft Convention on the law applicable to 
contractual obligations 2/2.1.14 
Processed Agricultural Product 
- Meeting of the EEC-Japan Joint Study Group 
on Processed Agricultural Products 5/2.2.51 
- See also : Processed Agricultural Product 
Sector 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to certain 
processed agricultural products directive L 
7/2.1.10 
- Trade arrangements applicable to processed 




- Monetary compensatory amounts on maize meal 
(C 4/79) 1/2.3.33 
Production Refund 
- Conditions for payment of export refunds on 
agricultural products regulation C 11/2.1.75 
- Production refund for maize intended for the 
production of quellmehl (Joined C 261 and 
262/78) 10/2.3.69 
- Production refund for maize meal (C 27 and 
28/79) 2/2.3.40 (C 45/79) 3/2.3.44 
- Production refund for quellmehl (C 90/78) 
3/2.3.52 
- Production refund for starch intended for the 
production of isoglucose (C 153/77) 3/2.3.50 
Protection of Assets 
- Participation of employees in asset formation 
memorandum C 7/1.2.1 11/2.1.50 
Protection of Fauna 
- Commission participation in the negotiations for 
a convention on the conservation of migratory 
species of wild animals recommendation C 
4/2.1.55 
- Conclusion of the Convention on the 
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
Habitats opinion S 10/2.3.92 
- Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna 
3/2.1.68 
- Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals 6/2.1 .66 
- Protection of certain birds from being hunted 
directive L resolution L 1/2.1.54 4/2.1.54 
- Protection of whales 12/2.1 .92 
- Protection of wildlife recommendation C 3/2.1.67 
- Signature of the Convention on the 
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
Habitats 9/2.1.47 
Protection of Flora 
- Conclusion of the Convention on the 
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
Habitats opinion S 10/2.3.92 
- Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna 
3/2.1.68 
- Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals 6/2.1.66 
- Protection of certain birds from being hunted 
directive L resolution L 1/2.1.54 
- Protection of wildlife recommendation C 3/2.1.67 
- Signature of the Convention on the 
Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
Habitats 9/2.1.47 
Protection of Health 
- Five-year research programme in the field of 
biology and health protection 3/2.1.125 
- Health protection against the dangers from 
ionizing radiation decision C 3/2.1.53 
- Health protection against risks from asbestos 
opinion S 2/2.3.70 
- Programme of research in the field of biology 
and health protection 12/2.1.160 
Prot 
Protection of Health (Continued) 
- Protection of workers from exposure to harmful 
substances opinion S 9/2.3.53 
- Research programme on biology and health 
protection 5/2.1.146 opmion S 9/2.3.55 
- Safety measures against risks associated with 
recombinant DNA work opimon S 7/2.3.63 
Protection of Savings 
- Formation and protection of savings resolution P 
3/2.3.17 
Protection of the Consumer 
- Accidents caused by the use of consumer 
products 12/2.1.93 
- Accidents involving products opinion P 4/2.3.13 
- Action programme for consumer protection and 
information 4/2.3.11 communication C 6/1.5.1 
opinion S 12/2.3.61 
- Community action in the field of consumer 
protection 2/1 .1 . 9 
- Concerted action with relation to the quality of 
foodstuffs 2/2.1.52 
- Consumer protection concerning cosmetic 
products 5/2.1.85 decision L 7/2.1.61 opmion S 
12/2.3.62 
- Harmonization of consumer credit conditions 
2/2.1.51 
- International consumer film competition 1/2.1 . 58 
- International symposium on ecotoxicology 
5/2.1.81 
- Legal protection of the consumer opinion S 
1/2.3.61 
- Pilot scheme on the education of young 
consumers 1 0/2.1 .82 
- Pricing of foodstuffs dtrective L resolutiOn L 
6/2.1.69 
- Prohibition on the use of Iris phosphate 3/2.1.69 
- Protection of consumers from accidents involving 
products opinion S 1/2.3.60 opinion P 4/2.1.59 
- Protection of consumers from misleading and 
unfair advertising opinion S 4/2.3.68 opinion P 
5/2.3.21 
- Symposium on "The Consumer as User of 
Services" 10/2.1.83 
- Unit pricing of foodstuffs 1/2.1.59 
- Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 
2/2.1.54 4/2.1.60 5/2.1.89 1212.1.94 
- Work of the Scientific Advisory Committee 
concerned with ecotoxicology 10/2.1.71 
Protection of the Environment 
- Accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power 
plant 4/2.1.46 recommendation C 4/2.1.47 
resolution P 4/2.3.18 report C 5/2.1.77 5/2.3.13 
- Annual meeting of the Standing Committee of 
the Conference of the Coastal Regions of the 
Community 11/2.1.68 
-Annual seminar on environmental education 
7/2.1.60 
- Chlorofluorocarbons in the environment 5/2.1.80 
decision L 12/2.1.80 opinion P 1212.3.11 
- Commission actions relating to the technological 
problems of reactor safety report C 4/2.1.15 
- Commission participation at the Council of 
Europe Ministerial Conference on the 
Environment 9/2.2.34 
62 
- Community studies concerned with ecotoxicology 
4/2.1.53 
- Conclusion of a convention on long-range 
transboundary air pollution 9/2.1.42 
- Conference on urban problems in the 
Community 11/2.1 . 70 
- Convention concerning long-range transboundary 
atmospheric pollution 4/2.1.49 11/2.1.60 
opimon S 11/2.1.61 12/2.1.82 
- Convention on long-range transboundary air 
pollution opm10n S 11/2.3.55 
- Cooperation with the United States over 
environmental matters 9/2.1 .44 
- Development of fish farming resolution P 
5/2.3.24 
- Discussions in the context of the cooperation 
agreement with Sweden in the environmental 
field 1 0/2.1 . 73 
- Environmental carcinogens resolution P 5/2.3.25 
- Environmental impact assessments 4/2.1.57 
11/2.1.69 
- Environmental matters before the Council 
6/2.1.55 
- European convention on the quality of life 
4/2.1.43 
- Fight against the hazards of certain industrial 
activities 7/2.1 .57 12/2.1 .89 
- International seminar on coastal management 
planning 5/2.1.84 
- International seminar on regional planning 
6/2.1.67 
- Meeting of the group of top-ranking independent 
experts on nuclear safety 1 0/2.1 . 78 
- Meeting of the OECD Environment Ministers 
5/2.2.43 
- Preparation of a conference on urban problems 
in the Community 7/2.1.59 
- Problems of the environment before the Council 
4/2.1.42 
- Revision of the multiannual environmental 
research programme decision L 10/2.1.148 
- Session of the Governing Council of the United 
Nations Environment Programme 5/2.2.41 
- Soil, water and forest preservation 4/2.1.56 
- State of the environment in the Community 
report C 2/1.5.1 
- Use of chlorofluorocarbons in aerosols 
opmion S 11/2.3.54 
- Work of the group of top-ranking independent 
experts on nuclear safety 9/2.1 .45 
- Work of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe 11/2.2.28 
Protection of the Sea 
- Annual meeting of the Standing Committee of 
the Conference of the Coastal Regions of the 
Community 11/2.1.68 
- Development of fish farming resolution P 
5/2.3.24 
- International seminar on coastal management 
planning 5/2.1.84 
Public Contract 
- Coord.nation of the procedures for the award of 
public supply contracts 11/2.1.11 
- Determination of value of public works contracts 
commumcat10n C 2/2.1.15 
63 
Public Health 
- Colloquium on quality assurance of toxicological 
data 12/2.1.72 
- Coordination of organ banks resolution P 
4/2.3.14 
- Environmental carcinogens resolution P 5/2.3.25 
- Permitted levels of vinyl chloride monomer in 
contact with foodstuffs report C 1/2.1.16 
- Radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 10/2.1.60 
- Safety and medical aspects of deep-sea diving 
10/2.1.60 
- Work of the Committee of Senior Officials on 
Public Health 12/2.1 .13 
Pub I 
Quality of Water 
- Commission participation in the conference on 
the control of river pollution 4/2.1.50 
- Fight against pollution of the aquatic 
environment 5/2.1.82 opimon S 12/2.3.60 
- Pilot scheme on the rational use of water 
resources 11 /2.1 .65 
- Protection of groundwater against pollution 
directive L 6/2.1.56 12/2.1.86 
- Quality of shellfish waters directive L 6/2.1.60 
10/2.1.70 
- Quality of surface water intended for human 
consumption opinion S 1/2.3.62 opinion P 
2/2.3.9 directive L 6/2.1.57 10/2.1.70 
Quantitative Restriction on Import 
- Declaration of price rises by producers and 
importers of goods (Joined C 16 to 20/79) 
11/2.3.48 
- Distribution among Member States of 
quantitative restrictions concerning trade in 
textile products for 1980 regulation C 12/2.2.26 
- Import into France of Spanish grapes put into 
free circulation in Italy (C 179/78) 3/2.3.69 
- Import of animal feedstuffs containing animal 
products (C 251/78) 11/2.3.45 
- Import of French milk into the United Kingdom 
(C 244/78) 7/2.3.54 
- Import of pornographic publications and films (C 
34/79) 3/2.3.33 12/2.3.46 
- Marketing Standards for wine in Italy (C 788/79) 
10/2.3.67 
- Measures having an effect equivalent to 
quantitative restrictions (C 15/79) 2/2.3.32 
(Joined C 16 to 20/79) 2/2.3.33 
-Patent legislation in Germany (C 813/79) 
12/2.3.23 
- Payment of excise duties between domestically-
produced alcoholic beverages and imported 
drinks in Ireland (C 55/79) 4/2.3.41 
- Quantitative limits on the import of textile 
products originating in Korea, Macao and Hong 
Kong regulations C 12/2.2.25 
- Quantitative restriction in France on imports of 
sheepmeat originating in new Member States 
reasoned opmion C 11/2.1.80 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of meat 
products into Federal Germany (C 153/78) 
7/2.3.49 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of certain 
textile products 11/2.2.11 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of Cassis 
de Dijon into Federal Germany (C 120/78) 
2/2.3.53 
- Quantitative restriction on imports of brandy into 
Belgium (C 2/78) 5/2.3.54 
- Restriction on imports of potatoes into the 
United Kingdom (C 231/78) 3/2.3.72 
-Right to import seed (C 735/79) 10/2.3.62 
Q 
Radioactive Waste 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste (ACPM) 1 /2.1.97 
2/2.1.99 opinion S 5/2.3. 71 6/2.1.123 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste 1 0/2.1.136 
- Research programme on the management of 
radioactive waste (ACPM) 2/2.1.93 opinion S 
5/2.1.148 
- Seminar on the radiological consequences of 
radioactive wastes 5/2.1.147 
Radioprotection 
- 1978 annual report on the radiation protection 
programme 4/2.1 .18 
- 1st European scientific seminar on the problems 
of radiation protection 
- Health protection against the dangers from 
ionizing radiation opinion P 5/2.1. 72 
- Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection 10/2.1.59 
- Radiation protection of persons undergoing 
medical examination or treatment 12/2.1.71 
- Seminar on the radiological body-burden 
associated with natural radioactivity in the 
Member States 1212.1.162 
Railway Transport 
- Access to the market for carriage of goods by 
road in France opinion C 5/2.1 .116 
- Bookkeeping and annual accounts of railway 
undertakings report C 11/2.1 .97 
- Establishment of through international railway 
tariffs 12/2.1 . 129 
- Improvement of railway finances 6/2.1.1 03 
7/2.1.96 report C 9/2.1.66 12/2.1.133 
- Limitation of noise emissions of rail-guided 
vehicles 11/2.1.67 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
Aids 7/2.1.95 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Railway 
Costing 6/2.1.14 
-Reimbursement of VAT in the Dutch railways (C 
126/78) 6/2.3.29 
- Revision of the international conventions 
concerning rail transport 7/2.1.90 decision L 
9/2.1.65 
-Tariff measures to support the transport by rail 
of French iron ore destined for Belgium, 
Luxembourg and the Saar 3/2.1.102 
Railway Undertaking 
- Bookkeeping and annual accounts of railway 
undertakings report C 11/2.1.97 
- Improvement of railway finances 4/2.1.89 
6/2.1.103 7/2.1.96 report C 9/2.1.66 12/2.1.133 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
Aids 7/2.1.95 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Railway 
Costing 4/2.1.74 6/2.1.104 
R 
- Partial or total integration of railway 
undertakings report C 4/2.1.90 
Raw Material 
- Community supplies of raw materials 
resolution P 5/2.3.26 
- Multiannual research programme on the 
recycling of urban and industrial waste 
11/2.1.107 
- Multiannual research programme on the 
recycling of secondary raw materials 1 0/2.1.137 
Raw Tobacco 
-See: Tobacco Sector 
Recording Equipment 
- Recording equipment in the road transport 
sector (C 128/78) 2/2.3.56 
Recycling of Waste 
- Commission participation at the congress of the 
International Reclamation Bureau 10/2.1.76 
- Commission participation in an international 
seminar on glass recycling 1 0/2.1. 7 4 
- Establishment of a waste exchange 5/2.1. 78 
- Meeting of the Waste Management Committee 
6/2.1.65 
- Multiannual programme on the recycling of 
urban and industrial waste 11/2.1.107 
- Waste management policy 4/2.1.45 
-Work of the Waste Management Committee 
2/2.1.49 
Reference Materials and Methods 
- Programme of research in the field of reference 
materials and methods (ACPM) 1/2.1.98 
- Programme of research in the field of reference 
materials and methods and applied metrology 
10/2.1.147 
Reform of Agricultural Structures 
- Adjustments and new measures concerning the 
agricultural structures policy 3/1.3.1 
- Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures report C 7/2.1.73 
- Promotion and training for farming and rural life 
resolution P 5/2.1.101 
Regional Development 
- Capital endowment of the European Regional 
Development Fund opinion S 10/2.3.90 
- Coordination and regional development 
programmes opinion C recommendations C 
5/2.1.73 
- ERDF assistance - 'non--quota' section 
1 0/2.1.63 opimon S 12/2.3.59 
- Study of regional development policy 
programmes in Member States 11/2.1.59 
Regi 
Regional Policy 
-4th annual report on the activities of the ERDF 
opinion S 11/2.3.53 
-Capital endowment of the European Regional 
Development Fund opinion S 10/2.3.90 
- Coordination and regional development 
programmes opinion C recommendations C 
5/2.1.73 
- Development of the peripheral coastal regions of 
the Community resolution P 5/2.1 . 76 
- Formulation and implementation of the regional 
policy opinion S 1 0/2.3.91 
- Guidelines aimed at promoting integrated 
operations in the field of regional policy 3/2.1.57 
- Regional policy guidelines resolution L 2/2.1.37 
- Survey of regional development programmes in 
the Member States resolution L 11/2.1.59 
-Termination of the conciliation procedure with 
Parliament in respect of regional policy 2/2.3.1 
-Work of the Regional Policy Committee 2/2.1.40 
5/2.1 . 75 7/2.1.56 9/2.1 .41 11/2.1 .58 
Regional Policy Committee 
-Work of the Regional Policy Committee 2/2.1.40 
5/2.1.75 7/2.1.56 9/2.1.41 11/2.1.58 
Rehabilitation of Workers 
- Readaptation of workers in ECSC industries 
decision C 6/2.1 .42 
Rhine 
- Fight against pollution of the Rhine 
resolutions P 12/2.1.85 opinion P 12/2.3.11 
- Implementation of the Convention for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Chemical 
Pollution 6/2.1.58 
- Meeting of the International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine Against Pollution 
12/2.1.83 
- Programme of work concerning the Convention 
for the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution 
2/2.1.45 
- Work of the Council of Environment Ministers 
concerning the pollution of the Rhine 12/2.1 .84 
Rhodesia 
- Statement by the Nine on Rhodes1a 9/2.2.56 
Right of Establishment 
- Condition for access to employment on the 
Belgian railways (C 149/79) 9/2.3.39 
- Harmonization of legislation concerning self-
employed commercial agents 1/2.1.19 
- Refusal to grant an establishment permit on 
grounds of public policy (C98/79) 6/2.3.21 
- Right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services for certain non-salaried activities 
(Jo10ed CS 110/78 and 111/78) 1/2.3.48 
- R1ght of establishment of a veterinary surgeon 
(C 136/78) 212.3.58 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training 11/2.1.12 
Right of Residence 
- Conditions of residence of migrant workers on 
the grounds of public policy (C 131/78) 7/2.3.38 
- Right of residence for nationals of Member 
States in the territory of another Member State 
7/2.1.14 (C 157/79) 10/2.3.56 
- Right of residence in the United Kingdom 
following criminal proceedings (C 175/78) 
3/2.3.68 
Road Safety 
- Proposed road vehicle driving licence 2/2.1 . 79 
Road Transport 
- Access to the market for carriage of goods by 
road in France opinion C 5/2.1.116 
- Application of the regulation on social legislation 
applying to road transport (C 47/79) 12/2.3.50 
- Application of the regulation on social legislation 
applying to road transport in the new Member 
States (C 47/79) 3/2.3.46 
- Authorizations concerning the international 
carriage of goods by road decision L 6/2.1.99 
- Carriage of persons and goods by road 
resolution P 5/2.1.118 
- Harmonization of social legislation relating to 
road transport in the Netherlands decision C 
opinion C 7/2.1.92 
- Harmonzation of social legislation in the field of 
road transport 3/2.1.103 11/2.1.96 
- International Convention for Safe Containers 
opinion P 3/2.1.104 opmion S 4/2.3.76 
- Recording equipment in the field of road 
transport (C 128/78) 2/2.3.56 
-Report of the Technical Committee on New 
Means of Transport before COST 10/2.1.119 
- Weights and dimensions of road vehicles 
4/2.1.87 
- Work of the special group on the influence of 
taxation on the fuel consumption of private 
motor vehicles 4/2.1.86 
Romania 
-Anti-dumping procedure concerning imports of 
iron and steel products originating in Romania 
decision C 6/2.2.19 
- Negotiation of an EEC-Romania Agreement 
5/2.2.78 
- Negotiations for an EEC-Romania Agreement 
3/2.2.71 7/2.2.61 
- Negotiations with Romania for the conclusion of 
a sector agreement recommendatiOn C 1/2.2.60 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on herbicide 
originating in Romania 2/2.2.13 
Romania-EEC Agreement 
- Negotiation of an EEC-Romania agreement 
5/2.2.78 
- Negotiations for an EEC-Romania agreement 
3/2.2.71 7/2.2.61 
- Negotiations with Romania for the conclusion of 
a sector agreement recommendation C 1/2.2.60 
Rules of Competition 
- Bookselling in the Netherlands (C 116/78) 
7/2.3.20 
- Competition between companies (C 792 and 
792/79R) 11/2.3.30 




Rules of Competition (Continued) 
- Contracts concluded within the territory of 
Member States but executed in non-member 
countries (C 22/79) 2/2.3.35 
- Illicit agreement between enterprises in Belgium 
(Joined C 32 and 36 to 82178) 7/2.3.46 
-Marketing standards for perfumeries (C 1/79, 
2/79 and 3179) 1/2.3.32 
- Observance of competition rules in the field of 
publishing works of music (C 125/78) 10/2.3.71 
- Observance of competition rules by a United 
Kingdom company (C 136179) 7/2.3.43 
- Observance of prices of ECSC products (C 
149/78) 7/2.3.48 
- Sole distribution agreement for perfumery 
products (C 99179) 6/2.3.22 
Rule 
Safeguard Measure 
- Arrangements authorizing the import into Italy of 
electric filament lamps originating in certain 
State-trading countries 1/202010 regulation L 
2/202014 regulation C 12/202017 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of sporting 
goods originating in Taiwan decision L 2/202014 
- Safeguard clause on the import of sheepmeat 
originating in non-member countries decision C 
2/201060 
- Safeguard measure taken under the anti-crisis 
plan for steel decision L 1/20209 
- United Kingdom safeguard measures applicable 
to imports of coking coal dec1sion C 5/202018 
Safety In the Workplace 
- Actions in the field of health and safety at work 
(Advisory Committee) 2/201035 
- Cooperation with the United States over health 
and safety at work 9/201 037 
- Protection of workers from exposure to harmful 
substances 3/201052 
-Report of the Advisory Committee on Safety, 
Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 5/201070 
- Research programme in the field of safety in 
mines 12/201 0 75 
-Safety, hygiene and health protection at work 
resolution P 4/201.41 7/201050 
- Safety signs at places of work directive C 
6/201049 
- Symposium on accident prevention 12/201 0 73 
- Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission 3/201055 6/20105112/201074 
Saint-Vincent 
- Accession of St Vincent to the Lome 
Convention recommendallon C 11/202042 
Sale of Arms 
- Cooperation in respect of armaments 9/20308 
Scientific and Technical Committee for 
Fisheries 
-Meeting of the Scientific and Technical 
Committee for Fisheries 9/201059 
-Setting up of a Scientific and Technical 
Committee for Fisheries decision C 6/201098 
Scientific and Technical Cooperation 
- Common policy in the field of research and 
technology communication C 5/2010138 
- COST action project on the treatment and use 
of sewage sludge 7/2010106 
- Guidelines for the common science and 
technology policy for 1979-1980 12/201 0153 
- Programme of action on science and technology 
for development 7/202025 
- Signature of new COST projects 12/201 0154 
-Technological research programme in the 
ceramics sector 6/201 022 
s 
- Work of CREST relative to the Community 
science and technology policy 9/201078 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 1/201092 5/201.139 
7/201010410/2010142 
Scientific and Technical Documentation 
- Action plan to disseminate research results 
4/2010113 
- New technologies in scientific publishing 
11/2010116 
Scientific and Technical Information 
- Actions to disseminate research results 
4/2010113 
- Commission studies relating to videotex systems 
6/2010129 
- EEC-Switzerland agreement concerning the 
extension of Euronet 7/2010109 
- Meeting of the Committee for Scientific and 
Technical Information and Documentation 
3/2010135 
- New technologies in scientific publishing 
11/2010116 
- Promotion of industrial and technological 
innovation 4/2010 114 
- Seminar on the promotion of the information 
industry 6/201 0128 
Scientific and Technical Training 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Scientific 
and Technical Training 11/2010112 
Scientific Policy 
- Comm1ssion participation in the annual general 
meeting of the European Science Foundation 
11/2010109 
- Common policy in the field of research and 
technology communicatiOn C 5/2010138 
- Guidelines for the common policy in the field of 
science and technology, 1979-1980 12/2010153 
- Seminar on the attitudes of the public towards 
scientific and technological dangers 4/201 011 
- Work of CREST concerned with Community 
science and technology policy 4/201012 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Industrial 
Research and Development 10/2010145 
- Work of the Advisory Committees on 
Programme Management 11 /201 0111 
- Work of the European Research and 
Development Committee 2/201095 6/2010119 
10/2010143 
Scientific Policy 
- Work of the Advisory Committees on 
Programme Management (ACPM) 2/201098 
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Securities 
- Coordination of conditions for admission of 
securities to official stock exchange listing 
directive L 3/1.6.1 
- Coordination of conditions for admission of 
securities to official stock exchange listing 
directive L 3/2.1.35 
- Information to be published periodically by 
companies whose shares are admitted to official 
stock exchange listing 1/2.1.40 opinion S 
10/2.3.88 
- Prospectus to be published when securities are 
admitted to official stock exchange listing 
directive L 12/2.1.54 
SEDOC 
- Implementation of the SEDOC scheme 4/2.1.33 
See also: Iron and Steel 
Textile Industry 
Seed 
- See : Seed Sector 
Seed Sector 
-Common organization of the market in the seed 
sector opinion S 9/2.3.58 
- Countervailing charges for certain types of 
imported maize 1/2.1.66 
- Import licences for seed regulations C 6/2.1.80 
- Marketing of seeds and plants directive L 
7/2.1.71 
- Marketing standards for certain seeds in the 
Netherlands (C 94/79) 6/2.3.17 
-Right to import seed (C 735179) 10/2.3.62 
Sewage Sludge 
- International symposium on the treatment and 
use of sewage sludge from waste water 
purification 2/2.1 .1 02 
Sheepmeat 
- See : Sheepmeat Sector 
Sheepmeat Sector 
- Common organization of the market in 
sheepmeat opinion S 4/2.3. 70 resolution P 
9/2.3.12 
- Imports into France of sheepmeat originating in 
the United Kingdom (C 232178) 9/2.3.43 
- Positions of the delegations on the future 
common arrangements for the market in 
sheepmeat 11/2.1.81 
- Quantitative restriction in France of imports of 
sheepmeat from new Member States 
reasoned opinion C 11 /2.1 .80 
- Safeguard clause on the import of sheepmeat 
originating in non-member countries decision C 
2/2.1 .60 5/1.1 .1 
Shipbuilding 
- Community aid for industrial restructuring and 
conversion investments in shipbuilding 1 /2.1.27 
- Crisis in shipping and shipbuilding 1 /2.3. 7 
- Discussions between the Commission, 
shipowners and shipbuilders 1 /2.1.26 
- Reorganization of the shipbuilding industry 
3/2.1.15 
Soci 
- Scrapping and construction of sea-going vessels 
11/2.1.17 
- Struggle against the crisis in the shipbuilding 
industry report C communication C 9/1.2.1 
Simplification of Customs Formalities 
- Conditions for making a customs declaration 
opinion S opinion P 5/2.1.39 
- Customs union and the simplification of customs 
procedures recommendation C 1 0/2.1.20 
- Simplification of formalities and controls of 
Community transit procedures 
amendment to regulation L 5/2.1.28 opinion S 
5/2.1.29 opinion P 5/2.3.23 9/2.2.23 opinion S 
12/2.3.58 
- Simplified statistical declaration for certain 
Community exports regulation C 3/2.1.19 
Singapore 
- Meeting between a Member of the Commission 
and the Prime Minister of Singapore 6/2.2.55 
Skimmed Milk Powder 
- Compulsory purchase of skimmed milk powder 
(C 101/78) 2/2.3.50 
- Reduction of special aid granted for skimmed 
milk powder regulation C 1 0/2.1 .92 
Small- and Medium-Sized Firms 
- Research and Development in small- and 
medium-sized businesses 12/2.1 .155 
- Special assistance for small and medium-sized 
industrial enterprises in Portugal opinion S 
11/2.3.60 
Social Fund Committee 
- Examination of applications for ESF assistance 
submitted by the Member States 3/2.1 .49 
7/2.1.43 
- Meeting of the Social Fund Committee 4/2.1.35 
6/2.1.47 
Social Policy 
- Economic and social situation communication C 
3/2.1.39 
- Employment and social policy before the Paris 
European Council 3/1 .1.5 
- Employment and social policy communication C 
3/2.1.39 
- European social budget opinion S 1 0/2.3.93 
- Harmonization of Member States' social policies 
resolution P 10/2.3.21 
- Informal meeting of the Ministers for Social 
Affairs 3/2.3.1 
- Interim programme of actions to combat poverty 
11/2.1.49 
-Introduction to the "Report on Social 
Developments 1979" 3/1.2.1 
- Meeting of the Senior Employment Officials 
6/2.1.41 
Soci 
Social Policy (Continued) 
- Report on the development of the social 
situation in the Community in 1979 3/2.1.37 
opinion S 6/2.3.43 
- Social aspects of the steel policy 11/2.1.44 
- Social aspects of restructuring the iron and steel 
industry 5/2.3.83 resolution P 11/2.3.15 
Social Security 
- Calculation of invalidity pension of a United 
Kingdom worker resident in Federal Germany 
(C 793/79) 11/2.3.31 
- Conference of Ministers for Social Security 
3/2.1.50 
- Cooperation with the Maghreb countries and 
Portugal in the field of social security 
communication C 5/2.1.64 
- Cooperation with the Maghreb countries in the 
field of social security communication C 5/2.2.62 
- Cooperation with Portugal in the field of social 
security communication C 5/2.2.5 
- Family allowances for migrant workers (C 
733/79) 10/2.3.61 
- Family allowances for employed workers moving 
within the Community (C 9/79) 7/2.3.60 
- Invalidity benefit of a national of another 
Member State in the Netherlands (C 180/78) 
6/2.3.33 
- Invalidity pension of a migrant worker (C 94/78) 
3/2.3.55 
- Meeting of Senior Social Security Officials 
12/2.1.65 
- Old-age pension of an employed worker moving 
within the Community (C 810/79) 12/2.3.20 
- Programme of pilot projects to combat poverty 
12/2.1.66 
- Social security for employed workers moving 
outside the Community (C 8/79) 1/2.3.37 
- Social security for employed workers moving 
within the Community (C 176/78) 4/2.3.62 
(Joined C 173 and 174/78) 5/2.3.63 (C 182/78) 
5/2.3.64 (C 207178) 5/2.3.66 (C 236/78) 5/2.3.67 
7/2.1.44 (C 11/79) 7/2.3.25 (C 121/79) 7/2.3.31 
(C 237/78) 7/2.3.53 opinion S 9/2.3.54 
opinion P 11/2.3.17 (C 807/79) 11/2.3.42 
- Social security for migrant self-employed 
workers and insured persons not pursuing an 
occupation 5/2.1.62 
- Social security for migrant workers and their 
families (C 9/79) 1/2.3.38 (C 50/79) 4/2.3.36 (C 
69179) 4/2.3.53 (C 143/79) 9/2.3.33 
- Social security for migrant workers (C 144/78) 
2/2.3.60 4/2.1.36 opinion P 5/2.1.63 
amendment to regulations C 7/2.1.45 (C 
268/78) 7/2.3.58 11/2.1.47 
- Social security for workers moving within non-
member countries (C 8/79) 6/2.3.39 (C 150/79) 
9/2.3.40 
- Social security for persons hospitalized in 
another Member State (C 818/79) 12/2.3.28 
- Social security in the Community 1/2.3.20 
- Unemployment benefit for a frontier worker (C 
67/79) 4/2.3.51 
Social Situation 
- Informal session of the Ministers for 
Employment 9/2.1.33 
Solar Energy 
- Financial support for the exploitation of solar 
energy opinion S 1/2.3.57 
- Financial support for projects to exploit solar 
energy resolution P 1/2.3.14 
- International conference on photovoltaic solar 
energy 4/2.1.17 
- International conference on solar energy as an 
aid to development 3/2.1.129 
- Solar energy research programme (ACPM) 
12/2.1.163 
South Africa 
- Code of conduct for companies having 
subsidiaries in South Africa resolution P 
4/2.3.27 
Space Research 
- Community participation in space research 
resolution P 4/2.3.22 
Spain 
- Accession negotiations with Spain 
communication C 7/2.2.3 
- Anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure concerning 
imports of certain steels originating in Spain 
decision C 4/2.2.13 
- Anti-dumping duties on certain iron or steel 
sheets or plates originating in Spain 2/2.2.19 
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- Anti-dumping duty on certain sections originating 
in Spain decision C 5/2.2.20 
- Anti-dumping duty on certain sheets or plates 
originating in Spain recommendation C 5/2.2.22 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning certain 
acrylic fibres originating in Japan, Spain and 
Greece decision C 6/2.2.15 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning certain 
metals originating in Spain decision C 3/2.2.13 
- Arrangements with Greece, Spain and Portugal 
concerning trade in textile products 2/2.2.22 
- Arrangements with Spain over steel imports 
9/2.2.10 
- Arrangement with Sweden and Spain concerning 
trade in textile products 5/2.2.19 
- Community surveillance of imports of textile 
products originating in Greece, Spain and 
Portugal regulations C 2/2.2.23 
- Examination of Community secondary legislation 
within the framework of Spain's accession 
5/2.2.7 
- Extension of arrangements on trade in steel 
products with Spain 4/2.2.12 
- Lifting of provisional anti-dumping duties 
concerning iron and steel products originating in 
Spain recommendation C 4/2.2.15 
- Meeting of the EEC-Spain Joint Committee 
1/2.2.5 6/2.2.8 
- Negotiating sessions for Spanish accession 
6/2.2.7 9/2.2.5 10/2.2.4 12/2.2.7 
- Negotiations for Spain's accession 2/1.2.1 
- Political kipnapping in Spain resolution P 
11/2.2.63 11/2.3.17 
- Provisional anti-dumping duties on certain iron 
or steel sections originating in Spain 212.2.19 
- Study on the Community's relations with Spain 
opinion S 5/2.3.78 
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Spain (Continued) 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain iron and steel products 
originating in Spain decision C 7/2.2.14 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedure 
concerning certain hematite pig iron originating 
in Spain 5/2.2.20 
- Visit to Spain by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 6/2.2.9 
- Visit to Spain by a Member of the Commission 
responsible for the Internal market and Industrial 
Affairs 7/2.2.5 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Prime 
Minister 12/2.2.5 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
responsible for relations with the EEC 4/2.2.3 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
responsible for relations with the Communtty 
7/2.2.4 
Spain-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the EEC-Spain Joint Committee 
1/2.2.5 6/2.2.8 
Sri Lanka 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee in connection 
with the EEC-Sri Lanka Agreement 11/2.2.50 
- Visit to the Commission by the Sri L<mkan 
Minister of Finance and Planning 3/2.2.70 
Stabex 
- 1st instalment of Stabex transfer advances for 
1978 decision C 5/2.2.70 
- Application of the Stabex system to the Gilbert 
and Solomon Islands and Tuvalu decision L 
2/2.2.54 5/2.2.71 
- Operation of Stabex during 1977 report C 
6/2.2.51 
- Stabex transfer advances to the Sudan 512.2.69 
- Stabex transfer advance to Liberia decision C 
11/2.2.47 
- Stabex transfer advance to Gabon and Mali 
decision C 5/2.2.68 
- Stabex transfer advance to Cape-Verde 
decision C 3/2.2.65 
- Stabex transfer advance to ACP States 
decistan C 12/2.2.64 
- Stabex transfer advance to Guinea-Bissau 
7/2.2.54 
- Stabex transfer advance to the Dominican 
Republic 10/2.2.75 
- Stabex transfer advance to Uganda 10/2.2.74 
-Use of the 1979 instalment of Stabex 7/2.2.53 
Stade Aid to Agriculture 
-Aid for agriculture in Belgium 5/2.1.107 
- Aid in the wine sector in France (C 60/79) 
4/2.3.45 
- Aids to Denmark for the agricultural sector 
1/2.1.69 
- Aids to the agricultural sector in Lombardy and 
Sicily 5/2.1.106 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Venezia and 
Sicily 5/2.1.107 
- A1d to the agricultural sector in Italy decision C 
3/2.1.88 7/2.1.7410/2.1.103 (C 151/79) 
10/2.3.51 11/2.1.83 
Stat 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Ireland 6/2.1.86 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in France 
decision C 3/2.1.88 7/2.1.7410/2.1.103 
11/2.1.83 
-Aid to the agricultural sector in Belgium 7/2.1.74 
10/2.1.103 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Federal 
Germany decision C 3/2.1.88 6/2.1.86 7/2.1. 74 
9/2.1.55 10/2.1.103 11/2.1.83 (C 36/79) 
11/2.1.50 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in the United 
Kingdom deciston C 3/2. 1.88 5/2.1 .1 07 6/2.1 .86 
7/2.1.74 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Luxembourg 
5/2.1.107 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in Denmark 
10/2.1.23 
- Aid to the wine sector in Italy (C 59/79) 
4/2.3.44 
- Observation to France concerning aid in the 
wine sector (C 59/79) 9/2.3.46 (C 60/79) 
9/2.3.47 
- Observation to Federal Germany concerning aid 
to the agricultural sector decision C 1/2.1.69 
- Observation to the United Kingdom concerning 
aids to the agricultural sector dectsion C 
3/2.1.89 
- State aid to agriculture granted by France, Italy 
and the United Kingdom 2/2.1.64 
-Termination of the procedure againslltaly 
concerning aids to the agricultural sector 
decision C 1 0/2.1 .1 02 
- Unauthorized aid in the dairy sector 111 the 
United Kingdom 1/2.1.69 
Standing Committee on Employment 
- Guidelines for the labour marKet policy 4/2.1.31 
- Meeting of Senior Employmt•n: Officials 
10/2.1.47 
- Work of the Standing Comm1ttee on 
Employment 5/2.1.50 10/2.1.44 10/2.1.45 
10/2.1.46 
State Aid 
- Aid for certain regions in Denmark 1 0/2.1.30 
- Aid for industrial reconversion in Belgium 
decision C 9/2.1.28 
- Aid for reorganizing the clock and watch 
industry in France 1/2.1 .37 
- Aid for small- and medium-sized undertakings in 
Federal Germany decision C 3/2.1.31 3/2.1.32 
- Aid for small- and medium-sized undertakings in 
the Netherlands 4/2.1.29 11/2.1.37 
-Aid for the energy sector in Denmark 7/2.1.35 
- Aid for the film industry in Federal Germany 
7/2.1.37 
- Aid for the protection of the environment in the 
Netherlands 6/2.1.35 
- Aids to improve the quality of industrial products 
in the Netherlands decision C 2/2.1.26 
- Aids to the shipbuilding industry in the 
Netherlands decision C 2/2.1.26 
- Aid to finding new markets in Northern Ireland 
9/2.1.29 
- A1d to producers of lavender water in France 
decision C 4/2.1 .27 
- Aid to promote employment in Belgium 
10/2.1.28 
Stat 
State Aid (Continued) 
-Aid to promote employment in Ireland 7/2.1.32 
- Aid to promote employment in Federal Germany 
decision C 4/2.1.25 7/2.1.31 
-Aid to promote technology, research and the 
film industry in Federal Germany 10/2.1.29 
- Aid to promote the rational use of energy in the 
Netherlands 6/2.1.35 
-Aid to the fisheries sector in Denmark 6/2.1.97 
- Aid to the oil industry in Federal Germany 
1/2.1.36 
-Aid to the service industries in France 10/2.1.31 
-Aid to the shipbuilding industry in France 
11/2.1.34 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in Italy 11 /2.1 .35 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in France 
5/2.1.41 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in the 
Netherlands 5/2.1.40 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in the United 
Kingdom 10/2.1.32 
- Establishment of a Special Industrial Adaptation 
Fund in France decision C 4/2.1.26 
- Extension of restrictive measures concerning aid 
to the man-made fibres industry 6/2.1 .36 
- Extension of State aid to maintain fisheries 
production capacity in the Netherlands 
10/2.1.114 
- Infringement proceedings against France 
concerning the special scheme to provide 
investment finance to French exporters 
decision C 2/2.1 .27 
- Observations to the Netherlands concerning aid 
to cigarette manufacturing decision C 7/2.1.33 
- Observations to the Netherlands concerning 
export aids decision C 1 0/2.1 .134 
- Observations to the United Kingdom on aids for 
the offshore supplies industry decision C 
5/2.1.42 
-Observations to France concerning aids to the 
textiles sector decision C 12/2.1.50 
- Observations to France concerning regional 
development aid schemes decision C 12/2.1.48 
- Observations to France concerning export aids 
dectsion C 5/2.1.43 
- Observations to Belgium concerning aid in the 
energy sector decision C 7/2.1.34 
- Observations to Italy concerning relief on 
employers' contributions to sickness insurance 
schemes decision C 12/2.1.4 7 
- Observations to Ireland concerning aid to 
national bakeries decision C 4/2.1.28 
- Observations to Federal Germany concerning 
regional aid schemes decision C 1 /2.1 .35 
- Raising of thresholds for aid under general 
schemes decision C 9/2.1.27 
- Regional aid in Italy 9/2.1.32 
- Regional aid in the United Kingdom 9/2.1.30 
- State aid for the environment in Federal 
Germany 12/2.1.51 
- State aids to the iron and steel industry 
12/2.1.49 
-Termination of the procedure opened against 
France concerning aid to the watch and clock 
industry 7/2.1.36 
-Termination of the procedure opened against 
Ireland concerning aid to national bakeries 
10/2.1.33 
-Termination of the infringement procedure 
concerning aid to the textile sector in Belgium 
decision C 3/2.1.30 
-Termination of the infringement proceedingS" 
against Belgium for aid to the footwear industry 
decision C 2/2.1.28 
State Aid to the Fisheries 
- Aid to the fisheries sector in Italy 6/2.1.97 
- Aid to the fisheries sector in Federal Germany 
7/2.1.86 
- Aid to the fisheries sector in Denmark 
decision C 4/2.1.83 
State Monopoly of a Commercial 
Character 
-French monopoly over certain brandies (C 
86/78) 3/2.3.51 
- French monopoly on alcohols 3/2.1.33 
- Reorganization of the French oil monopoly 
6/2.1.37 
- State monopoly over alcohol in Federal 
Germany (C 91/78) 3/2.3.53 
- State monopoly over alcohol in France (C 
119/78) 3/2.3.58 
- Suspension of the infringement proceedings 
concerning the French monopoly on 
manufactured tobacco decision C 1/2.1.39 
State-trading Countries 
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- Abolition of quantitative restrictions on the import 
into Italy of petroleum products originating in 
Romania dectsion C 9/2.2.7 
- Activities of certain non-member countries in the 
field of maritime shipping resolution P 5/2.3.20 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning tyres 
originating in certain State-trading countries 
decision C 4/2.2.9 
- Anti-dumping procedure concerning electric 
motors originating in certain State-trading 
countries decision C 4/2.2.9 
- Arrangements authorising the import into Italy of 
electric filament lamps originating in certain 
State-trading countries 1/2.2.10 regulation L 
2/2.2.14 regulation C 12/2.2.17 
- Changes in common arrangements applicable to 
imports from State-trading countries regulation L 
5/2.2.12 
- Import arrangements with regard to the State-
trading countries 7/2.2.9 
- Import arrangements with regard to State-trading 
countries regulation L 5/1 .4.6 
- Import quota arrangements for iron and steel 
products originating in State-trading countries 
12/2.2.23 
- Measures to ease import restrictions in regard 
to State-trading countries decisions C 1 /2.2.8 
2/2.2.11 decision C 4/2.2. 7 5/2.2.13 6/2.2.13 
7/2.2.10 9/2.2.6 11/2.2.5 12/2.2.13 
- Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA 1/2.3.23 11/2.2.55 
- Sales of butter to the USSR 9/2.3.11 
-Termination of the anti-dumping/anti-subsidy 
procedure concerning imports of sodium 
carbonate originating in certain State-trading 
countries deciston C 11/2.2.6 
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State-trading Countries (Continued) 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
~ncerning certain chemical products originating 
1n Poland, the GDR and Romania 7/2.2.12 
- Unilateral import arrangements in respect of the 
State-trading countries 1/2.2.7 3/2.2.9 decision L 
12/2.2.12 
STC 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
1/2.1.93 
- Work of the STC with relation to the accident at 
the Three Mile Island reactor 7/2.1 .1 05 
Steel Arrangement 
- Arrangements with non-member countries 
concerning imports of iron and steel products 
6/2.2.18 
- Arrangements with non-member countries 
concerning imports of steel decision C 1/2.2.12 
2/2.2.16 7/2.2.1311/2.2.9 12/2.2.21 
- Arrangements with Spain on steel imports 
9/2.2.10 
- Extension of arrangements with Spain 
concerning trade in iron and steel products 
4/2.2.12 
- Negotiation of a steel arrangement with Brazil 
3/2.2.11 
- Particular measures applying to producers of 
iron and steel products under arrangements 
with non-member countries decision C 2/2.2.17 
Stock Exchange 
- Coordination of conditions of admission to the 
stock exchange directive L 3/2.1 .35 
- Information to be published on a regular basis 
by companies whose shares are admitted to 
official stock exchange listing 1 /2.1.40 opinion S 
10/2.3.88 
Storage of Radioactive Waste 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste (ACPM) opinion S 
5/2.3.71 
- Seminar on the radiological consequences of 
radioactive waste 5/2.1 .14 7 
Structure of the Fisheries 
- Aid to the fisheries sector in Denmark 
decision C 4/2.1 .83 
- Community financial contribution to inspection 
and surveillance operations in the waters of 
Ireland and Denmark 5/2.1.114 
- Construction of fishing vessels and vessels for 
aquaculture decision C 3/2.1.99 
- Coordination of the activities of fisheries' support 
vessels resolution P 5/2.1.115 
- Extension of State aid to maintain fisheries 
production capacity in the Netherlands 
10/2.1.114 
- Extension of the partial suspension of CCT 
duties applied to certain fish 12/2.1 .125 
- Fixing of common prices for fishery products 
12/2.1.124 
- Grant of EAGGF Guidance Section aid to the 
fisheries sector decisiOns C 6/2.1.96 
Sulp 
- Investment projects to improve the conditions 
under which fisheries products are processed 
and marketed decision C 12/2.1.126 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain types 
of fish regulation L 5/2.1 .113 
Sugar 
- See : Sugar Sector 
Sugar Sector 
- Agreements on the guaranteed price of sugar 
originating in the ACP States 1 0/2.2. 76 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
sugar sector decision L 12/2.1 . 76 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
isoglucose sector decision L 6/2.1 . 76 
- Allocation of basic quotas in the sugar sector 
(Joined C 103 to 109/78) 1/2.3.47 
-Alteration of basic quotas for sugar (C 230/78) 
9/2.3.41 
- Amount of the production levy on sugar 
regulation C 12/2.1.1 04 
- Charge on the import of sugar in Italy (C 
222/78) 3/2.3.70 (C 73/79) 5/2.3.41 
-Condition for the export of refined sugar (C 
12/79) 1/2.3.41 
- Condition for the export of refined sugar (C 
12179) 1/2.3.41 
-Export licence for sugar (C 133/79) 7/2.3.40 
-Export licence for sugar (C 133/79) 7/2.3.40 
-Export refund for refined sugar (C 184/78) 
1/2.3.52 
- Export refund for sugar (C 162/78) 11/2.3.43 
- Fixing of guaranteed prices of sugar originating 
in the ACP States 6/2.2.52 
- Fixing of guaranteed prices applicable to 
preferential imports of cane sugar 1 0/2.1 .85 
- Levy on imports of orange syrup into Germany 
(C 135/79) 7/2.3.42 
- Meeting of the panel on sugar set up under 
GATT 1/2.2.38 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for certain 
cakes and pastries (C 151/77 and 11/78) (C 
95/78) (C 157178) 4/2.3.56 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the sugar 
sector (C 12/79) 12/2.3.45 
- Production levy system for isoglucose (Joined C 
116 and 124/77) (C 143/77) 12/2.3.43 
-Production refund for isoglucose (C 138/79) 
7/2.3.45 (C 139/79) amendment to regulation L 
9/2.3.29 opimon P 12/2.3.11 
- Production refund for starch intended for the 
production of isoglucose (C 153/77) 3/2.3.50 
- Quota system for isoglucose 3/2.1 . 79 
- Rules applicable to the purchase of sugar beet 
(C 151/78) 1/2.3.51 
- Rules for the application of production quotas 
on isoglucose 7/2.1.67 
-Storage costs for sugar in Italy (C 72/79) 
5/2.3.40 
Sulphur Dioxide 
- Measurement of air pollution caused by sulphur 
dioxide and suspended particulates 2/2.1.48 
4/2.1.48 6/2.1.64 
Swed 
Sulphur Dioxide (Continued) 
- Measurements of air pollution caused by sulphur 
dioxide and suspended particulates directive L 
12/2.1.79 
Sweden 
- Antidumping procedure concerning fibre building 
board originating in Sweden, Norway, Finland 
and Spain decision C 5/2.2.16 
- Arrangement with Sweden and Spain concerning 
trade in textile products 5/2.2.19 
- Discussions in the context of the cooperation 
agreement with Sweden in the environmental 
field 10/2.1.73 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Sweden Contact Group 
5/2.2.48 
Switzerland 
- EEC-Switzerland arrangement on processing 
traffic in the textile sector 5/2.2.47 
Switzerland-EEC Agreement 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee set up under 
the EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch 
Agreement 1 0/2.2.58 
- Official visit to Switzerland by the Vice-President 
of the Commission 11/2.2.35 
- Visit to the Commission by the State Secretary 
at the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign 
Affairs 9/2.2.35 
Syria 
- EIB loan in Syria for a road link 5/2.3.96 
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Taiwan 
- Import into the Community of textile products 
originating in Taiwan 10/2.2.18 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of sporting 
goods originating in Taiwan ddecision L 
2/2.2.14 
Tariff Classification 
- Importation of certain goods under favourable 
Tariff arrangements regulation C 12/2.1.21 
-Tariff classification of meat from bovine animals 
regulation C 5/2.1.30 
-Tariff classification of lengths of cotton fabric 
regulation L 10/2.1.21 
-Tariff classification of fresh grapes regulation C 
12/2.1.21 
-Tariff classification of nickel powder regulation C 
5/2.1.30 
-Tariff classification of mayonnaise (C 13/79) 
1/2.3.42 9/2.3.44 
-Tariff classification of fruit preserved in alcohol 
(C 112/79; C 113/79) 7/2.3.26 
- Tariff classification of yarn for fishing lines 
regulation C 3/2.1 .20 
-Tariff classification of synthetic textile fibres (C 
816/79) 12/2.3.26 
-Tariff classification of horses intended for 
slaughter regulation C 3/2.1 .20 
-Tariff classification of foootwear (C 54/79) 
4/2.3.40 
-Tariff classification of mushrooms other than 
cultivated mushrooms (C 824/79) 12/2.3.34 
-Tariff classification of mushrooms (C 825/79) 
12/2.3.35 
-Tariff classification of certain types of tobacco 
regulation C 12/2.1.21 
- Tariff classification of pieces of meat from 
bovine animals (C 803/79) 11/2.3.38 
-Tariff classification of certain aircraft and ships 
regulation C 12/2.1.21 
- Tariff classification of cherries preserved in 
alcohol (C 87/79) 5/2.3.52 
-Tariff classification of filter masks (C 798/79) 
11/2.3.36 
- Tariff classification of refrigeration equipment 
installed in lorries (C 11/79) 10/2.3.77 
-Tariff classification of refrigeration equipment 
intended for installation in lorries (C 11/79) 
1/2.3.40 
- Uniform application of the Common Customs 
Tariff nomenclature amendment C 9/2.1.24 
Tariff Suspension 
- Suspension of CCT duties on certain types of 
electronic memory regulation L 12/2.1 .23 
- Suspension of CCT duties for certain products 
related to aircraft amendment to regulation L 
11/2.1.23 
- Suspension of CCT duties for certain industrial 
products decision L 11/2.1 .25 
T 
- Suspension of CCT duties for certain products 
intended for the construction of aeroplanes 
regulation L 12/2. 1.23 
- Suspension of CCT duties for certain agricultural 
products decision L 11/2.1.24 
- Suspension of CCT duties for certain fish 
intended for processing decisiOn L 12/2.1.22 
- Suspension of customs duties for new potatoes 
originating in Cyprus regulation L 4/2.1.23 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
industrial products amendment to regulation L 
5/2.1.31 regulation L 6/2.1.24 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
chemical products 3/2.1.21 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
agricultural products originating in Malta 
regulation L 12/2.1.24 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
agricultural products regulation L 612.1.24 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain kinds 
of fish intended for processing regulation L 
5/2.1.31 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain aircraft 
decision L 5/2.1.32 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain kinds 
of fish regulation L 5/2.1.113 
Tax-Free Arrangement 
- Derogation to Denmark concerning tax-free 
allowances for travellers report C 1/2.1 .43 
- Tax-free allowances applicable in international 
travel 11/2.1.38 
Tea 
- Meeting of the Intergovernmental Group of 
Experts on tea 12/2.2.36 
-Preparatory meeting on Tea within the 
framework of UNCTAD 12/2.2.37 
Technical Barrier 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning the classification, packaging and 
labelling of dangerous substances directive C 
1/2.1.15 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning motor vehicles directive L 412.1.6 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning the exterior fittings of motor vehicles 
directiVe L 412.1 .6 
- Adaptation to technical progress of the Directive 
concerning the braking systems of certain motor 
vehicles directive L 412.1.6 
- Approval of agricultural tractors opinion S 
5/2.3.79 
- Approval of wheeled agricultural or forestry 
tractors opinion P 1/2.1.17 
- Approximation of laws relating to aerosol 
dispensers (C 163/78) 2/2.3.61 
- Cocoa and chocolate products intended for 
human consumption opimon S 7/2.3.71 
Tech 
Technical Barrier (Continued) 
- Community methods of analysis for the 
inspection of certain foodstuffs directives C 
11/2.1.9 
- Edible caseins and caseinates 1/2.1.18 
opinion P 5/2.1.17 opinion S 6/2.3.47 
- Effects of heat treatments and distribution on 
the quality and nutritional value of foodstuffs 
opinion P 5/2.1.17 opinion S 6/2.3.47 10/2.1.13 
10/2.1.81 
- Electrical equipment for use in potentially 
explosive atmospheres directive L 212. 1. 1 0 
- General rules relating to the granting of export 
refunds on certain agricultural products 9/2.1 .14 
- Implementation in Italy of the legislation 
concerning weighing machines (C 93/79) 
6/2.3.16 (C 93/79) 12/2.3.51 
- Implementation in Italy of the legislation 
concerning detergents (C 91/79) 6/2.3.16 
- Implementation in Italy of the legislation 
concerning the sulphur content of certain liquid 
fuels (C 92179) 6/2.3.16 
- Implementation of the Regulation on electrical 
equipment (C 815/79) 1212.3.25 
- Implementation of the regulation concerning 
agricultural tractors and motor vehicles in 
Belgium (C 102/79) 6/2.3.25 
- Introduction and implementation of technical 
regulations and standards 1 0/2.1 .1 0 
- Limitation of noise emitted by compressors 
resolution P 1/2.1 .17 
- Making up by volume of certain prepackaged 
liquids amendment to directive L 11/2.1.6 
- Materials and articles containing vinyl chloride 
monomer report C 1/2.1.16 
- Meeting of the Scientific Committee for 
Foodstuffs 5/2.1.16 
- Methods for the quantitative analysis of binary 
textile fibre mixtures 10/2.1.80 
- Plastic materials intended to come into contact 
with foodstuffs opinion P 5/2.1.17 opm10n S 
5/2.3.73 
- Priority in relation to technical barriers to trade 
resolution P 4/2.3.19 
- Removal of technical barriers to trade opinion S 
11/2.3.52 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to emulsifiers, 
stabilizers, thickeners and gelling agents 4/2.1.9 
opinion P 12/2.3.11 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to units of 
measurement directive L 12/2. 1. 7 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors directives L 
5/2.1.12 directive L 6/2.1.13 
amendment to directive L 7/2.1.6 directtve C 
11/2.1.7 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to 
lawnmowers opinion S 7/2.3.67 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to dangerous 
substances (C 148/78) 4/2.3.61 directive L 
7/2.1.8 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to rear-view 
mirrors for two-and three-wheel motor vehicles 
1212.1.8 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to construction 
products opinion P 5/2.3.22 9/2.1.12 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to cocoa and 
chocolate products decision C 4/2.1.8 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to colouring 
agents 9/2.1.15 opinion P 1212.3.11 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to measuring 
instruments opinion S 7/2.3.68 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to noise 
emission of construction plant 1 0/2.1 . 77 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to foodstuffs 
for human consumption 212.1.12 opinion P 
5/2.1.17 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to hot-water 
meters directive L 9/2.1.11 
- Technical barrier to trade relating to mechanical 
handling appliances 5/2.1.13 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to simple 
pressure vessels opinion S 1212.3.55 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to additives 
for use in foodstuffs (C 88/79) 6/2.3.13 7/2.1.12 
opinion S 7/2.3.65 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the 
classification, packaging and labelling of 
dangerous preparations directive L 6/2.1.14 
amendment to directive L 6/2.1 .63 directive L 
9/2.1.13 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to certain 
processed agricultural products directive L 
7/2.1.10 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to emulsifiers 
used in foodstuffs opinion P 1212.1.1 0 
-Trade arrangements concerning processed 
agricultural products 7/2.1.11 
- Units of measurement 1/2.1.14 2/2.1.11 
opinion S 10/2.3.87 
- Use and marketing of certain dangerous 
substances 3/2.1.10 
Technical Cooperation 
- United Nations Conference on an International 
Code of Conduct for Transfer of Technology 
3/2.2.29 
Technological Research 
-Technological research in the field of clay 




- Uniform implementation of the temporary 
arrangements for goods imported into 
Community customs territory decision C 2/2.1 .23 
Textile Agreement 
- Agreement with Bulgaria on trade in textile 
products 4/2.2.17 
- Application in Federal Germany of agreements 
concluded under the MFA regulation C 7/2.2.15 
- Arrangements for trade in textile products with 
Portugal, Greece and Spain 1/2.2.20 
- Arrangements for trade in textile products with 
Morocco 1/2.2.21 
- Arrangements with Greece, Spain and Portugal 
on trade in textile products 3/2.2.16 
- Bilateral textile agreement with Poland 1/2.2.18 
- Common rules applicable to imports of textile 
products originating in non-member countries 
regulation L 6/2.2.22 
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Textile Agreement (Continued) 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
textile products originating in Malta regulation C 
5/2.2.24 
- Conclusion of agreements on trade in textile 
products with Indonesia, Singapore, Guatemala 
and Peru regulations L 12/2.2.24 
- Consultations under the textile arrangement with 
Tunisia 1/2.2.12 
- Consultations with Thailand, Romania and 
Pakistan on a textile agreement 9/2.2.13 
- Distribution among Member States of 
quantitative limits on imports of textile products 
for 1980 regulation C 12/2.2.26 
- Exploratory talks with Bulgaria on a textile 
products agreement 3/2.2.15 
- Formal signing of textile agreements decision L 
5/2.2.25 
- Imports of certain textile products originating in 
China 11/2.2.10 regulation L 12/2.2.28 
- Indian exports of jute yarn to the Benelux 
countries 1/2.2.22 
- Limitation of Argentine exports of wool tops 
5/2.2.23 
- National shares in respect of certain quantitative 
limits on imports of textile products originating in 
non-member countries regulation L 9/2.2.12 
- Negotiations with China for a textile agreement 
1/2.2.19 3/2.2.14 4/2.2.16 7/2.2.16 
- Provisions of administrative cooperation over 
textile products with Greece, Portugal, Malta 
and Spain 12/2.2.27 
- Quantitative limits on imports of textile products 
originating in Korea, Macao and Hong Kong 
regulations C 12/2.2.25 
- State of application of the bilateral agreements 
on the trade in textile products 1 0/2.2.14 
- Trend of textile imports into the Community 
10/2.2.15 
-Work of the Textiles Committee 1/2.2.16 
Textile Arrangement 
- Agreement with Sweden and Spain on trade in 
textile products 5/2.2.19 
- Arrangement with Portugal on textile products 
3/2.2.16 
- Conclusion of textiles agreements signed with 
non-member countries regulations L 10/2.2.13 
- Consultations with Uruguay and Brazil on 
textiles arrangements 5/2.2.23 
- Formal signature of textiles agreements with 
non-member countries 7/2.2.17 
- Textiles arrangement concerning exports of 
clothing from Cyprus to the United Kingdom 
10/2.2.16 
Textile Product 
-Administering commercial policy in textiles 
11/2.1.19 
- Arrangements in the textile sector with non-
member countries 2/2.3.19 
- Arrangements with Greece, Spain and Portugal 
on trade in textile products 2/2.2.22 
- Common arrangements applicable to imports of 
certain textile products originating in non-
member countries regulation L 612.2.22 
- Common arrangements applicable to imports of 
certain textile products regulations C 10/2.2.17 
Toba 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
textile products originating in Greece, Spain and 
Portugal regulatiOns C 2/2.2.23 
- Community surveillance of imports of certain 
textile products originating in Greece, Portugal, 
Malta, Spain, Turkey and Egypt 12/2.2.27 
- Conclusion of textiles agreements signed with 
non-member countries regulations L 1 0/2.2.13 
- Consultations with Thailand, Romania and 
Pakistan with a view to a textile agreement 
9/2.2.13 
- Extension for the 2nd half of 1979 of the GSP 
scheme for textile products 5/2.2.27 regulation L 
6/2.2.24 
- Formal signature of textile agreements with 
certain non-member countries 7/2.2.17 
- Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Taiwan decision C 1/2.2.17 
- Imports of certain woven fabrics of cotton 
originating in India and Colombia regulation C 
10/2.2.19 
- Methods for the quantitative analysis of binary 
textile fibre mixtures 10/2.1.80 
- National shares in respect of certain quantitative 
limits on imports of textile products originating in 
non-member countries regulation L 9/2.2.12 
- Negotiations with China over a textile agreement 
2/2.2.21 
- Negotiations with Bulgaria on trade in textile 
products 2/2.2.21 
- Quantitative restriction on the import of certain 
textile products 11/2.2.11 
- Quotas on imports into the Benelux countries of 
certain textile products originating in Albania 
and Hungary decision L 412.2.8 
-See also: Textile Agreement 
- Sympos1um on production, working and 
marketing conditions in the knitwear industry 
11/2.1.20 
-Textiles arrangement concerning exports of 
clothing from Cyprus to the United Kingdom 
10/2.2.16 
The Handicapped 
- Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons 3/2.1.56 
report C 10/2.1.61 
-Preparation for the International Year of the 
Handicapped (1981) 7/2.1.53 
Tin 
- Community participation at the session of the 
International Tin Council 7/2.2.24 
- Session of the International Tin Council 1/2.2.27 
4/2.2.2411/2.2.18 
Titanium Dioxide 
- Elimination of titanium dioxide residues 1/2.3.8 
- Pollution by titanium dioxide waste (C 78/79 and 
79/79) 5/2.3.46 
Tobacco Sector 
- Agricultural prices and related measures in the 
tobacco sector decision L 6/2.1 . 76 
- Export refund for tobacco regulation C 3/2.1.81 
- Fixing of retail prices of tobacco (C 71/79) 
4/2.3.55 
Toxi 
Tobacco Sector (Continued) 
- F1xing of retail prices of tobacco in the 
Netherlands (C 71/79) 10/2.3.81 
- Sale of stocks of tobacco by invitation to tender 
10/2.1.91 
- Sale of tobacco for export 12/2.1.108 
- Special measures in the raw tobacco sector 
op1n1on S 6/2.3.45 
Toxic Substance 
- Colloquium on quality assurance of toxicological 
data 1212.1.72 
Toxic Waste 
- Discharges of mercury in the aquatic 
environment 6/2.1.59 opinion S 12/2.3.60 
Trade Agreement 
- Extens1on or tacit renewal of trade agreements 
concluded by Member States with non-member 
countnes decision L 212.2.15; dec1s1on L 
4/2 2.11 ; 9/2.2.9 10/2.2.11 
Trade Relation 
- Trade relations between the Commumty and 
Latin America 9/2.2.51 
-Trade relations between the Community and 
New Zealand resolution P 5/2.3.31 
Transport by Inland Waterway 
- Minimum requirements for certain tankers 
entering Community ports 
amendment to dtrective L 12/2.1.138 
Transport Infrastructure 
- Accounting system for expenditure on transport 
Infrastructures 1/2.1. 79 report C 3/2.1.15 
regulation L 6/2.1.15 9/2.1.68 
- Development of transport infrastructures 
memorandum C 11/1.4.1 1212.1.134 
- Improvement of railway finances 4/2.1.89 
- International Convention for Safe Containers 
opm10n S 4/2.3. 76 recommendation C 5/2.1.117 
- Meeting of the Transport Infrastructures 
Comm1ttee 5/2.1.119 
- Obligations inherent in the notion of public 
service in the field of transport op1n1on S 
4/2.3.76 
- Partial or total Integration of railway 
undertakings report C 4/2.1.90 
- Weights and measurements of road transport 
vehicles 4/2.1.87 
- Work of the special group on the influence of 
taxation on the petrol consumption of private 
motor vehicles 4/2.1.86 
Transport of Goods by Inland Waterway 
- Harmonization of social leg1slallon relating to the 
transport of goods by inland waterway 7/2.1.91 
- Measures to improve transport by Inland 
waterway resolution P 5/2.3.19 
-Technical requirements for inland waterway 
vessels 7/2.1 94 op1n10n P 10/2.3.19 
Transport Policy 
- Competition in transport by ra1l, road and inland 
waterway report C 12/2.1.131 
- Implementation of a common transport policy 
resolution P 1/2.3.11 
- Meeting of the Council of the European 
Conference of Ministers of Transport 5/2.2.46 
- Rates and conditions of transport 4/2.1 .85 
- Transport problems before the Council 2/2.1. 75 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
3/2.1.10610/2.1.12212/2.1.139 
Tripartite Conference 
-Improvements to the Tnpartite Conference 
procedure 6/2.1.47 
- Tripartite Conferences and relations with the two 
s1des of industry resolutions P 5/2.3.6 
Tropical Timbers 
- Preparatory meeting on Tropical Timbers under 
UNCTAD and the FAO 10/2.2.22 
Tungsten 




- Consultations under the textile arrangement with 
Tunisia 11/2.2.12 
- EIS loan in Tunisia 5/2.3.95 
Tunisia-EEC Agreement 
- Defimtion of the concept of onginating product 
under the EEC-Tunisia Cooperation Agreement 
regulation L 3/2.1.25 
Turkey 
- Anti-dump1ng procedure concerning imports of 
acrylic fibres originating in Turkey and the 
United Stales dec1sion C 6/2.2.15 
- Community posit1on on the development of the 
Association with Turkey 5/2.2.56 
- Conclusion of the EEC-Turkey Financial Protocol 
dec1sion L 3/2.2.54 
- Development of the Association with Turkey 
4/2.2.41 
- EIS loan in Turkey to promote hydroelectric 
development 7/2.3.83 
- EIS loan in Turkey for forestry development 
12/2.3.84 
- Entry into force of the EEC-Turkey Financial 
Protocol 5/2.2.57 
- Import of untreated olive oil originating in 
Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria and Turkey 11/2.1.76 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association Council 
3/2.2.52 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Comm1ttee 1/2.2.50 212.2.48 11/2.2.40 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary 
Committee resolution P 3/2.3.20 4/2.2.40 
-Reactivation of the EEC-Turkey Association 
communication C 2/1.3.1 3/2.2.53 
-State of EEC-Turkey relations 10/2.2.62 




- Visit to Turkey by the President of the Council 
and the Vice-President of the Commission 
9/2.2.42 
- Work in response to the request to reactivate 
the EEC-Turkey Association 1/2.2.49 
Turkey-EEC Agreement 
- Community position on the development of the 
Association with Turkey 5/2.2.56 
-Conclusion of the EEC-Turkey Financial Protocol 
decisiOn L 3/2.2.54 
- Development of the Association with Turkey 
4/2.2.41 
-Entry into force of the EEC-Turkey Financial 
Protocol 5/2.2.57 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association Council 
3/2.2.52 
- Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee 212.2.48 11/2.2.40 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary 
Committee resolution P 3/2.3.20 4/2.2.40 
-Reactivation of the EEC-Turkey Association 
communication C 2/1 .3.1 3/2.2.53 
-State of EEC-Turkey relations 10/2.2.62 
- Visit to Turkey by the President of the Council 
and the Vice-President of the Commission 
9/2.2.42 
- Work in response to the request to reactivate 
the EEC-Turkey Association 1/2.2.49 
Turkey-EEC Association Agreement 
- Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee 1/2.2.50 
Turnover Tax 
- 6th Directive concerning the harmonization of 
legislation relating to turnover taxes (C 132/79) 
7/2.3.39 
-Application of VAT to works of art opinion P 
3/2.3.18 
- Application of VAT to the hiring of movable 
tangible property opinion S 9/2.3.56 opinion P 
1212.1.57 
- Exclusion of the French overseas departments 
from the scope of the 6th VAT Directive 
12/2.1.56 
- Mutual assistance between Member States' tax 
authorities 10/2.1.39 directives L 12/2.1.55 
Tuvalu 




-Emergency aid for Uganda resolution P 4/2.2.51 
- Stabex transfers to Uganda 10/2.2.74 
UNCTAD 
- Application of the system of certificates of origin 
provided for under the International Coffee 
Agreement regulation L 10/2.2.23 
- Community participation in the Common Fund 
communication C 4/2.2.22 
- Community participation at a meeting of the 
International Tin Council 7/2.2.24 
- Community position in the negotiations under 
the North-South Dialogue 3/2.2.17 
- Conclusion of the 2nd International Cocoa 
Agreement decision L 2/2.2.30 
- International Natural Rubber Agreement 
10/2.2.21 (C 1/78) 10/2.3.68 
- Manila Conference for UNCT AD V 5/1.3.1 
- Meeting of the Ad hoc Intergovernmental Group 
for the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
12/2.2.34 
- Meeting of the International Tin Council 1/2.2.27 
4/2.2.24 11/2.2.18 
- Meeting of the International Coffee Council 
9/2.2.17 
- Meeting of the International Cocoa Council 
9/2.2.16 
- Meeting of the Preparatory Committee of the 
Common Fund 10/2.2.13 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Preparatory Group on 
Tungsten 9/2.2.22 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD International Group of 
Experts on tea 1212.2.36 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Working Groups on 
Coir and Abaca 2/2.2.26 2/2.2.27 9/2.2.20 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Trade and 
Development Board 10/2.2.40 
- Negotiating conference for a code of conduct on 
restrictive business practices under the aegis of 
UNCTAD 11/2.2.30 1212.2.46 
-Negotiations for an UNCTAD Common Fund 
3/2.2.21 3/2.2.40 10/2.2.41 communication C 
11/2.2.16 
- Negotiations for an international agreement on 
the stabilization of natural rubber prices 7/2.2.22 
- Negotiations for a 3rd International Cocoa 
Agreement recommendation C 1/2.2.26 
directives L 2/2.2.29 6/2.2.29 7/2.2.21 11/2.2.17 
- Negotiations for a new International Jute 
Agreement communication C 10/2.2.27 
- Negotiations for an International Natural Rubber 
Agreement 3/2.2.24 4/2.2.23 
-Negotiations on cereals within UNCTAD 2/2.2.28 
-Preparation of UNCTAD V communication C 
1/2.2.23; resolution P 4/2.3.25 
- Preparatory Meeting on oils and oilseeds 
10/2.2.28 
-Preparatory Meeting on Tropical Timbers under 
UNCTAD and the FAO 10/2.2.22 
- Preparatory Meeting on Tea within the 
framework of UNCTAD 1212.2.37 
u 
- Preparatory Meeting on jute products within the 
framework of UNCTAD 4/2.2.26 11/2.2.20 
- Preparatory Meeting on Cotton in the framework 
of UNCTAD 9/2.2.18 
-Preparatory Meeting of UNCTAD on Copper 
3/2.2.25 9/2.2.19 
- Promotion of the consumption of coir products 
under UNCTAD 212.2.25 
- Renewal of the International Olive Oil 
Agreement 3/2.2.22 
- See also: Commodity 
- Session of the Interim Committee for Common 
Fund negotiations 1212.2.45 
- Session of the Interim Committee for Common 
Fund negotiations 9/2.2.15 
- Signing of the International Olive Oil Agreement 
11/2.2.19 
- United Nations conference on a code of conduct 
for technology transfers 3/2.2.29 
-Work of the Intergovernmental Group of Experts 
concerning the preparatory meeting on copper 
7/2.2.23 
- Work of the International Wheat Council 
10/2.2.25 
Unemployment Benefit 
- Unemployment benefit for employed workers 
moving within the Community (C 41/79) 3/2.3.40 
(C 139178) 3/2.3.63 (C 96/79) 11/2.3.34 
UN IDO 
- Community participation in the UNIDO Board 
5/2.2.39 
-Cooperation between UN IDO and the 
Commission in the field of industrial cooperation 
with developing countries 12/2.2.38 
- Meeting of the Industrial Development Board 
11/2.2.31 
- Policy guidelines for UNIDO's 3rd General 
Conference communication C 1 0/2.2.42 
- Session of the United Nations Conference on 
the constitution of UN IDO 4/2.2.34 
Unilateral Import Arrangement 
- Measures to ease import restrictions in regard 
to State-trading countries decisions C 1/2.2.8 
2/2.2.11 decision C 4/2.2. 7 5/2.2.13 6/2.2.13 
7/2.2.10 9/2.2.6 11/2.2.5 12/2.2.13 
- Unilateral import arrangements in regard to 
State-trading countries 1/2.2.7 3/2.2.9 decision L 
12/2.2.12 
United Kingdom 
- Abolition of exchange controls in the United 
Kingdom 10/2.1.6 
- Aid to finding new markets in Northern Ireland 
9/2.1.29 
- Aid to the agricultural sector in the United 
Kingdom dec1s1on C 3/2.1 .88 5/2.1 .17 6/2.1 .86 
7/2.1.74 
81 
United Kingdom (Continued) 
- Aid to the shipbuilding industry in the United 
Kingdom 1 0/2.1 .32 
- EIB intra-Community loan to the United 
Kingdom for infrastructural projects in Scotland 
6/2.3.55 
- EIB loan to Scotland for construction of a 
whisky bottling plant 12/2.3.81 
- EIB loan to Scotland for construction of an oil 
port 1212.3.81 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a pumping 
equipment factory 6/2.3.54 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a 
turbocharger factory 7/2.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a 
telecommunications cable factory 6/2.3.53 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a water 
supply scheme 3/2.3.81 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
modernization of a printing works 4/2.3. 79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for construction 
of power stations 5/2.3.90 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for construction 
of a nuclear power plant 10/2.3.103 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for sewerage 
and sewage disposal 212.3. 77 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for equipping a 
furniture factory 2/2.3. 76 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for electricity 
generation and transmission 212.3.73 212.3.74 
2/2.3.75 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for power 
supply and improvements to the road network 
in Northern Ireland 212.3.78 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for water 
supply 7/2.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for 
improvements to the Northern Ireland road 
network 212.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for improving 
conditions for economic growth in Northern 
Ireland 2/2.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for various 
projects in Wales, Northern Ireland and 
Scotland 12/2.3.80 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for industrial 
investment 1212.3.79 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom 4/2.3.77 
4/2.3.78 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
mineral wool factory 3/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
carton paper processing factory 3/2.3.82 
- EIB loan to Wales for the construction of a 
plastics factory 3/2.3.82 
- Fixing of monetary compensatory amounts for 
the United Kingdom 7/2.1.64 
- Intra-Community loan to the United Krngdom for 
the construction of a hydroelectric power station 
9/2.3.76 
- Observations to the United Kingdom concerning 
aids for the agricultural sector decision C 
3/2.1.89 
- Observations to the United Kingdom concerning 
aids for the offshore supplies industry 
decision C 5/2.1.42 
UNO 
- Reasoned opinron to the United Kingdom on 
unilateral fishery resources conservation 
measures decision C 7/2.1.80 
- Regional aid in the United Kingdom 9/2.1.30 
- Unauthorized aid in the dairy sector in the 
United Kingdom 1/2.1.69 
- United Kingdom safeguard measures applicable 
to imports of coking coal decision C 5/2.2.18 
United Nations Conference on the Law of 
the Sea 
- United Nations Conference on the Law of the 
Sea 3/2.2.38 7/2.2.40 
United Nations General Assembly 
- 34th Annual Session of the United Nations 
General Assembly 9/2.2.27 
- Statement on European political cooperation 
made by the Prsident of the Council to the 
United Nations General Assembly 9/2.2.59 
United States 
- Anti-dumping duty on imports of acrylic fibres 
originating in Turkey and the United States 
decision C 6/2.2.15 
- Anti-dumping duty on kraft liner paper and 
board originating in the United States 3/2.2.1 0 
- Anti-dumping duty on acrylic fibres originating in 
the United States 11/2.2.7 
- Cooperation with the United States over health 
and safety at work 6/2.2.38 
- Negotiations with the United States on industrial 
tariffs under GATT 1/2.2.6 
- Negotiations with the United States on the 
control of toxic substances 7/2.1.58 10/2.1.72 
11/2.1.62 
- Official visit to the United States by the 
President of the Commission 4/2.2.37 
- Relations between the Community and the 
United States 4/2.3.23 
-Termination of anti-dumping procedures 
concernrng certain yarns originating in the 
United States 4/2.2.1 0 
-Termination of the anti-dumping procedure 
concerning vinyl acetate originating in the 
United States 5/2.2.17 
-Twice-yearly high-level consultations between 
the Commission and the United States 
Administration 212.2.45 7/2.2.47 11/2.2.36 
- Visit to the Commission by the United States 
Secretary of State for Trade 9/2.2.36 
- Visit to the United States by a Member of the 
Commission 3/2.2.45 
Unit of Measurement 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to units of 
measurement directive L 1212.1.7 
UNO 
- 34th Annual Session of the United Nations 
General Assembly 9/2.2.27 
- Community emergency aid to the United Natrons 
High Commissioner for Refugees for South-East 
Asian refugees decision C 212.2.33 
- Conclusion of a convention on long-range 
transboundary air pollution 9/2.1 .42 
Uran 
UNO (Continued) 
- Global negotiations on international economic 
cooperation 10/2.2.39 12/2.2.43 
- International conference on the South-East 
Asian refugees 7/2.2.32 
- Meeting of the Governing Council of the United 
Nations Environment Programme 5/2.2.41 
- Meeting of the Preparatory Committee for the 
new International Development Strategy 4/2.2.32 
9/2.2.29 
- Meeting of the United Nations Group on the 
International Year of the Child 7/2.2.45 
- Preparation of the International Development 
Strategy 2/2.2.36 3/2.2.20 
- Session of the United Nations Economic and 
Social Council7/2.2.41 
- Session of the United Nations Committee of the 
Whole 9/2.2.28 
- Visit to the Commiss1on by the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for 
Africa 9/2.2.30 
- Visit to the Commission by the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees 2/2.2.32 
- Work of the Economic Commission for Europe 
under the aegis of the UNO 2/2.2.37 2/2.2.38 
11/2.2.28 12/2.2.44 
-Work of the United Nations Committee of the 
Whole concerning the North-South Dialogue 
3/2.2.39 
- World Conference on Agrarian Reform and 
Rural Development 3/2.2.42 
Uranium 
- Community aid for uranium prospecting 
programmes communication C 2/2.1.90 
- Community supplies of uranium 2/2.3.16 
- Financial assistance to uranium prospecting 
programmes decision C 7/2.1.10 
- Negobation of a uranium delivery agreement 
with Australia 9/2.2.41 10/2.2.61 
- Use of low enrichment uranium 12/2.1.157 
Uruguay 
- Consultations with Uruguay and Brazil with a 
view to concluding textiles arrangements 
5/2.2.23 
US-EEC Consultation 
- Cooperation with the US in the environmental 
field 9/2.1.44 
-Twice-yearly high-level consultations between 
the Commission and the US Administration 
2/2.2.45 7/2.2.47 11/2.2.36 
USSR 
- Provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of 




- 6th D1rective concerning the harmonization of 
legislation relating to turnover taxes (C 132/79) 
7/2.3.39 
-Application of VAT to works of art opmion P 
3/2.3.18 
- Application of VAT to the hiring of movable 
tangible property opmion S 9/2.3.56 opimon P 
12/2.1.57 
-Conditions for refund of VAT opm1on P 1/2.3.13 
- Definition of the concept of entrepreneur (Joined 
C 181 and 229/78) 6/2.3.34 
- Exclusion of the French overseas departments 
from the scope of the 6th VAT Directive 
12/2.1.56 
- Infringement proceedings against 4 Member 
States for failure to apply the 6th VAT Directive 
1/2.1.41 
- Mutual assistance between Member States' tax 
authorities 10/2.1.39 directives L 12/2.1.55 
- Progress of work on the 8th VAT Directive 
10/2.1.38 
-Progress of work on the 10th VAT Directive 
10/2.1.40 opmion P 12/2.3.11 
-Reimbursement of VAT in the Dutch railways (C 
126/78) 6/2.3.29 
-Taxation of works of art, collector's items, 
antiques and used goods 5/2.1.45 
Veterinary Legislation 
- Charges for health inspection on the import of 
meat (C 58/79) 4/2.3.43 
- Community financial aid to Spain for the 
eradication of African swine fever opm10n P 
4/2.1.77 
- Community measures for control of classical 
swine fever opinion P 4/2.1.77 
- Derogatlons granted to Denmark, Ireland and 
the United Kingdom concerning certain diseases 
3/2.1.91 dlfectwe L 6/2.1.87 
- Eradication of enzootic bovine leucos1s 
opimon S 212.3.68 
- Financial contribution to combatt1ng foot-and-
mouth disease in south-eastern Europe 
opmion P 4/2.1. 77 
- Harmonization of veterinary legislation 12/2.1.115 
- Health problems in Intra-Community trade in 
meat products 4/2.1 . 75 
-lntra-Commumty trade 1n meat products 7/2.1.76 
- Intra-Community trade in live ammals dlfective L 
1/2.1.70 
- Process for chilling by Immersion in water 
applied to poultrymeat report C 2/2.1.65 
- Protection of animals dunng International 
transport 1/2.1.71 opimon 54/2.3.75 
- Protection of the Community against exotic 
viruses 1/2.1.71 opmion S 5/2.3.79 
- Protect1ve measures against ep1zootic disease 
dec1s1ons L 5/2.1.108 7/2.1.75 opm10n S 
11/2.3.56 
- Reduction of health controls on trade in p1gmeat 
10/2.1.104 opm1on S 11/2.3.57 
V 
Veterinary Surgeon 
- Right of establishment of a veterinary surgeon 
(C 136/78) 2/2.3.58 
Vinyl Chloride Monomer 
- Permitted content of vinyl chloride monomer in 
materials and articles in contact with foodstuffs 
report C 1/2.1.16 
Visit to the Commission 
- Visit by a Minister of the Central African 
Republic and a State Commissioner from 
Guinea-Bissau 9/2.2.47 
- Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Government's Special Representative 3/2.2.49 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Prime 
Mimster 12/2.2.5 
- Visit to the Commission by the Spanish Minister 
responsible for relations with the EEC 4/2.2.3 
- Visit to the CommiSSIOn by the Sri Lankan 
Minister of Finance and Planning 3/2.2.70 
- Visit to the Commission by the Bangladesh 
Mmister of Finance 7/2.2.57 
- V1sit to the CommiSSIOn by the Turkish Min1ster 
for Foreign Affa1rs 12/2.2.57 
- Visit to the Commission by the Cypriot Minister 
for Foreign Affairs 5/2.2.58 
- Vis1t to the Commission by Greek Ministers 
9/2.2.1 
- Vis1t to the CommiSSion by senior officials from 
Arab countries 7/2.2.50 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
Iran 7/2.2.58 
- Vis1t to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of the Council of Europe 10/2.2.54 
- V1sit to the Commission by the Executive 
Secretary of the Economic Commission for 
Africa 9/2 2.30 
- Vis1t to the Commission by the United States 
Secretary of State for Trade 9/2.2.36 
- V1sit to the Commission by the President of 
Sierra Leone 9/2.2.46 
- Vis1t to the Commission by the President of the 
Commission of the Andean Group 11/2.2.51 
- Visit to the Commission by the President of 
GU1nea-B1ssau 3/2.2.60 
- V1sit to the Commission by the Premier of 
Ontario 9/2.2.40 
- V1s1t to the Commission by the Japanese 
Mimster for Trade and Industry 9/2.2.37 
- V1s1t to the Commission by the Japanese 
Foreign Minister 5/2.2.49 
- Visit to the Commission by the Mmister of State 
for the Japanese Economic Planning Agency 
6/2.2.41 
- Visit to the Commiss1on by the Korean Minister 
for Trade and Industry 5/2.2.76 
- Visit to the Commission by the Swiss State 
Secretary for Fore1gn Affairs 9/2.2.35 
- V1sit to the Comm1ss1on by the member of the 
Yugoslav Government responsible for 
Community Affa1rs 4/2.2.43 
Voca 
VIsit to the Commission (Continued) 
- Visit to the Commission by the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees 2/2.2.32 
- Visit to the Commission by New Zealand 
Ministers 11/2.2.39 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
the Moroccan Industrial Development Board 
12/2.2.61 
- Visit to the Commission by a representative of 
the Andean Group countries 7/2.2.59 
Vocational Training 
-Annual Report of the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 5/2.1.57 
- Appointment to the Management Board of the 
European Centre for the Development of 
Vocational Training decision L 1/2.1.45 
- Results of the work of the European Centre for 
the Development of Vocational Training 
resolution P 5/2.1 .58 
-Training/work experience schemes for young 
people resolution L 11/2.1.42 




- Commission participation in the conference on 
the control of river pollution 4/2.1.50 
- Convention for the Protection of the Rhine 
against Chemical Pollution 3/2.1.62 
- Fight against the pollution of the Rhine 
resolutions P 12/2.1 .85 opinion P 12/2.3.11 
- Implementation of the Convention for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Chemical 
Pollution 6/2. 1 .58 
- Meeting of the International Commission for the 
Protection of the Rhine against Pollution 
12/2.1.83 
- Pilot scheme on the rational use of water 
resources 11/2.1 .65 
- Programme of work concerning the Convention 
for the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution 
2/2.1.45 
- Protection of groundwater against pollution 
directive L 6/2.1 .56 12/2.1 .86 
- Protection of groundwater 3/2.1 .66 
- Quality of shellfish waters directive L 6/2.1.60 
10/2.1.70 
- Quality of surface water intended for human 
consumption opinion S 1/2.3.62 directive L 
10/2.1.70 
- Work of the Council of Environment Ministers 
concerning the pollution of the Rhine 1212.1 .84 
Western Economic Summit 
- Agreement between the Seven on a common 
energy strategy 6/1.2.1 
- Discussion on the energy situation in the 
European Council and at the Tokyo Summit 
6/2.1.107 
- Distribution among Member States of the joint 
target set for 1980 oil imports 12/2.1 .141 
-Follow-up to and implementation of the Tokyo 
Summit and the Paris Conference 10/2.1.125 
- Monitoring of oil import targets set for 1980 and 
198512/2.1.142 
- North-South Dialogue at the Western Economic 
Summit in Tokyo 6/2.2.23 
- Preparation of the Western Economic Summit in 
Tokyo 3/2.1.5 
-Results of the Tokyo Round negotiations 
resolution P 12/2.3.1 0 
Wheat 
- Work of the International Wheat Council 
10/2.2.25 
Wine 
- See : Wine Sector 
Wine Sector 
-Activating prices for table wines 1212.1 .1 06 
- Addition of saccharose in aqueous solutions for 
the enrichment of wine resolution P 5/2.3.10 
- Aid for grape must decision L 1/2.1.65 
- Aid in the wine sector regulation C 712. 1. 70 
w 
- Alteration of MCAs in the wine sector opinion S 
4/2.3. 72 1212.1 .1 00 
- Balance on the wine market opinion S 5/2.3. 76 
- Calculation of MCAs in the wine sector 
amendment to regulation L 5/2.1.93 
- Common organization of the wine market 
regulation L 212.1.56 opinion C 4/2.3. 71 
- Community pricing system in the wine sector 
report C 7/2.1.70 
-Determination of the origin of wines (C 7/79) 
7/2.3.59 
- Distillation of table wines for the production of 
eaux·de-vie regulation C 11 /2.1. 78 
- Extension of the Community regulation 
concerning the wine sector 11/2.1.78 
- Import into France of Spanish grapes put into 
free circulation in Italy (C 179178) 3/2.3.69 
- Long-term private storage contracts 
regulations C 1 0/2.1 .89 
- Marketing standards for wine in Italy (C 788179) 
10/2.3.67 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on the 
importation of wine (C 99178) 1/2.3.46 
- Monetary compensatory amounts on wine 
imported from Morocco (C 74/79) 5/2.3.42 
- New representative rate in the wine sector in 
Italy 4/2.1.63 
- Opening of distillation operations in the wine 
sector regulation L 1 0/2.1 .89 
- Organization of the wine market regulation L 
7/2.1.70 
- Plantation of new vines in Federal Germany (C 
44/79) 3/2.3.43 1212.3.48 
- Private storage contracts for table wine and 
grape must 1212.1.1 07 
- Programme of action for improving the wine 
market situation and reorganizing the wine 
sector 1212.1.105 
- Reference prices for different types of wine 
11/2.1.78 
- Registered designation of origin in the wine 
sector (C 7179) 1/2.3.36 
-Taxation of liqueur wines in France (C 104/79) 
6/2.3.27 
-Taxation of synthetic ethyl alcohol (C 140179) 
9/2.3.30 
- Winegrowing potential of the Community 
report C 1 0/2.1.90 
WIPO 
- Revision of the Paris Convention for the 
Protection of Industrial Property 1212.2.48 
Workers' and Employers' Organlzat4ons 
- Consultations and briefing sessions with 
workers' and employers' organizations 1/2.3.31 
212.3.30 3/2.3.32 4/2.3.35 5/2.3.39 6/2.3.12 
7/2.3.17 9/2.3.27 10/2.3.49 11/2.3.25 1212.3.16 
- Improving relations with both sides of industry 
through tripartite conferences communication C 
4/2.1.39 
Work 
Workers' and Employers' Organizations 
(Continued) 
- Tripartite conferences and relations with the two 
sides of industry resolutions P 5/2.3.6 
Working Condition 
- Application of the regulation on social legislation 
applying to road transport (C 47n9) 1212.3.50 
- Application of the regulation on social legislation 
applying to road transport in the new Member 
States (C 47n9) 3/2.3.46 (C 821n9) 1212.3.31 
- Convention on the length of work and rest 
periods in road transport decision L 6/2. 1.1 02 
- European Agreement Concerning the Work of 
Crews of Vehicles Engaged in International 
Road Transport decision L 6/2.1.101 
- Harmonization of social legislation in the field of 
road transport in the Netherlands opinion C 
decision C 7/2.1.92 
- Harmonization of social legislation in the field of 
road transport 3/2.1 .13 11/2.1.96 1212.1.132 
- Harmonization of social legislation applying to 
carriage of goods by inland waterway 7/2.1.91 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions in the 
Coalmining Industry 10/2.1.56 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions 1212.1.68 
-Training of certain motor vehicle drivers in the 
Netherlands opinion C 7/2.1.93 
-Training of young drivers in Northern Ireland 
10/2.1.118 
- Working conditions in international road transport 
(A.E.T.R.) 1/2.1.78 
World Food Council 
- Community participation in the World Food 
Council9/2.2.31 
- Preparatory meeting for the meeting of the 
World Food Council7/2.2.42 
World Food Situation 
-Community participation in the work of the FAO 
Committee on Food Aid Policies and 
Programmes 5/2.2.40 
- Community participation in a session of the 
World Food Council 9/2.2.31 
-Meeting of the FAO Committee on Commodities 
10/2.2.43 
- Preparatory meeting for the session of the 
World Food Council 7/2.2.42 
-Work of the FAO Plenary Conference 11/2.2.32 
- World Conference on Agrarian Reform and 




- 2nd exchange programme for young workers 
3/2.1.45 opinion P 4/2.3.15 5/2.1.59 decision L 
7/2.1 .40 12/2.1 .60 
- Combined training and work schemes for young 
people communication C 10/2.1.49 
- Training/Work experience schemes for young 
people resolution L 12/2.1.59 
Yugoslavia 
- Emergency aid to earthquake victims in 
Yugoslavia decision C 4/2.2.44 resolution P 
4/2.2.45 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for a framework 
economic and commercial cooperation 
agreement 2/2.2.49 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia with a view to 
concluding a cooperation agreement 7/2.2.49 
-Proposed new EEC-Yugoslavia Agreement 
10/2.2.64 
- Study on relations between the Community and 
Yugoslavia opinion S 12/2.3.65 
- Supplementary negotiating directives for the 
conclusion of a new agreement with Yugoslavia 
3/2.2.56 
- Visit to the Commission by the member of the 
Yugoslav Government responsible for 
Community Affairs 4/2.2.43 
Yugoslavla·EEC Agreement 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for a framework 
economic and commercial cooperation 
agreement 2/2.2.49 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia with a view to 
concluding a cooperation agreement 7/2.2.49 
- Proposed new EEC-Yugoslavia cooperation 
agreement 10/2.2.64 
- Supplementary negotiating directives for the 




- Emergency food aid for Zambia decision L 
5/2.2.36 
Zinc 
- Meeting of the International Lead and Zinc 
Study Group 1 0/2.2.29 
z 
